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Preface
This thesis deals with atomic layer deposition (ALD) of platinum and with the development of a novel nanopatterning approach based on ALD. The work was carried out in the
research group ”Plasma and Materials Processing” (PMP) at the Department of Applied
Physics of the Eindhoven University of Technology. The group has a background in the
science and technology of plasmas and thin ﬁlms, and has obtained extensive expertise in
the ﬁeld of (plasma-assisted) ALD in the last decade. The work on nanopatterning was
part of a close collaboration between PMP and the company FEI Electron Optics. FEI
has contributed to this project with their expertise in charged particle beam processing.
The PhD project has been ﬁnancially supported by NanoNextNL, a nanotechnology program of the Dutch government, and by FEI. In the NanoNextNL program, this project
is part of the subprogram on ”Nanopatterning”. The results presented in the chapter
about carbon nanotube ﬁeld effect transistor (CNTFET) fabrication were partly obtained
during an internship (summer 2012) in the group of Prof. Zhihong Chen at the Birck
Nanotechnology Center of Purdue University.
Adrie Mackus
Eindhoven, February 2013
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Nanomanufacturing

In today’s information age, the fast development of computers, mobile phones, tablets,
and other electronic devices has an immense effect on the society. This advancement
is being driven mostly by the microelectronics industry, which consistently has been
delivering faster and smaller computer-chips during the last few decades. Much of
this progress results from following Moore’s law; an economic law and nowadays a
“roadmap” that describes that the number of transistors on an integrated circuit should
double every 18 to 24 months to maintain continuous device improvement [1]. The transistor, basically an electrical switch (See Fig. 1.1a), is a fundamental building block of
which over a billion are typically present in every modern electronic device.
Figure 1.1b illustrates the development of transistors in integrated circuits during the
past 50 years. During the ﬁrst four decades after the invention of the integrated circuit
in 1958, the performance of a circuit was predominantly improved by down-scaling the
dimensions of the transistor [2]. When scaled down, transistors switch faster and consume less energy. The scaling also lowers the price per transistor and allows for the
fabrication of more complex circuits containing more transistors. The dimensions of the
structures and layers of which the transistor currently consists are at the nanometer scale.
In this size regime, the properties of the materials involved deviate from their bulk behavior. For this and other reasons, it becomes inevitable to implement new materials and
to fundamentally change device architectures. At the 45 nm node in 2007, a hafnium-
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Figure 1.1: (a) Schematic illustration of a metal-oxide-semiconductor ﬁeld-effect transistor (MOSFET). A MOSFET consists of a semiconducting channel of Si connected to
two contacts: a source and a drain. In addition, there is a third contact, the gate, that
is separated from the channel by a thin dielectric layer (made traditionally of SiO2 but
currently in most cases of HfO2 ). The current in the channel can be controlled by applying a voltage between the gate and the source. The gate voltage can therefore be used to
swith the current between the source and the drain on or off. (b) Overview illustrating the
development of the transistor in integrated circuits during the past ﬁve decades. Transistors were mainly scaled down in size during the ﬁrst four decades after the invention of
the integrated circuit. In recent years, new materials and drastic changes to the architecture were implemented. The next step might be the introdution of new materials for the
transistor channel. (Based on images from www.intel.com.)

based oxide deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD) has been introduced as the gate
dielectric [3]. ALD is a thin ﬁlm deposition technique that allows for the depostion of
material in layer-by-layer fashion and has therefore control of the ﬁlm thickness at the
atomic level. The introduction of the hafnium-based oxide layer was necessary in order
to minimize the leakage current that plagued the conventional SiO2 gate dielectric when
being scaled down to the nanometer level. In the lastest technology generation of 22 nm,
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Intel introduced the Tri-Grate (also known as FinFet) architecture, in which the gate is
wrapped around the channel in a three-dimensional structure [4]. The wrap-around architecture improves the coupling between the gate and the channel, and thereby reduces
short-channel effects. ALD plays an important role in the nanomanufacturing of this
three-dimensional architecture, because the dielectric layer needs to be deposited around
the channel with an excellent step coverage [5]. The next fundamental change may be
to implement new materials with higher charge carrier mobilities for the transistor channel; ﬁrst III-V and Ge semiconductors and subsequently nanowires, carbon nanotubes,
or graphene [6].
With the implementation of these new materials, the microelectronics industry has
reached the stage at which scientiﬁc breakthroughs reported in nanoscience need to be
converted into nanotechnology. In the last 20 years, many promising architectures for
future nanoelectronic devices have been proposed. Their implementation in technology
is currently limited due to a lack of reliable nanomanufacturing techniques [7]. A good
example is the carbon nanotube ﬁeld-effect transistor (CNTFET), i.e. the transistor architecture in which the silicon channel is replaced by a semiconducting carbon nanotube [8].
Many studies in nanoscience literature demonstrate, for a handful of devices, that CNTFETs can outperform conventional transistors. However, integrated circuits containing
CNTFETs cannot be realized while nanomanufacturing techniques are lacking for the
synthesis and wiring of billions of transistors on the nanometer scale [9]. The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) lists the following challenges
for CNTFET fabrication: (i) the carbon nanotubes need to be grown with control of the
band gap energy; (ii) the carbon nanotubes need to be positioned at speciﬁc locations;
(iii) control of carrier type and concentration is required; (iv) a reliable method for gate
dielectric deposition needs to be developed; (v) and electrical contacts with a low contact
resistance are required [6].
The use of carbon nanotubes or graphene in future carbon nanoelectronics leads to
new requirements for the various processing steps in integrated circuit manufacturing.
As illustrated in Fig. 1.2, conventional top-down∗ approaches involve the patterning of a
resist ﬁlm and subsequent etching or lift-off. It has been reported that it is extremely difﬁcult to remove resist layers from the surface of carbon-based materials [10, 11], and the
resist residue that is left behind affects the performance of the device [12, 13]. Moreover,
the chemicals used in etching or lift-off may damage or dope the sensitive surfaces of
∗ In

nanomanufacturing, the term top-down describes techniques that start with a large piece of material
that is structured by removing material using for example etching. On the other hand, bottom-up methods are
based on the building of nanostructures in a atom-by-atom or molecule-by-molecule fashion.
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Figure 1.2: (a) The ﬁrst CNTFET device reported by Tans et al. [8]. The device was fabricated by dispersion of carbon nanotubes on a substrate with pre-patterned Au contacts.
The Au lines serve as source and drain contacts, the Si substrate as the back gate with a
SiO2 layer as the gate dielectric, and the carbon nanotube as the channel. (b) The conventional top-down approach relying on the patterning of a resist layer by lithography,
metallization, and lift-off. Resist residue is left behind and contact delamination during
lift-off lowers the device yield. (c) Ideally, the device is fabricated using a bottom-up
approach in which the contacts are built atom-by-atom only at the targeted location.

carbon nanotubes and graphene [13, 14]. These compatibility issues can be overcome by
using bottom-up methods in which the structures are created directly at their nanoscale
dimensions. Several so-called direct-write nanopatterning techniques are currently being
developed that allow for direct deposition of material without the need for using resist
ﬁlms, etching or lift-off [15–18].
Another challenge in integrated circuit manufacturing, is the patterning of very small
structures at the nanometer scale. Currently, the state-of-the-art integrated circuits contain transistors with features of 20 - 30 nm in size that are patterned by photolithography.
Continuing with photolithography with 193 nm light for the next generation integrated
circuits is becoming extremely difﬁcult (even with immersion lithography [19]). Extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) lithography (13.5 nm wavelength) is generally considered as the successor of photolithography, but it is currently unclear whether it will be mature enough to
be employed in the next technology node. Therefore, complicated lithography schemes
such as double exposure and double patterning [20] are being used and developed as a
interim solution.
To summarize, there are several challenges for the nanomanufacturing of future nanodevices: the implementation of new materials, the elimination of certain compatibility
issues, and the patterning at lateral dimensions of a few nanometers. In this work, atomic
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layer deposition (ALD) of Pt was studied, aimed at the development of a novel bottom-up
nanopatterning approach based on ALD. In order to control the lateral dimensions of the
deposited material, ALD was combined with the patterning technique of electron beam
induced deposition (EBID). EBID is a direct-write patterning technique in which material is deposited locally at a surface in one single step through electron beam induced
decomposition of molecules adsorbed at the surface. The combination of the two techniques enables the fabrication of high-quality nanostructures with high lateral resolution,
while eliminating the use of resist ﬁlms and etching / lift-off steps. Such a technique
may for example be applied in the patterning of electrical contacts to sensitive materials
such as carbon nanotubes or graphene. This thesis focuses on the material Pt, because it
is a material which is of interest for various applications, in particular for the contacting
of nanomaterials. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, in Sec 1.2, the
properties of Pt and its various applications are described. Next, the technical details
of ALD and EBID are discussed in Secs. 1.3 and 1.4, respectively. The project goals
and the research approach are presented in Sec. 1.5, and the Chapter concludes with an
outline of the thesis.

1.2

Platinum

Platinum is a noble metal, which refers to its positive standard reduction potential, and
its chemical stability in oxidizing atmospheres. As a catalytic material, it has the ability
to break bonds in molecules adsorbed on its surface. Pt has excellent electrical properties
with a high work function of 5.6 eV and a low resistivity of 10.5 μΩcm. A drawback is
that Pt is a precious material, due to its low abundance on earth.
Pt can catalyze the breaking of C-H, O-O, and H-H bonds in adsorbed species [21],
and it is therefore applied as catalyst in many chemical reactions of industrial importance [22]. Pt is for example used in three-way catalysts in automobile catalytic converters as it catalyzes the conversion of unburned hydrocarbons to CO2 and H2 O [23], in oil
reﬁneries for catalytic reforming of naphthas into higher-octane gasoline, and in the production of industrial chemicals such as ammonia. It is further considered for fuel cells in
which it can serve as the electrode for current collection or as catalyst for the O2 reduction and H2 oxidation reactions [24]. When deposited as nanoparticles on a metal-oxide
surface, Pt can be used to improve the performance of gas sensors [25].
Because of its high work function and low resistivity, Pt is often used as electrode /
contact material. Pt is for example considered for high-κ / metal gate stacks [26], counter
electrode in dye-sensitized solar cells [27], or as source and drain contacts in CNTFETs
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(see Chapter 9). The use of Pt as contact material in various (prototype) devices was
the main motivation for selecting Pt to demonstrate the capabilities of the nanopatterning
technique developed in this work.
Since Pt is a precious material, it is essential that the material is utilized as efﬁciently as possible. For most of the applications listed above, it is not necessary to have
a large amount of material, but instead it is sufﬁcient to prepare the Pt as a thin ﬁlm or
as nanoparticles on a support surface. The thin ﬁlm deposition technique of atomic layer
deposition (ALD) introduced in the next section, is suitable to deposit Pt in many of these
applications.

1.3

Atomic layer deposition

ALD is a vapor phase thin ﬁlm deposition technique that allows for the deposition of
ﬁlms with a good uniformity, high conformality, and accurate thickness control [28, 29].
It generally leads to ﬁlms with a high material quality. ALD relies on the alternate pulsing
of precursor and reactant gases, separated by purge or pump steps, which results in selflimiting surface reactions. To explain the details of these self-limiting reactions and how
they translate to conformal and controlled deposition, the classical example of ALD of
Al2 O3 is discussed below [30]. See Fig. 1.3 for a schematic representation of this ALD
process.
The ALD process of Al2 O3 consists of alternate pulses, referred to as half-reactions,
of Al(CH3 )3 precursor and H2 O. Assume as a starting surface, an oxide substrate covered
with hydroxyl surface groups. During the ﬁrst step of the process, the substrate is exposed
to the Al(CH3 )3 precursor molecules that adsorb at the surface in a reaction with the
surface hydroxyl groups. In a ligand-exchange reaction between the hydroxyl groups
and the methyl ligands of the precursor, Al-O bonds are formed and CH4 is released
as a volatile reaction by-product. The result is a surface terminated by -CH3 groups,
which limits the adsorption of more precursor molecules, and ensures the self-limiting
nature of the ﬁrst half-reaction. Subsequently, the excessive amount of precursor and the
reaction products are purged from the chamber by an inert gas. The third step involves
the exposure of the -CH3 terminated surface to H2 O vapor. During this step, the H2 O
molecules react with the -CH3 surface groups, resulting in CH4 reaction products and the
formation of new hydroxyl groups at the surface. This half-reaction is also self-limiting,
since it is completed when the H2 O has reacted with all -CH3 groups. The last pulse of
the process is again a purge step. After these four steps, together referred to as an ALD
cycle, a (sub)monolayer of ∼1 Å Al2 O3 has been deposited. Since the surface is again
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.3: Schematic illustration of a typical ALD process for the deposition of a material containing two elements (e.g. Al2 O3 ). The cycle consists of alternate exposure of
a surface to (a) precursor and (c) reactant gases separated by (b,d) pump or purge steps.

terminated with hydroxyl groups at the end of a cycle, the process can be repeated until
the desired thickness is reached.
The growth mechanism for Pt ALD is quite different from the Al2 O3 case, because
a metal ﬁlm containing only one single element is deposited during Pt ALD, and because the deposited Pt has the ability to catalyze certain chemical reactions. The Pt
ALD process consists of half-reactions with (methylcyclopentadienyl)-trimethylplatinum
(MeCpPtMe3 ) dosing and O2 gas exposure, and it is typically carried out at a substrate
temperature between 200 - 300 ◦ C [31]. The Pt surface is able to catalyze the dissociation of O2 molecules during the O2 half-reaction, which generates a Pt surface covered with chemisorbed oxygen. The MeCpPtMe3 precursor molecules adsorb during
the MeCpPtMe3 dosing in a reaction with the chemisorbed O atoms. In this reaction,
the precursor ligands are partly combusted releasing CO2 and H2 O as volatile reaction
by-products [32], and also CH4 is formed [33]. As discussed in more detail in Chapter
3, the MeCpPtMe3 molecules partly break down on the catalytic Pt surfaces, and the
surface becomes terminated by hydrocarbon species (i.e. fragments of the -Me and MeCp precursor ligands). The MeCpPtMe3 half-reaction is self-limiting because these
hydrocarbon species prevent further precursor adsorption at the surface. A short purge
or pump step is then employed to evacuate the remaining precursor molecules and the
reaction products. The third step involves the exposure to O2 gas. The O2 molecules
dissociatively chemisorb on the Pt surface and react with the remaining adsorbed hydrocarbon species, leading again to CO2 and H2 O reaction products. A low coverage of
chemisorbed O remains at the surface that, after a second purge or pump step, participates in the surface reactions during the MeCpPtMe3 pulse of the next ALD cycle. The
four steps together typically result in the deposition of approximately 0.5 Å Pt [31, 34].
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Saturation of the self-limiting half-reactions is achieved, when sufﬁcient amounts of
precursor and reactant species are supplied to the surface. Consequently, the deposition
rate of ALD is not proportional to the ﬂux of precursor and reactant species to the surface,
as is typically the case for chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or physical vapor deposition
(PVD). As a result, in ALD the same amount of material is deposited everywhere on the
surface, even in high aspect ratio structures. High conformality on demanding surface
topologies and good uniformity on large substrates are the features that make ALD an attractive thin ﬁlm synthesis technique for many applications. Also due to the self-limiting
nature of the surface reactions, the amount of material deposited in an ALD cycle, referred to as the growth-per-cycle (GPC), is constant during the deposition process and
equal to about a (sub)monolayer of material. Because the number of cycles can be chosen in order to reach the targeted ﬁlm thickness, an ultimate control of the thickness, i.e.
on the atomic level, is obtained. This is another key feature of ALD.

1.4

Electron beam induced deposition

Electron beam induced deposition (EBID) is a direct-write deposition technique that allows for local deposition of material in one single step. (See Fig. 1.4a) [16, 17]. EBID is
a member of a family of charged particle beam induced processing techniques that also
comprises ion beam induced deposition (IBID, also known as focused ion beam chemical vapor deposition or FIB-CVD) and electron beam induced etching (EBIE). During
EBID, material is locally deposited through electron beam induced decomposition of
adsorbed precursor molecules. Gaseous precursor molecules are dosed into an electron
beam system using a gas needle close to the substrate, and the molecules adsorb on the
surface. The electron beam dissociates the adsorbed precursor molecules into volatile
and non-volatile products, predominantly by the secondary electrons generated by the
electron beam. The non-volatile products adhere to the substrate surface and form the
deposit, while the volatile products are pumped out of the electron beam system. A twoor three-dimensional nanostructure can be deﬁned by scanning the electron beam over
the surface in a certain pattern.
EBID enables the deposition of structures of micro- or nanoscale dimensions, since
an electron beam can be focused into a spot in the range from 100 nm down to subnanometer diameter [35]. One of the most important advantages of EBID is that the
pattern is written directly, in one single step, without the need for additional lithography
/ lift-off steps. EBID allows for deposition on either ﬂat or topographical surfaces. Its
low throughput and low material purity, which are discussed in more detail below, can be
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Focused
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(a)

Volatile
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Figure 1.4: Schematics of (a) the EBID technique, (b) the ALD technique, and (c) the
direct-write ALD technique. The most important features of each process are listed,
which illustrates that the direct-write ALD technique combines the merits of EBID and
ALD.

mentioned as the most important drawbacks of this technique.
EBID suffers from incomplete precursor dissociation for most precursor molecules
leading to undesired atoms in the deposited material. The purity of the material is
strongly dependent on the precursor. Reported purity values for metal EBID processes
are 60 at.% for Fe from Fe2 (CO)5 [36], ∼65 at.% for Au from Me2 Au(tfac) [37], ∼15
at.% for Pt from MeCpPtMe3 [38]. In general, the deposit composition is a derivative
of the precursor species. However, the residual background vapor might also contribute
to the contamination in the material. In the case of organometallic precursors, large
amounts of carbon are deposited along with the metal and the deposit can be described
as small metal grains embedded in a matrix of amorphous carbon [39]. Several methods
to improve the deposit impurity have been proposed, but so far none of those have made
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enabled the deposition of high-purity structures [38].
EBID is a serial patterning technique with a low throughput as compared to several
other patterning techniques. Therefore the applications of EBID are currently limited
to applications where the feature dimensions need to be smaller than readily attainable
with other techniques, and where the time it takes for deposition is not a bottleneck.
Currently, there are a few industrial applications for which EBID is considered or already
used: photo-mask repair, fabrication of high-aspect ratio atomic force microscopy (AFM)
tips, and circuit editing of multilevel architectures [16]. One approach to enhance the
throughput, which is currently under investigation, is to develop an electron beam system
containing multiple electron beams [40].

1.5

Project goals and research approach

The main goal of the research project associated with this thesis has been to develop a
bottom-up nanopatterning technique relying on ALD that enables the patterning of highquality structures without using lithography. A bottom-up nanopatterning technique may
for example ﬁnd its application in the patterning of contacts for future nanoelectronics
(e.g. in transistors or sensors).
Atomic layer deposition enables the deposition of thin ﬁlms with accurate thickness
control, but it is in itself not suitable for the patterning of nanostructures as it has no
intrinsic ability to control the growth in lateral dimensions. Conventionally, it is possible
to combine ALD metallization with photo- or electron beam lithography, but the required
resist ﬁlms and lift-off steps may cause compatibility issues with the sensitive nanoscale
building blocks of future nanoelectronics.
As discussed in the previous sections, EBID enables direct-write patterning with
nanometer scale resolution but with a poor material quality, while ALD gives highquality material with an excellent thickness control (See Fig. 1.4). Therefore a combination between the two techniques has been developed allowing for the patterning of
high-quality material with accurate control of the dimensions. The combined method,
referred to in this thesis as direct-write ALD, consists of two main steps as illustrated
in Fig. 1.4c. First, a thin seed layer of low-quality material is patterned by EBID, and
subsequently, the pattern is selectively thickened by ALD. A requirement for the ALD
building step is that the growth occurs only on the seed layer pattern and not on the substrate. The main idea behind this approach is that if a thin EBID seed layer is used, the
majority of the material is deposited by ALD, and consequently, the material properties
of the fabricated structure should be similar to those of ALD grown ﬁlms. An additional
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beneﬁt is that the throughput for patterning of nanostructures can be improved, because
EBID only needs to be used for the deposition of the seed layer, while the entire pattern
can be thickened simultaneously by ALD. Furthermore, an important merit of the technique is that it avoids the use of resist ﬁlms, etching, or lift-off steps. The basic concept
of direct-write ALD was patented by FEI as “Method for forming microscopic structures
on a substrate” [41].
The part of the work described in this thesis about nanopatterning focused on the
following research questions:
• Does the direct-write ALD technique enable the patterning of high-quality material?
• What is the lateral patterning resolution that can achieved with the direct-write
ALD technique?
• What limits the throughput of direct-write ALD for the patterning of nanostructures?
• Is the technique able to pattern on nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes (single/multi-walled) and graphene?
• Is it possible to create the patterned seed layer with other techniques, e.g. IBID?
In addition to the development of direct-write ALD of Pt, the work on Pt ALD has
a more general and fundamental goal. For the development of novel applications of Pt
ALD, it is essential to have a profound understanding of the underlying surface reactions
and mechanisms of the deposition process. Therefore, instead of focusing only on the
direct-write ALD technique, the surface reactions of the Pt ALD process were studied in
detail as the starting point of the project. Figure 1.5 schematically illustrates the aspects
of the deposition process that were investigated. First of all, it is important to understand the surface reactions that take place during growth on a Pt surface. These surface
reactions have important consequences for certain characteristics of the process such as
the growth rate, the temperature dependence, and the saturation of the half-reactions.
Secondly, the nucleation behavior of Pt ALD on oxide substrates was investigated. The
insights obtained in both studies were required to develop and optimize a process for
selective ALD growth on seed layer patterns. In that case, the growth on the seed layer
resembles the growth on a Pt surface, while the nucleation on an oxide substrate needs to
be avoided.
The part of the work about the underlying surface reactions focused on the following
research questions:
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Figure 1.5: (a) The nucleation behavior, and (b) the reaction mechanism of Pt ALD were
investigated in detail in this work. The insights obtained in these studies were essential
for achieving (c) selective ALD growth on EBID seed layer patterns in the direct-write
ALD approach. For selective Pt ALD, the growth should only occur on the seed layer,
while the nucleation on the substrate needs to be suppressed.

• Which surface reactions occur on a Pt surface during Pt ALD growth?
• What determines the temperature dependence of the Pt ALD process?
• Which surface reactions and physical processes occur during the nucleation of Pt
ALD on oxide substrates?
• How can the nucleation behavior be tuned such that Pt ALD readily nucleates on
seed layer patterns, while the nucleation on the substrate is prevented?
The conclusions drawn from these studies are not solely interesting for nanopatterning, but can have broad implications for many other applications for which Pt ALD is
considered. In fact, the new insights obtained in the mechanism studies led to several
new innovative ALD approaches:
• A new approach for synthesis of core/shell nanoparticles was developed in a related
PhD project, based on the same selective growth conditions that were used in the
direct-write ALD technique.
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• In the study of the nucleation behavior, the conditions were identiﬁed that are suitable for: (i) thin ﬁlm deposition with a minimal nucleation delay; and (ii) nanoparticle deposition with a narrow particle size distribution. The latter is relevant for
catalysis applications.
• Based on the insights obtained about the temperature dependence of the Pt ALD
process, new plasma-assisted ALD processes were developed allowing for deposition of Pt at room temperature.
Furthermore, it is important to note that Pt is often considered as a prototypical system for the study of other noble metals; in particular the Pt group metals. The new
insights into the reaction mechanism and nucleation behavior of Pt ALD are therefore
very valuable for the understanding of the ALD processes of for example ruthenium,
rhodium, palladium, osmium and iridium.

1.6

Outline

Figure 1.6 shows an overview of the different topics that are addressed in this work. As
described in the previous section, the work presented in this thesis can be divided in three
parts: (i) the development of direct-write ALD nanopatterning technique, (ii) the study
of the underlying surface reactions, and (iii) the development of other applications of Pt
ALD based on the knowledge obtained from the mechanism studies.
Nanopatterning: The chapters 6 to 9 deal with the direct-write ALD approach. Chapter 6 introduces the direct-write ALD technique, and presents the ﬁrst proof-of-concept
results. Chapter 7 describes several aspects of the direct-write ALD, such as the material properties of the fabricated structures, and its resolution for patterning nanowires. It
also demonstrates the ability to pattern contacts on multi-walled carbon nanotubes. In
Chapter 8, the conditions for selective ALD growth and the requirements of the EBID
seed layer for ALD growth stimulation are identiﬁed. In addition, a modiﬁcation of the
direct-write ALD process is presented that allows for a signiﬁcant improvement of the
throughput of the technique, which makes it competitive with electron beam lithography
(EBL) patterning. Finally, in Chapter 9, it is evaluated whether the direct-write ALD
technique is suitable for the fabrication of CNTFETs.
Surface reactions: The Chapters 3 and 4 are about the underlying surface reactions of
Pt ALD. In Chapter 3, the insight into the reaction mechanism of Pt ALD is extended
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Figure 1.6: Overview of the different research topics that are addressed in this thesis.
The insights obtained in the mechanism studies were essential in the development of
the direct-write ALD technique, but also led to several new applications of Pt ALD.
Therefore, the work can roughly be divided in three parts: (i) nanopatterning, (ii) surface
reactions, (ii) and other innovative ALD approaches.

by applying the knowledge gained from surface science to the experimental results obtained for Pt ALD. Chapter 4 deals with the nucleation behavior of the Pt ALD process,
as experimentally studied by spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). The exposure to O2 during the O2 pulse of the process was identiﬁed
as the parameter that rules the nucleation behavior, which can be exploited for controlling the nucleation.
Other innovative ALD approaches: The work about core/shell nanoparticles has been
published in Ref. [42], is part of a related PhD project [43], and is discussed in more detail in Sec. 2.5. As mentioned, Chapter 4 deals with the nucleation behavior of Pt ALD.
However, in addition, it also discusses the consequences of this work for the deposition
of ultrathin ﬁlms with a minimal nucleation delay, and for the synthesis of nanoparticles
with a narrow particle size distribution. In Chapter 5, the new processes for plasmaassisted ALD at room temperature are introduced. It is demonstrated that these processes
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enable ALD of Pt on various temperature sensitive surfaces.
The chapters of this thesis have been or will be published as separated articles in
peer-reviewed international scientiﬁc journals. The order of the chapters is chosen such
that it reﬂects the fact that the knowledge about the underlying surface reactions served
as the starting point for the rest the work. Furthermore, in Chapter 2, ﬁrst a review is
given of the use of ALD in nanopatterning. The different approaches for structuring
of ALD grown ﬁlms are discussed and compared in order to put the direct-write ALD
method in perspective. Chapter 3 starts off with a short overview of the previous work
on the Pt ALD process, and presents results from surface science literature about the Pt
surface. This part can be considered as an introduction to the Pt ALD process and its
surface chemistry.
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Chapter 2
The use of ALD in advanced
nanopatterning∗
2.1

Introduction

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a thin ﬁlm deposition technique with ultimate control
of the ﬁlm thickness as it relies on self-limiting surface reactions [1, 2]. For most applications in microelectronics however, it is also required to control the lateral dimensions
of the ﬁlm by patterning. Patterned ﬁlms are for example ubiquitous in transistor and
interconnect technology, in which the basic building blocks typically consist of a stack
of several patterned ﬁlms of different materials. Since ALD has no intrinsic ability to
control the lateral dimensions of the growth, patterning techniques need to be used to
structure a blanket deposited ﬁlm, or to limit the ALD growth to speciﬁc surface areas.
The conventional approach for ﬁlm structuring consists of the patterning of a resist layer
by photolithography, followed by the transfer of the pattern by etching.
The semiconductor industry is currently facing signiﬁcant challenges with the transition from photolithography with light of 193 nm wavelength to extreme-UV (EUV)
lithography (13.5 nm wavelength). As an interim solution, photolithography with 193
nm light is currently being extended with methods such as immersion lithography [3],
double exposure, and double patterning [4]. ALD can provide solutions in this respect.
For example, a form of double patterning that is gaining attention is direct spacer deﬁned
∗ A.

J. M. Mackus, A. A Bol, and W. M. M. Kessels, in preparation for publication.
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double patterning (SDDP) [5]. One of the steps in direct-SDDP is to deposit a spacer
layer directly on a photoresist pattern. ALD is considered to be the ideal candidate for
this step, since it is able to deposit ultrathin conformal layers of high material quality at
low substrate temperatures [6, 7]. The patterned ALD ﬁlm subsequently functions as a
mask during the etching of the desired feature. The use of ALD in direct-SDDP can be
described as ALD-enabled nanopatterning.
ALD also offers other opportunities, for example, when working with the sensitive
materials that are considered for future nanoelectronics such as organic layers, graphene,
carbon nanotubes, or nanowires. Photolithography involves many processing steps, such
as resist spinning, light exposure, resist development, and etching, and some of these
steps may lead to compatibility issues with these sensitive materials. In order to avoid
etching, a lift-off approach can be employed in which the resist ﬁlm is patterned prior to
the ﬁlm deposition. This requires the deposition at relatively low substrate temperatures
to prevent damage of the resist layer, and this can be achieved by ALD [8].
Since ALD depends critically on surface chemistry, it is also possible to chemically
modify a surface to enable area-selective ALD [9, 10]. Local modiﬁcation of the surface properties opens up new approaches in which there is also lateral control of ALD
ﬁlm growth in addition to the thickness control of ALD. So far, most studies about areaselective ALD deal with the deactivation of areas of the surface by certain molecules,
allowing for selective ALD on those areas that are not deactivated [9, 11]. The new
area-selective ALD approach introduced in this thesis relies on area-activation, which
represents an alternative class of area-selective ALD methods with some beneﬁts compared to other approaches.
In this Chapter, the use of ALD in advanced nanopatterning is reviewed. First,
conventional patterning based on etching is presented as background information. Section 2.3 describes several double patterning approaches and the role of ALD in directSDDP. In Sec. 2.4, the different methods for patterning of ALD-grown ﬁlms are described: (i) patterning based on lithography and lift-off; (ii) area-selective ALD by areadeactivation; and (iii) area-selective ALD by area-activation. The beneﬁts and drawbacks of all these approaches are discussed, putting the new area-selective approach
introduced in this thesis in perspective. The work on area-selective ALD has inspired
new approaches for the synthesis of complex structures. In Sec. 2.5, it is illustrated how
knowledge obtained in studies on area-selective ALD has been exploited for the deposition of nanoparticles, nanotubes, and nanowires.
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2) Resist patterning

3) Etching

4) Resist strip

~ 3 steps

Figure 2.1: Process ﬂow of conventional patterning based on etching. The patterning
of the resist layer typically involves three additional processing steps as illustrated in
Fig. 2.2.

2.2

Conventional patterning

Conventional patterning relies on the patterning of a resist ﬁlm, followed by etching. Figure 2.1 schematically illustrates the typical process ﬂow of a basic lithographic process.
First, the material that needs to be structured is blanket coated on the substrate. Next,
a resist layer is patterned on the ﬁlm, by using for example photolithography, e-beam
lithography (EBL), soft lithography or imprint lithography, as discussed in more detail
below. This pattern subsequently needs to be transferred to the underlying ﬁlm via an
etching process. In wet etching, the sample is immersed in a chemical solution, which
attacks the regions of the ﬁlm that are not covered with the resist layer. In general, wet
etching is isotropic, and cannot be used to fabricate ﬁne features. Dry etching by plasma
exposure on the other hand, can be used to create anisotropic etch proﬁles, and is therefore applied during high resolution patterning [12]. Typically, the substrate potential is
lower than the plasma potential, such that the positively charged ions in the plasma accelerate towards the substrate in a directional manner, which ensures the anisotropic nature
of the etch process through the so-called ion-radical synergism [13]. The remaining resist
layer is stripped during the last step of the patterning process, e.g. by plasma ashing or
wet chemistry.
As mentioned, there are several patterning techniques that can be used to deﬁne the
pattern in the resist layer (See Fig. 2.2). In photolithography [14], a resist layer is ﬁrst
spin coated on the substrate from a solution containing the resist molecules in a solvent. After drying and/or baking to remove the solvent, the resist ﬁlm is exposed to light
through a mask with the desired pattern. The exposed regions undergo a chemical change
that affects the solubility in a developing solvent. Depending on the photoresist tone, the
exposed or unexposed regions are selectively washed away in a solution during the development step. For positive tone resists, the exposed regions are more soluble in the
resist development solution, while the unexposed regions are more soluble for negative
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(a) Photolithography

(b) E-beam lithography
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1) Spin coat resist
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2) Heat + press mold

1) Dip stamp in solution

3) Develop resist

3) Develop resist

3) Release mold +
remove residue

2) Stamp resist

1) Spin coat resist
Resist

Film

Figure 2.2: A resist ﬁlm can be patterned by for example (a) photolithography, (b) ebeam lithography, (c) nanoimprint lithography, or (d) soft lithography (also known as
microcontact printing). Note that during soft lithography, the substrate is only involved
in one step.

tone resists.
In EBL, an electron is scanned over a surface covered with a resist ﬁlm according to
a predeﬁned pattern, instead of exposing it through a mask. The local exposure to the
electron beam causes a chemical change of the resist ﬁlm. For the rest, it consists of the
same steps for resist coating and resist development as employed during photolithography, although with different resist and development chemicals.
Nanoimprint lithography (originally known as hot embossing) involves a hard mold
shaped in the preferred pattern that is imprinted in a polymer ﬁlm [15]. The polymer ﬁlm
is ﬁrst spin coated on the substrate and heated. The hard mold is subsequently pressed
into the polymer ﬁlm. When heated above the glass transition temperature of the polymer,
the material ﬂows and the structures of the mold are ﬁlled. The substrate is then cooled,
which causes the polymer to solidify and replicate the pattern of the mold. Finally, the
mold is released, and the resist residue is removed in a short etching treatment. Instead
of heating the substrate, certain polymers can alternatively be cured when the mold is
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applied using ultraviolet (UV) light.
Soft lithography (also known as microcontact printing) relies on the stamping of
molecules on the substrate [16]. In the ﬁrst step, an elastomeric stamp is created from a
hard master. Subsequently, the elastomeric stamp is put into contact with the molecules.
The ‘inked’ stamp is then placed on the substrate, and the molecules are transferred to
the substrate surface by applying a force on the stamp.
Photolithography and etching are well-established processing techniques in the microelectronics industry, while EBL, soft lithography and imprint lithography are frequently employed in research environments. The technique used for ﬁlm deposition does
normally not affect the subsequent pattern deﬁnition and etching processes. Therefore,
there is no literature speciﬁcally about the patterning of ALD grown ﬁlms with conventional methods. It can however safely be stated that patterning based on etching is the
most adopted way of structuring these ﬁlms for various applications.
Conventional patterning can be classiﬁed as subtractive processing, in which blanket
ﬁlms are deposited ﬁrst, and the structuring is performed by etching. For certain applications, etch steps are unacceptable since they may damage sensitive elements of the
structure. For example etching needs to be avoided on organic semiconductors [17, 18],
or on carbon-based materials such as carbon nanotubes or graphene. Another limitation
is that some metals such as Cu, Pd, Pt, Ag, and Au are difﬁcult to etch by dry etching [19]. The alternative is to deposit the material only on those areas where it is desired,
using lift-off approaches or area-selective deposition, as explained in Sec. 2.4.
The resolution that can be achieved with photolithography is limited by the wavelength of the light that is used. The resolution of photolithography has been improved
during the past few decades by using light of increasingly shorter wavelengths (from
436 nm in 1980 to 193 currently), with EUV light (13.6 nm) as the future candidate
for high-volume manufacturing in microelectronics. The next section describes how the
lithography process can be adapted to fabricate features with a higher resolution without
using light with a shorter wavelength.

2.3

ALD-enabled nanopatterning: spacer deﬁned double patterning

The state-of-the-art lithography tools currently use UV light with a wavelength of 193
nm. By immersion of the gap between the lens and the wafer surface in puriﬁed water
(i.e. in immersion lithography) [3], these tools allow for the patterning with a critical
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dimension around 40 nm [7]. To increase the resolution further, light of a shorter wavelength has to be used, or new resolution enhancement technologies must be implemented.
Since the transition to EUV lithography turns out to be challenging for high-volume
manufacturing, double exposure and double patterning approaches are currently being
developed for the next technology generation [4]. These approaches may allow for the
use of the current lithography tools for a few more years, which is beneﬁcial from a
cost-of-ownership point-of-view.
The most straightforward way to increase the resolution is to perform two lithography
steps on the same resist, referred to as double exposure (See Fig. 2.3a) [20]. Standard
resist ﬁlms suffer however from a memory effect: the sum of two times a subthreshold
dose at locations in proximity to the exposed regions may be higher than the threshold
for making the resist soluble [21], which widens the dimensions of the patterned features. The implementation of double exposure therefore requires the use of a new class
of resist ﬁlms with a nonlinear response to the exposure dose. Alternatively, a double
patterning approach can be used in which both exposure steps are followed by separate
resist development and etching steps [21]. However, the limitations of double patterning
are that it involves many processing steps, and that the wafer has to be removed from the
lithography tool for the additional resist development, etching, and resist coating steps,
which causes loss of overlay registration.
A modiﬁed double patterning approach that involves only one lithography step, and
therefore no additional challenges with respect to overlay, is spacer deﬁned double patterning (SDDP) [22]. Because photolithography is normally the limiting step in integrated circuit manufacturing (due to the high capital expenditure of lithography equipment), it is a major improvement when a higher patterning resolution can be achieved
without performing two exposures. As illustrated in Fig. 2.3b, SDDP starts with the deposition of a hard mask and a resist ﬁlm on top of the ﬁlm than needs to be structured.
The resist ﬁlm is patterned by photolithography, which is followed by the development
of the resist. The pattern is then transferred into the hard mask using anisotropic etching.
After the removal of the resist, a spacer layer is deposited on the patterned hard mask. It
is important that a uniform and conformal spacer layer is deposited in this step. The layer
thickness needs to equal to the targeted critical dimension [7]. Subsequently, a second
etch is performed to remove the spacer layer covering the top of the hard mask. This
needs to be done such that the sidewalls of the spacer layer remain intact; for example
using reactive ion etching (RIE). In addition, also the rest of the hard mask needs to be
etched away, using a etching process that is selective towards the hard mask material.
This leaves the sidewalls of the spacer layer behind. The half-pitch is now reduced be-
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Figure 2.3: Overview of the process ﬂows of different resolution enhancement approaches: (a) double exposure, (b) spacer deﬁned double patterning (SDDP), (c) direct
spacer deﬁned double patterning, and (d) spacer deﬁned quadruple patterning (SDQP).
The ﬁrst steps of SDQP are the same as the ﬁrst 7 steps of SDDP or the ﬁrst 5 steps of
direct-SDDP.
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Figure 2.4: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a patterned photoresist covered with a SiO2 spacer layer deposited by plasma-assisted ALD at 50 ◦ C. Courtesy of
ASM International N.V.

cause both sidewalls deﬁne a feature. The pattern is subsequently transferred to the target
ﬁlm by anisotropic etching, in which the spacer layer sidewalls function as the mask. In
the last step, the spacer layer is also removed by etching. The ﬁnal result is a pattern
with twice as much features and a smaller critical dimension as compared to the pattern
deﬁned by photolithography in the resist ﬁlm during step 1.
The procedure of SDDP includes the deposition and patterning of the hard mask
layer, because typical polymer resists cannot withstand the temperature required for
the deposition of the spacer layer by conventional techniques such as plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). This implies that when the spacer layer could be
deposited directly on the patterned photoresist (referred to as direct-SDDP), several processing steps can be eliminated as illustrated in Fig. 2.3c [5]. This aspect motivates the
use of ALD in SDDP. ALD, and in particular plasma-assisted ALD, allows for the deposition of a high-quality spacer layer at low substrate temperatures [6, 7]. There are
several low temperature ALD processes that could be suitable for the deposition of the
spacer [23, 24]. It is important that the spacer layer is coated conformally on the patterned resist ﬁlm in the direct-SDDP approach (See Fig. 2.4). This is a second reason
to use ALD instead of PECVD, because ALD is generally promoted as the technique
with unparalleled capabilities for the deposition of conformal ﬁlms on demanding surfaces [2]. The patterning of 32 nm half-pitch polysilicon lines by SDDP with a SiO2
spacer layer deposited by plasma-assisted ALD has been achieved by Beynet et al. [5].
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The next resolution enhancement technology that may be applied is quadruple patterning. After step 7 of SDDP or step 5 of direct-SDDP, a second spacer deposition step
may be performed, in order to double the resolution once more. Spacer deﬁned quadruple patterning (SDQP) requires a different material for the second spacer layer, such that
the ﬁrst spacer layer can be etched selectively without affecting the second spacer layer
material.

2.4
2.4.1

Nanopatterning of ALD grown ﬁlms
Patterning based on lithography and lift-off

In lift-off methods, the material is deposited after the patterning of the resist. As illustrated in Fig. 2.5b, the process ﬂow for lift-off patterning is very similar to the conventional patterning scheme illustrated in Fig. 2.5a. However, the main difference is that
the etching step is eliminated. The ﬁrst few steps consist of the patterning of a resist
ﬁlm using for example one of the patterning techniques described in Sec. 2.2. The resist
is thereby applied in the areas, where the deposition of material needs to be prevented.
Subsequently, the ﬁlm is deposited on the entire surface of the substrate. The deposited
ﬁlm covers the parts of the substrate where no resist is present as well as the top of resist
layer. In the actual lift-off step, the resist layer is dissolved and washed out together with
the material that was covering the resist. The targeted material stays only on those areas
where the material is in direct contact with the substrate. A general limitation of lift-off
approaches is that the material needs to be deposited at a relatively low temperature such
that the resist ﬁlm stays intact. The deposition of ﬁlms by ALD is interesting for lift-off
patterning, because it typically allows for the deposition at substrate temperatures lower
than the temperature that is required for chemical vapor deposition (CVD) processes.

Results reported in the literature
Several articles in literature deal with the use of lift-off patterning for the structuring of
ALD grown ﬁlms as listed in Table 2.1.
Biercuk et al. reported on the fabrication of dielectric structures of Al2 O3 , HfO2 and
ZrO2 [8]. Patterning was performed by photolithography using Shipley photoresist and
with EBL using PMMA resist. The ﬁlms were deposited at low substrate temperature
(100 - 150 ◦ C), to prevent signiﬁcant outgassing or hardbaking of the resist layers. The
lift-off step was performed by immersing the samples in acetone; partly in an ultrasonic
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4) Resist strip

3) Lift-off

3)Resist strip

2) ALD

Resist

Figure 2.5: Schematic representations of the typical process ﬂows in (a) conventional
patterning based on lithography and etching, (b) patterning based on lithography and
lift-off, (c) area-selective ALD by area-deactivation, and (d) area-selective ALD by areaactivation. Approaches (b,c,d) can be classiﬁed as ALD-enabled nanopatterning. Approaches (a,b,c) include several additional processing steps for the patterning of the resist
ﬁlm or SAM (See Fig. 2.2).

bath. Structures with ﬁlm thicknesses in the range 2.5 - 100 nm and sub-micron lateral
resolution were fabricated.
In recent work by Suresh et al., illustrated in Fig. 2.6, patterned ZnO was prepared
in a lift-off approach using nanoimprint lithography (Fig. 2.2c) as the patterning technique [28]. A mold with a periodic pattern of Si nanopillars of ∼120 nm height, 65 nm
diameter, and 80 nm pitch was used in a standard nanoimprint lithography process in
which a PMMA was patterned on the substrate. After removal of the residual layer by
an O2 plasma, ALD of ZnO was carried out at a substrate temperature of 70 ◦ C. Finally,
a lift-off step was conducted using acetone. This procedure results in a periodic array of
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Table 2.1: Overview of studies reported in the literature about nanopatterning based
on lithography and lift-off. The material deposited, the precursors used for ALD, the
temperature during ALD, the resist ﬁlm, the patterning technique, and the thickness and
the lateral size of the ﬁnal pattern are given. The smallest reported lateral dimension of a
patterned structure is listed as a measure for the resolution. A tilde indicates that a value
is not presented in the article but is estimated from the reported data instead, and a dash
means ‘not reported’. Me = methyl, Et = ethyl, PMMA = poly(methylmethacrylate),
PVP = poly(vinyl pyrrolidone).
Material

Precursors

Temp.

Resist

Patterning

◦

( C)
Al2 O3

Al(Me)3 + H2 O

EBL

Thickness Lateral

Refs.

(nm)

(μm)

-

-

[8]

100 - 150

PMMA

250

PMMA

Photolitho.

50-380

60

[25]

PVP

Photolitho.

-

∼50

[26]

55

[25]

AlCl3 + H2 O

250

PMMA

Photolitho.

40

PVP

Photolitho.

39

∼50

[26]

TiO2

TiCl4 + H2 O

160

PMMA

Photolitho.

∼11

∼50

[27]

ZnO

ZnEt2 + H2 O

70

PMMA

Imprint

13

55

[28]

ZrO2

Zr(NMe2 )4 + H2 O

100 - 150

PMMA

EBL

-

-

[8]

ZrCl4 + H2 O

250

PVP

Photolitho.

80

∼50

[26]

HfO2

Hf(NMe2 )4 + H2 O

100 - 150

-

Photolitho.

-

-

[8]

PMMA

EBL

15

80 nm

[8]

ZnO structures of which MOS capacitors were fabricated.
Although referred to as area-selective ALD, the work of Sinha et al. about TiO2 deposition from TiCl4 and H2 O can be classiﬁed as a lift-off patterning since also deposition
on the top of the PMMA resist was obtained [27]. The deposition on the resist was reduced as much as possible by prolonging the purge times. The reduced growth of TiO2
on the PMMA resist facilitates the lift-off step. In an another study, Sinha et al. observed
that when titanium isopropoxide is used as the precursor for TiO2 deposition instead, no
growth on the PMMA resist occurs [29]. That study is listed as area-selective ALD by
area-deactivation in Table 2.4.
Färm et al. demonstrated successful lift-off patterning of Al2 O3 and TiO2 with 100
nm thick PMMA at 250 ◦ C [25]. This temperature is well above the glass transition temperature of PMMA, i.e. 85 - 165 ◦ C (depending on the exact properties of the PMMA
used). The use of temperatures above this range leads to hardening of the resist, which
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Figure 2.6: The method developed by Suresh et al. for the fabrication of a periodic
pattern of ZnO: (i) Mold fabrication from Si; (ii) Nanoimprint lithography; (iii) Removal
of the residual layer; (iv) ALD of ZnO; and (v) Lift-off. The SEM images in (a) and (c)
show the mold and the surface after steps (i) and (iv), respectively. The AFM images
(b) and (d) show the surface after steps (iii) and (v), respectively. Reprinted (adapted)
with permission from (V. Suresh, M. S. Huang, M. P. Srinivasan, C. Guan, H. J. Fan,
S. Krishnamoorthy, J. Phys, Chem. C 116, 23729 (2012)). Copyright (2012) American
Chemical Society.

makes the lift-off step difﬁcult. Note however, that only structures with dimensions larger
than ∼50 μm were successfully synthesized. It was also tried to pattern nanoscale structures, but that failed for temperatures above 150 ◦ C [26].

Discussion
As discussed in Sec. 2.2, lift-off patterning is typically applied when etching would damage parts of the device structures, or when processing materials that are difﬁcult to etch.
Similar to lithography and etching, lift-off patterning is a widely used approach in the
microelectronics industry. Consequently, for most resist ﬁlms and materials, information
is available in the literature about how to perform a successful lift-off.
A limitation is that the material has to be deposited at a relatively low substrate tem-
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perature in order to leave the resist ﬁlm intact [8]. This also leads to new opportunities
for ALD, since ALD typically enables the deposition at relatively low substrate temperatures [6]. The use of PMMA restricts the deposition to temperatures below 150 ◦ C, but
there are alternative resist ﬁlms that can be used at higher temperatures (e.g. the PVP
polymer used by Färm et al. [26]). So far, the patterning of ﬁne features of <100 nm in
a lift-off approach using ALD at temperatures above 200 ◦ C has not been demonstrated.
In principle, the lift-off step for an ALD grown ﬁlm should be similar to the lift-off
step for ﬁlms deposited by other means. However, due to the excellent conformality of
ALD, growth in porous polymers could be obtained [27], which makes the lift-off step
more challenging. For the same reason, it may be more difﬁcult to avoid the deposition
on the sidewalls of the resist. These issues lower the device yield when a wafer with a
large multitude of devices needs to be fabricated. A solution to these issues is to modify
the method such that the growth on the patterned resist ﬁlm is avoided, as is the case for
area-selective ALD by area-deactivation.

2.4.2

Area-selective ALD by area-deactivation

As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, ALD depends strongly on surface chemistry, and can therefore be limited to a part of the substrate by locally modifying the
surface properties. For metal-oxides for example, the nucleation starts in most cases
readily on a hydrophilic OH-terminated surface, while there is a short nucleation delay
of a few cycles on hydrogen-terminated [30, 31] or metal surfaces [32]. This suggests
that area-selective ALD can for example be obtained by patterning OH-terminated areas
on a hydrogen-terminated surface prior to the ALD growth. However, due to the small
difference in nucleation delay, the growth remains selective to the OH-terminated areas
for only a few cycles, and only an extremely thin pattern can be fabricated that way. In
practice, it is required to deactivate speciﬁc areas of the substrate by molecules that are
more effective in preventing ALD growth.
The majority of approaches for achieving area-selective ALD reported in the literature rely on the deactivation of the surface by self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). Typically, these SAMs are made of long organic molecules with reactive groups at both ends
of the molecules. Figure 2.7 illustrates that such a molecule consists of three elements:
the head group, an alkane chain as the backbone, and a tail group. The head group facilitates the binding of the molecule to the surface. Van der Waals interactions between
the alkane chains contribute to the formation of an ordered monolayer of molecules.
The surface is terminated with tail groups, when a nicely ordered monolayer is formed.
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(a)

Figure 2.7:

(b)

Schematic representation of (a) an octadecyltrichlorosilane (ODTS)

molecule, and (b) a SiO2 surface covered with an ODTS SAM. The SAM transforms the
hydrophilic SiO2 surface to a hydrophobic surface terminated with -CH3 groups. From
c 2012 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
Ref. [9]. Copyright 

The surface properties can therefore be modiﬁed by using molecules with an appropriate tail group. For example, adsorption of octadecyltrichlorosilane (ODTS) molecules
with methyl (-CH3 ) tail groups on an oxide substrate transforms the surface from an
OH-terminated hydrophilic surface to a CH3 -terminated hydrophobic surface (Fig. 2.7).
Area-selective ALD is obtained by partly covering the surface with SAMs and subsequently performing ALD. The ALD growth then selectively takes place at those areas
that are not covered with the SAM-molecules. Figure 2.8 illustrates an area-selective
ALD process for the deposition of HfO2 structures [33]. The surface was ﬁrst patterned
with oxide regions on a hydrogen-terminated Si surface by photolithography. The ODTS
molecules selectively adsorbed to the OH-terminated oxide areas, and area-selective
ALD of HfO2 was obtained on part of the surface not covered with the ODTS molecules.

Results reported in the literature
Table 2.2 shows an overview of the literature reports on area-selective ALD relying on
area-deactivation by SAMs. Successful area-selective ALD has been achieved for many
different materials, including metal-oxides, metal-sulﬁdes, and metals. Note that only
thermal ALD processes with H2 O, O2 , NH3 , and H2 S as the reactant are listed, which reﬂects the fact that plasmas or ozone can destructively react with organic SAM molecules.
Lee et al. investigated whether area-selective ALD of Co can be obtained on an ODTS
patterned surface by plasma-assisted ALD from Co(i Pr-AMD)2 and NH3 plasma [49].
It was found that a surface covered with a hydrophobic ODTS SAM transformed into a
completely hydrophilic surface after 50 s NH3 plasma.
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Table 2.2: Overview of studies reported in the literature about area-selective ALD by
area-deactivation using SAMs. The material deposited, the precursors used for ALD,
the temperature during ALD, the SAM, the patterning technique, and the thickness and
the lateral size of the ﬁnal pattern are given. The smallest reported lateral dimension
of a patterned structure is listed as a measure for the resolution. A tilde indicates
that a value is not presented in the article but is estimated from the reported data instead, and a dash means ‘not reported’. Oi Pr = isopropoxide, Me = methyl, Et = ethyl,
+

Bu = tert-butyl, thd = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionato, i Pr-AMD = bis(N,N’-

diisopropylacetamidinato), dmamb = bis(dimethylamino-2-methyl-2-butoxy), Cp = cyclopentadienyl, acac = acetylacetonate, ODT = octadecanethiol, ODTS = octadecyltrichlorosilane, ODS = octadecyltrimethoxysilane, DTS = docosyltrichlorosilane, μCP
= microcontact printing.
Material

Precursors

Temp.

SAM

Patterning

(◦ C)
TiO2

Ti(Oi Pr)4 + H2 O

Thickness Lateral
(nm)

(μm)

Refs.

100

ODT

μCP

15

0.5

[34]

150

ODTS

EBL

∼2

20 nm

[35]

ODTS

μCP

2

570 nm

[36]

Ti(OMe)4 + H2 O

250

ODTS

μCP

7

1.5

[37]

ZnO

ZnEt2 + H2 O

125

DTS

μCP

60

1

[38]

ZrO2

Zr(NMe2 )4 + H2 O

200

ODTS

AFM

7

40 nm

[39]

Zr(O Bu)4 + H2 O

-

ODTS

Photocatal.

∼16

430 nm

[40]

Hf(O+ Bu)4 + H2 O

200

ODTS

Self-assembly

3

9 nm

[41]

Hf(NMe2 )4 + H2 O

-

ODTS

Photolitho.

∼5

5

[33, 42]

ODTS

μCP

4

∼30

[16]

ODTS

Photolitho.

4.5

∼3

[43]

AFM

4.5

40 nm

[43]

+

HfO2

PbS

Pb(thd)2 + H2 S

160

Co

Co(i Pr-AMD)2 + NH3

350

ODTS

Photolitho.

24

3

[44]

Ni

Ni(dmamb)2 + NH3

300

ODTS

Photolitho.

∼55

3

[45]

Ru

RuCp2 + O2

325

ODTS

μCP

∼15

100

[46]

Ir

Ir(acac)3 + O2

225

ODS

Lift-off

22

50

[47]

ODTS

μCP

23

1.5

[37]

285

1-octadecene

Photolitho.

2.5

∼5

[42]

285

ODTS

μCP

3

2

[16, 48]

Pt

MeCpPtMe3 + air

34

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.8: (a) Area-selective ALD of HfO2 relying on local deactivation of the growth
by an ODTS SAM. The surface was patterned with oxide regions using conventional photolitography. The ODTS molecules selectively adsorbed on the hydroxyl groups present
in the oxide regions, and area-selective ALD of HfO2 was obtained on the regions not
covered by the SAM. (b,c) Results from Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) analysis.
Reprinted with permission from (R. Chen, H. Kim, P. C. McIntyre, D. W. Porter, and S.
F. Bent, Appl. Phys. Lett. 86, 191910 (2005)). Copyright (2005), American Institute of
Physics

Several SAMs have been used for achieving area-selective ALD. The table only lists
those SAMs for which successful area-selective ALD was reported. In addition, it has
been investigated for several other SAM molecules whether they are are able to deactivate ALD growth [11, 50–52]. Most of the SAM molecules in Table 2.2 are chlorosilanes
with -SiCl3 as the head-group. This is because these molecules easily adsorb at a (native)
oxide ﬁlm on a Si substrate, which is very commonly used in microelectronics applications. Chen and Bent demonstrated that several 1-alkynes and 1-alkenes molecules
are also suitable for forming SAMs on Ge substrates [52]. All molecules listed in Table 2.2 have -CH3 as the tail group, as this group is very effective in deactivating ALD
growth [53]. The length of the alkane chain is important for obtaining an ordered SAM,
because it determines the van der Waals forces between the SAM molecules. Chen et
al. showed that an alkane chain length larger than 12 units is required for completely
blocking HfO2 ALD [51]. Alternatively, certain SAM molecules have the ability to stim-
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(a)

(f)
(d)

(b)

(e)

(g)

(c)

Figure 2.9: (a-e) Schematic representation of the approach of Seo et al. for the patterning
of TiO2 using microcontact printing of a octadecanethiol (ODT) SAM on Au, followed by
area-selective ALD. After the printing of the patterned ODT monolayer, the surface was
exposed to mercaptoundecanol SAM molecules in step (d) to locally stimulate the TiO2
ALD. (f) Atomic force microscopy (AFM) image and (g) AFM line scan of patterned
TiO2 lines with 1.9 μm diameter and 3.7 μm spaces. Reprinted (adapted) with permission
from (E. K. Seo, J. W. Lee, H. M. Sung-Suh, and M. M. Sung, Chem. Mater 16, 1878
(2004)). Copyright (2004) American Chemical Society.

ulate ALD growth [54, 55], which also can be exploited for area-selective ALD as illustrated in Fig. 2.9 [34].
The table also shows that various techniques have been employed for the patterning of
SAMs. Microcontact printing (μCP) / soft lithography (See Fig. 2.2d) is the most popular
method, because it is an inexpensive and straightforward approach for patterning of an
organic layer [16]. See Fig. 2.10 for the results of a study in which HfO2 was patterned
using microcontact printing. The choice for a certain patterning technique determines the
complexity of the overall approach. For example, photolithography involves many more
processing steps than microcontact printing (See Fig. 2.1).
The resolution that can achieved for structures created by area-selective ALD depends mostly on the patterning technique employed. Structures with dimensions of several micrometers have been typically fabricated using microcontact printing. Lee and
Prinz synthesized ZrO2 structures as small as 40 nm using an AFM for the patterning
of the SAM [39]. An ODTS monolayer was locally oxidized using an AFM tip, and
area-selective ALD was carried out after the removal of the oxide in diluted HF [39].
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(a)

Figure 2.10: SEM images of (a) a PDMS stamp for microcontact printing, (b) patterned
HfO2 prepared by microcontact printing of a SAM using a stamp similar to the one shown
in (a) and area-selective HfO2 ALD. (c) Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) line scan of
the sample depicted in (b). The horizontal line in (b) indicates the location of the AES
line scan. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (X. Jiang, S. F. Bent, J. Phys. Chem.
C 113, 17613 (2009)). Copyright (2009) American Chemical Society.

In a study by Huang et al, nanolines with 20 nm diameter were obtained by electron
beam lithography (EBL) in an ODTS SAM and subsequent ALD of TiO2 [35]. The
highest resolution of 9 nm was achieved by Liu et al. by combining self-assembly of
S-layer proteins and area-selective ALD of HfO2 [41]. The S-layer proteins assembled
on a Si substrate in a two-dimensional periodic pattern with pores of approximately 9
nm in diameter, and ODTS molecules were selectively adsorbed on these protein units.
Subsequently, ALD of HfO2 was carried out, which resulted in selective growth in the
pores, and the ODTS-modiﬁed S-layer protein nanotemplate was removed by thermal
annealing [41].
Instead of by SAMs, growth for certain ALD processes can also be prevented by
polymer ﬁlms. For example, by those ﬁlms typically used as resist ﬁlms in lithographybased approaches. Depending on whether the ALD ﬁlm nucleates on the polymer ﬁlm
or not, the patterning method is referred to as lift-off, or as area-selective ALD by
area-deactivation. PMMA and PVP were used by Färm et al. to pattern ALD ﬁlms of
Al2 O3 [25, 26] and ZrO2 [26] in a lift-off approach, as listed in Table 2.1 and as discussed in Sec. 2.4.1. ALD of Ru, Ir, and Pt using the same resists did not yield growth on
the resist layers, and can therefore be listed as area-selective ALD [25, 26]. The beneﬁt
of the selective growth is that no lift-off step is required; only the polymer ﬁlms needs
to be dissolved in the last step of the approach. Table 2.4 shows an overview of reported
area-selective ALD approaches relying on area-deactivation using polymer ﬁlms.
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Table 2.3: Overview of studies reported in the literature about area-selective ALD by
area-deactivation using polymer / photoresist ﬁlms. The material deposited, the precursors used for ALD, the temperature during ALD, the resist ﬁlm, the patterning technique,
and the thickness and the lateral size of the ﬁnal pattern are given. The smallest reported
lateral dimension of a patterned structure is listed as a measure for the resolution. A tilde
indicates that a value is not presented in the article but is estimated from the reported
data instead, and a dash means ‘not reported’. Oi Pr = isopropoxide, Me = methyl, Cp
= cyclopentadienyl, acac = acetylacetonate, PMMA = poly(methylmethacrylate), PVP =
poly(vinyl pyrrolidone), PMAM = polymethacrylamide, μCP = microcontact printing.
Material

Precursors

Temp.

Resist

Patterning

(◦ C)
TiO2

Ru

(nm)

(μm)

Refs.

140

PMMA

AFM

2

∼6

[56]

160

PMMA

Photolitho.

35

∼100

[29]

Ti(OMe)4 + H2 O

250-275

PMMA

Photolitho.

25

33

[25]

RuCp2 + air

300-350

PMMA

Photolitho.

41

50

[25]

300

PVP

Photolitho.

20

∼50

[26]

Photoresist

Photolitho.

∼30

-

[57]

Ti(Oi Pr)4 + H2 O

Rh

Rh(acac)3 + O2

300

Ir

Ir(acac)3 + O2

250-300

Pt

Thickness Lateral

MeCpPtMe3 + O2

MeCpPtMe3 + air

300

280-300

PMMA

Photolitho.

29

54

[25]

PVP

Photolitho.

17

∼50

[26]

PMMA

Photolitho.

71

36

[25]

PVP

Photolitho.

24

∼50

[26]

PMAM

μCP

∼5

2

[58]

Discussion
In contrast to conventional nanopatterning approaches, area-selective ALD is an additive approach, in which the material is only deposited at those areas where it is desired.
The difference with lift-off methods is that the growth in deactivated areas is blocked in a
chemical way, instead of by physically masking the surface. In principle, no growth takes
place at the top of the SAM / polymer ﬁlm, and it is therefore also relatively straightforward to remove the SAM / polymer ﬁlm after the deposition of the material. The main
advantages of area-selective ALD as compared to conventional patterning approaches is
that it involves less processing steps (See Fig. 2.5). However, this is only the case if the
patterning is performed with for example microcontact printing, instead of by multi-step
photolithography.
There are several challenges for area-selective ALD relying on area-deactivation.
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Thermal stability of the SAM or polymer ﬁlm is an important aspect. For area-selective
ALD of Pt at 300 ◦ C, it was observed that the ability of ODTS molecules to deactivate
the ALD growth degrades after 400 cycles [48], and growth on the ODTS monolayer was
obtained. This limits the thickness of the pattern that can be created. Moreover, plasmaassisted or ozone-based ALD processes can in general not be used for area-selective
ALD, because the plasma or ozone gas enhances the degradation of the SAM / polymer
ﬁlm [49].
Furthermore, it is essential to have a defect-free SAM for effective blocking of the
ALD growth. The formation of a SAM with almost no defects is not straightforward, and
it generally takes more than 24 hours to form a well-packed SAM by immersion of the
sample in a solution, or by vapor deposition [11, 16, 50]. When the SAM preparation is
too short, small nanoparticles are deposited at defects in the SAM (i.e. pinholes where
the packing density of the SAM molecules is low).
Another challenge is the control of the dimensions of the pattern. In particular for
area-selective ALD approaches involving SAMs, it is challenging to fabricate ﬁne features thicker than a few nanometers. A typical SAM is only ∼2 nm thick. This implies
that features also laterally broaden (See Fig. 2.11) once the ﬁlm thickness exceeds the
height of the SAM. In an attempt to synthesize features with lateral dimensions smaller
than the ﬁlm thickness, Ras et al. performed ALD of ZnO on the wings of a cicada
insect [59]. These wings served as a template consisting of bottle-shaped nanopillars
coated with a waxy layer. The growth only occurred in between the pillars, because the
pillars functioned as a physical barrier that prevents lateral broadening. Unfortunately,
this approach does not provide a solution for the fabrication of similar features on a ﬂat
substrate. Thicker ﬁlms without lateral broadening can be deposited when using a polymer ﬁlm as the deactivation layer, since these ﬁlms are typically more than 100 nm thick.

2.4.3

Area-selective ALD by area-activation

The alternative approach for achieving area-selective deposition relies on local activation
of the ALD growth. This can for example be done by patterning of a seed layer that
catalyzes the surface reactions of the ALD process. There are two requirements for
obtaining area-selective ALD by area-activation: the growth should occur readily on the
seed layer, while the growth on the substrate material needs to be suppressed.
The nucleation behavior of Pt ALD is discussed here as background information for
explaining area-selective ALD by area-activation. Figure 2.12 illustrates the nucleation
curves for plasma-assisted and thermal ALD of Pt as reported by Knoops et al. [60]. No
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Figure 2.11: Area-selective ALD (a) on a surface partially covered with a SAM, and
(b) on a wing of a cicada insect. In (a) lateral broadening of the structure occurs when
the ﬁlm thickness exceeds the thickness of the SAM. In (b) there is a physical barrier
preventing lateral broadening, and the growth on the wall is deactivated by a waxy layer.
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (R. H. A. Ras, E. Sahramo, J. Malm, J. Raula,
and M. Karppinen, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 130, 11252 (2008)). Copyright (2008) American
Chemical Society.

growth was observed for thermal ALD using a low O2 pressure of 0.02 Torr on a SiO2
substrate. On the other hand, plasma-assisted ALD resulted in immediate growth with
only a short nucleation period. Furthermore, the graph shows that the growth continues linearly on the Pt ﬁlm after switching from plasma-assisted ALD to thermal ALD.
This indicates that thermal ALD growth can be stimulated by a seed layer deposited
by plasma-assisted ALD. The differences in nucleation behavior between thermal and
plasma-assisted ALD can be explained by the reaction mechanism of the ALD process
(See Sec. 1.3). During thermal ALD, the combustion of the precursor ligands needs to be
activated by dissociation of the O2 molecules into atomic O. The SiO2 substrate does have
the ability to catalyze dissociative chemisorption of O2 , and as a result, the growth does
not start on this surface. The initiation of plasma-assisted ALD does not critically rely
on the substrate since reactive O radicals are supplied to the surface by the O2 plasma.
For the conditions employed, thermal ALD of Pt is selective towards the surface, i.e. it
initiates on surfaces with the ability to catalyze dissociative chemisorption of O2 , while
no growth occurs on oxide substrates. A seed layer for activation of thermal ALD growth
of Pt can also be deposited by other means than plasma-assisted ALD. This implies that
area-selective ALD can be obtained on a patterned seed layer.
As mentioned above, the growth on the substrate surface needs to be suppressed to
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Figure 2.12: Initial growth of Pt by thermal and plasma-assisted ALD on thermal SiO2
as measured by in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry. After 150 cycles plasma-assisted ALD
of Pt the growth was continued with thermal ALD, indicating the possibility to stimulate
thermal ALD growth with a Pt seed layer. From H. C. M. Knoops, A. J. M. Mackus,
M. E. Donders, M. C. M. van de Sanden, P. H. L. Notten, and W. M. M. Kessels, Electrochem. Solid State Lett. 12, G34 (2009). Reproduced with permission of ECS - The
Electrochemical Society.

allow for selective ALD growth during many ALD cycles. For Pt ALD, the pressure
employed during the O2 pulse of the ALD cycle was found to be the key parameter controlling the nucleation, as discussed in detail in Chapter 4. An extremely long nucleation
delay of more than 1000 ALD cycles occurs for O2 pressures < ∼50 mTorr. The growth
on a Pt seed layer already occurs for an O2 pressure as low as ∼2 mTorr, which indicates
that selective growth can be achieved on Pt seed layer patterns for O2 pressures in the
range of 2 mTorr to 50 mTorr.
Färm et al. used a slightly different approach for achieving selective ALD growth on
a seed layer pattern. They carried out Ru ALD using a lower substrate temperature than
is typically employed, in order to reduce the growth on the substrate [61]. Ru ALD from
RuCp2 and O2 has a temperature window of 275 - 400 ◦ C [62]. At 250 ◦ C, growth on a
RuOx seed layer was obtained, and no growth was observed on a Si(100) substrate after
1000 Ru ALD cycles [61].
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Table 2.4: Overview of studies reported in the literature about area-selective ALD by
area-activation. The material deposited, the precursors used for ALD, the temperature
during ALD, the seed layer, the patterning technique, and the thickness and the lateral
size of the ﬁnal pattern are given. The smallest reported lateral dimension of a patterned
structure is listed as a measure for the resolution. A tilde indicates that a value is not presented in the article but is estimated from the reported data instead, and a dash means ‘not
reported’. thd = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionato, Me = methyl, hfac = hexaﬂuoroacetylacetonate Cp = cyclopentadienyl, EBID = electron beam induced deposition,
IBID = ion beam induced deposition, μCP = microcontact printing.
Material

Precursors

Temp.

Seed

Patterning

(◦ C)
Cu

Pt

Cu(thd)2 + H2

MeCpPtMe3 + O2

Thickness Lateral
(nm)

(μm)

Refs.

190-260

Pt or Pd

-

-

-

[63]

235

Pd

Photolitho.

∼14

-

[64]

300

Pt/C

EBID

-

9 nm

Chapt. 7

IBID

19

5

Chapt. 8

Pd

Pd(hfac)2 + H2

100

Pt/C

EBID

-

5

Chapt. 7

Ru

RuCp2 + air

250

RuOx

μCP

29

1.5

[61]

Results reported in the literature
In our work, as introduced in Chapter 6, a seed layer was patterned using the directwrite technique of electron beam induced deposition (EBID) or alternatively by ion beam
induced deposition (IBID, see Chapter 8). The material deposited by EBID or IBID of
Pt is of low quality with only 16 - 46 at.% Pt [65, 66], and consists of small Pt grains
in amorphous carbon [67]. However, these Pt EBID and Pt IBID seed layers are able to
induce Pt ALD growth. The combined approach of EBID (/IBID) and ALD is referred
to as direct-write ALD.
In the paper of Färm et al. referred to above, an alternative approach for patterning
of the seed layer was proposed [61]. Microcontact printing of RuCl3 was used to pattern
a RuOx seed layer for area-selective ALD of Ru. Similar to Pt ALD, the mechanism of
Ru ALD from RuCp2 and O2 gas depends on dissociative chemisorption O2 at the Ru
surface [68]. As illustrated in Fig. 2.13, selective growth was obtained, suggesting that
the RuOx seed layer is able to activate Ru ALD growth.
Area-selective by area-activation was previously also reported for Cu ALD on Pt and
Pd seed layer patterns by Martensson and Carlsson [63]. Selective growth was achieved
for temperatures up to approximately 300 ◦ C, while non-selective growth of some islands
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Figure 2.13: (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a Ru pattern prepared
by microcontact printing of a RuOx seed layer from RuCl3 , followed by Ru ALD using
a low substrate temperature of 250 ◦ C. (b) Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
spectra taken in the bright and dark regions of sample (a). The Ru peak indicates that
selective Ru ALD growth was obtained on the RuOx seed layer. Reprinted (adapted)
with permission from (E. Färm, S. Lindroos, M. Ritala, M. Leskelä, Chem. Mater. 24,
275 (2012)). Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society.

was observed on glass substrates during deposition at higher temperatures. Similarly, for
selective Cu ALD on Pd electrodes, Gupta and Willis used a temperature (235 ± 3 ◦ C)
below the temperature required for nucleation on a SiO2 substrate [64].

Discussion
Figure 2.5 clearly illustrates that area-selective ALD by area-activation is much less complex than other approaches for patterning of ALD ﬁlms. It involves only two processing
steps, i.e. the patterning of the seed layer, and the deposition of the material by ALD. It
can be described as bottom-up processing, because the material is directly deposited only
where it is desired, without the need for additional subtractive processing steps such as
etching or lift-off.
Area-selective ALD by area-activation enables patterning with a high lateral resolution. As demonstrated in Chapter 7, Pt wires with a diameter of ∼10 nm have been
fabricated by direct-write ALD. The resolution of patterning by area-activation depends
solely on the patterning technique used for the deposition of the seed layer pattern, and,
for example, not on the properties of a resist ﬁlm. However, lateral broadening during
ALD is expected to occur, similar to what is discussed in Sec. 2.4.2.
A challenge for area-selective ALD relying on area-activation, is that the nucleation
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of the ALD process needs to be suppressed on the surface. So far, the approach has
only been demonstrated for the metals Cu, Ru, Pd, and Pt by exploiting the nucleation
difﬁculties of these materials on oxides surfaces. The development of similar approaches
for metal-oxides for example could be difﬁcult, since these materials nucleate more easily
on most substrates.
It should be taken into account that the material of the seed layer is incorporated in the
ﬁnal structure. The seed layer should therefore be kept thin in case it contains elements
that are not desired in the structure.
The elimination of many processing steps as compared to conventional patterning,
also mitigates potential compatibility issues. There is no need for etching or lift-off steps,
and also the use of resist ﬁlms or SAMs is eliminated. As discussed in Chapter 9, the
latter is relevant for the fabrication of for example carbon nanotube ﬁeld effect transistors
(CNTFET) by patterning of contacts on a carbon nanotube. Resists ﬁlms are generally
difﬁcult to remove on carbon-based materials [69, 70], which affects the performance of
the device.

2.5

Fabrication of complex structures by exploiting selective deposition

The work on area-selective ALD inspired some novel approaches for the synthesis of
complex nanostructures. In this section it is illustrated how selective ALD methods have
been exploited for the synthesis of nanoparticles with size and density control, core/shell
nanoparticles, oxide nanotubes, and nanowires.
Nanoparticles with size and density control
Metallic nanoparticles are often used in catalysis applications because of their enhanced
catalytic activity and high surface-to-volume ratio [71]. Since the catalytic activity for
most chemical reactions depends strongly on the particle size [72, 73], the synthesis of
nanoparticles with a narrow size distribution and a high density is an important topic in
catalysis [74].
Based on their experience with area-selective ALD involving SAMs, Bent and coworkers recently developed a method for the deposition of Pt nanoparticles with control
of nanoparticle size and areal density [75]. The exploited the fact that ALD growth can
initiate at defects in SAMs, in case the SAM is prepared using short formation times (as
discussed in Sec. 2.4.2) [11]. For Pt ALD on a SAM-covered surface, they showed that
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.14: Illustrations and results of the approach developed by Lee et al, for growing Pt nanoparticles with size and density control. (a,b) The number of defects in the
SAM is tuned by changing the dip time during SAM formation, and this determines the
nanoparticle density. (c,d) The particle size is controlled with the number of ALD cycles.
The nanoparticle density reaches a maximum after 100 cycles and then decreases. This
implies that the new nanoparticles are formed throughout the ALD process. Reprinted
(adapted) with permission from (H-B-R Lee, M. N. Mullings, X. Jiang, B. M. Clemens, S.
F. Bent, Chem. Mater. 24, 4051 (2012)). Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society.

this results in small nanoparticles at the defect sites. The areal density of the defects,
and thereby the density of the Pt nanoparticles, was controlled by changing the SAM dip
time. Figure 2.14b shows that a constant nanoparticle size was obtained as a function of
the dip time for 50 cycles ALD, but with a nanoparticle density that strongly decreases
with the dip time. In addition, it was demonstrated that the particle size can be controlled
with the number of ALD cycles. The mean nanoparticle diameter, as well as the Pt atomic
percentage, increase with the number of cycles, as plotted in Fig. 2.14d for a dip time
of four hours. The combination of these two parameters allows for the deposition of Pt
nanoparticles with control of the particle density and size.
Supported core/shell bimetallic nanoparticles
In addition to the control of particle size and density, within catalysis there is also interest
in tuning the composition of the nanoparticles for speciﬁc chemical reactions. Bimetallic
alloyed nanoparticles or core/shell nanoparticles often exhibit improved catalytic performance as compared to monometallic particles [76, 77]. For example Pd/Pt core/shell
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(a)

2 nm

Figure 2.15: (a) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of Pd/Pt core/shell
nanoparticles deposited by 200 cycles Pd ALD and 50 cycles Pt ALD. (b) Electron energy
loss spectroscopy (EELS) line scan (square symbols) on a Pd/Pt core/shell nanoparticle.
The HAADF brightness proﬁle (circle symbols) shows the full diameter of the particle
(∼5.5 nm). The difference between the two graphs reveals that Pd is only present in
the core. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (M. J. Weber A. J. M. Mackus, M.
A. Verheijen, C. van der Marel, and W. M. M. Kessels, Chem. Mater 24, 2973 (2012)).
Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society.

nanoparticles are considered for methanol fuel cells due to their high catalytic activity
for oxygen reduction and methanol electro-oxidation reactions [78, 79]. Inspired by our
work on area-selective ALD of Pt on seed layer patterns prepared by EBID (Chapter 6),
we recently developed an approach for synthesis of Pt/Pd and Pd/Pt core/shell nanoparticles [80]. As discussed in Sec. 2.4.3, the nucleation behavior of thermal ALD of Pt
can be tuned such that growth is selectively obtained on a seed layer pattern. The same
conditions were employed for the deposition of the Pt shell on Pd nanoparticles, with the
aim of selectively coating the Pd shell, while preventing the formation of Pt nanoparticles
on the support material.
Figure 2.15a shows a transmission electron microscopy image of Pd/Pt core/shell
nanoparticles synthesized by 200 cycles Pd ALD, followed by 50 cycles Pt ALD using
selective growth conditions (i.e. a low O2 pressure of 0.01 Torr). A difference between
the Pd core and the Pt shell is visible in the image; the lattice fringes in the Pt shell do
not continue in the Pd core. An electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) line scan on
a core/shell nanoparticle is depicted in Fig. 2.15b, which reveals that Pd is only present
in the ∼3.5 nm core, thereby proving the core/shell structure of the nanoparticle. The
atomic level control of ALD is expected to enable the synthesis of core/shell nanoparti-
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Figure 2.16: Schematic representation of the approach for synthesis of anatase TiO2
multi-walled nanotubes as reported by Bae et al. [82]. A multilayer stack of Al2 O3 and
TiO2 was deposited on a nanoporous polycarbonate (PC) template. Subsequently, the
template and the Al2 O3 was etched away, resulting in multi-walled TiO2 nanotubes. In
addition, SEM images of (a) triple-, (b) quadruple-, (c) quintuple-, and (d) sextuplewalled nanotubes are shown. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (C. Bae, Y. Yoon,
H. Yoo, D. Han, J. Cho, B.H. Lee, M.M. Sung, M. Lee, J. Kim, and H. Shin, Chem. Mater.
21, 2574 (2009)). Copyright (Y2009) American Chemical Society.

cles with control of the core and shell dimensions.

TiO2 and ZrO2 nanotubes
Inspired by the research on carbon nanotubes, the synthesis of one-dimensional nanotubes of various materials has attracted attention in the last decade. The fabrication of
TiO2 nanotubes has been investigated extensively, because of the catalytic properties of
this material. The structure of a nanotube is interesting for certain catalysis applications
due to its high surface area. Shin et al. used SAMs for the deactivation of ALD growth
in an approach enabling synthesis of TiO2 and ZrO2 nanotubes [81]. ALD was carried
out on a membrane of nanoporous polycarbonate (PC) used as template. To eliminate
post-deposition processing by etching, ALD was performed selectively in the pores of
the PC membrane, while the growth on the top and bottom side of the PC membrane
was blocked by ODTS SAMs patterned by microcontact printing. The PC material was
dissolved afterwards in chloroform, resulting in separate metal-oxide nanotubes.
In an extension of this approach, multi-walled anatase TiO2 nanotubes were fabricated as shown in Fig. 2.16 [82]. These multi-walled tubes were synthesized by alternating between the ALD processes of TiO2 and Al2 O3 , followed by selective etching of the
Al2 O3 and the template material.
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Figure 2.17: (a) Schematic representation of the synthesis of Pt nanowires by ALD on
highly ordered pyrolytic graphite. Pt nanoparticles are formed at the step edges, and coalesce during the deposition resulting in a Pt nanowire. (b) Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) image of a Pt nanowire synthesized using this approach. Reprinted (adapted) with
permission from (H-B-R Lee, S. H. Baeck, T. F. Jaramillo, and S. F. Bent, Nano Lett. 13,
457 (2013)). Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society.

Pt nanowires on ordered pyroloytic graphite
A new method for synthesis of Pt nanowires on highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)
has recently been developed by Lee et al. [83]. As a motivation of the study, it was mentioned that Pt nanoparticle on a carbon support migrate, coalesce, and become detached,
which has a negative effect of the catalytic performance of the catalyst. Pt nanowires can
also be used for certain catalysis applications, while they show a better structural stability
than Pt nanoparticles, limiting the degradation of the catalyst.
HOPG consists of stacked graphene layers on which it is difﬁcult to obtain Pt ALD
growth. However, Pt ALD was shown to initiate on the step edges of the HOPG, where
defects are present, which results in laterally aligned nanowires. Initially, Pt nanoparticles are formed at these defects, but the Pt nanoparticles coalesce at some point during
the deposition resulting in a Pt nanowire. No nucleation on the chemically inert basal
planes of the HOPG was observed, indicating that the growth occurs selectively at the
step edges. It was demonstrated in the study that the height and width of the nanowires
can be controlled by the number of ALD cycles.

2.6

Conclusions

In this Chapter, the use of ALD in nanopatterning was reviewed. Conventional patterning based on lithography and etching is the most commonly used approach for the
structuring of ﬁlms. Since EUV lithography still faces challenges for its implementation
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Table 2.5: Overview of the patterning approaches for the structuring of ALD ﬁlms described in this Chapter. The temperature refers to the temperature during ALD.
Approach

Complexity:
# of steps

Low temp.
required?

Etching
required?

Lift-off
required?

Polymer ﬁlm /
SAM involved?

Patterning based on lithography and etching

≥6

No

Yes

No

Yes

Patterning based on lithography and lift-off

≥5

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Area-selective ALD by area-deactivation

≥3

Yes

No

No

Yes

Area-selective ALD by area-activation

2

No

No

No

No

in high-volume manufacturing of integrated circuits, several double exposure and double
patterning techniques have been used and are still under development in order to pattern
with a higher resolution using 193 nm immersion lithography. ALD plays an important
role in one of these approaches, that is in direct spacer deﬁned double patterning (SDDP).
In this case, the use of ALD allows for the elimination of several processing steps since it
enables the deposition of a conformal layer of SiO2 directly on a polymer resist pattern.

Most applications for ALD grown ﬁlms require the patterning of the ﬁlm. In addition to the conventional patterning approach based on etching, several approaches for ﬁlm
structuring were described, i.e. patterning based on lithography and lift-off, area-selective
ALD by area-deactivation, and area-selective ALD by area-activation. Table 2.5 presents
an overview of the characteristics of these different patterning approaches. Area-selective
ALD approaches are generally less complex than conventional lithography-based approaches. On the other hand, lithography, etching, and lift-off, are well-established processing techniques that have been applied extensively in the microelectronics industry.
The selection of one of these approaches for a certain application, depends mostly on the
compatibility of the different processing steps involved with the elements of the device
structure. Lift-off methods are used when etching needs to be avoided on sensitive device
structures. For area-selective ALD by area-deactivation, only growth is obtained in those
regions where it desired, which eliminates the need for complicated lift-off steps. And
ﬁnally, area-selective ALD by area-activation is completely free of etching and lift-off
steps, and even eliminates the use of sticky resist ﬁlms, but is currently limited to only a
few ALD processes.
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Chapter 3
Catalytic combustion and
dehydrogenation reactions during ALD
of platinum∗
Abstract: Atomic layer deposition (ALD) processes of noble metals are gaining increasing interest for applications in catalysis and microelectronics. Platinum ALD from (methylcyclopentadienyl)trimethylplatinum (MeCpPtMe3 ) and O2 gas has been considered as a model system for noble
metal ALD. However, many questions about the underlying reaction mechanisms remain. In this
work, the insight into the Pt ALD reaction mechanisms is extended by considering the catalytic
nature of the Pt ﬁlm. It is evaluated which surface reactions are likely to take place during Pt ALD
on the basis of surface science results on the interaction of the Pt surface with O2 and hydrocarbon species, combined with previously reported Pt ALD mechanistic studies. In analogy to the
reactions of hydrocarbon species on catalytic Pt, it is proposed that, in addition to combustion-like
reactions, dehydrogenation of precursor ligands plays a role in the mechanism. The formation of
CH4 during the MeCpPtMe3 exposure pulse is explained by hydrogenation of methyl species by
hydrogen atoms released from dehydrogenation reactions. The implications of the surface reactions on the selﬂimiting behavior, the growth rate, and the temperature dependence of the process
are discussed. Moreover, this work demonstrates that surface science studies are of great use in
obtaining more understanding of metal ALD processes.
∗ This

work was published as: A. J. M. Mackus, N. Leick, L. Baker, W. M. M. Kessels, Chem. Mater.
24, 1752 (2012). As compared to the publication, several ﬁgures have been added to Sec. 3.3 to illustrate the
results from the literature that are discussed in this Chapter.
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3.1

Introduction

Platinum possesses catalytic activity for many industrially relevant chemical reactions,
chemical stability in oxidative environments, excellent electrical properties, and a high
work function (5.6 eV). Because of these properties and the ability of atomic layer deposition (ALD) to deposit conformal ﬁlms on demanding topologies, Pt ALD has been
considered for a wide variety of potential applications in the ﬁelds of microelectronics
and catalysis [1–13]. Several Pt ALD processes have been investigated over the years,
such as thermal ALD from platinum acetylacetonate (Pt(acac)2 ) and H2 gas [14], thermal
ALD from Pt(acac)2 and O3 [15], and plasma-assisted ALD from (methylcyclopentadienyl)trimethylplatinum (MeCpPtMe3 ) and O2 plasma [16]. However, the thermal ALD
process from MeCpPtMe3 and O2 gas has become the most adopted. The process was
introduced in 2003 by Aaltonen et al. being inspired by similar Pt chemical vapor deposition (CVD) processes [17]. An interesting feature of the process is that an oxidizing
agent is used as the reactant, while the Pt4+ in the precursor molecule needs to be reduced
during deposition. The Pt surface forms a thin layer of chemisorbed oxygen during the
O2 half-reaction of the ALD process, which participates in ligand combustion reactions
and releases the electrons required for the reduction of the metal atoms [18]. Similar
ALD processes in which O2 is used as the reactant have been reported for ruthenium,
osmium, rhodium, and iridium [19–21]. The Pt ALD process can therefore serve as an
example system for a class of noble metal ALD processes in which the catalytic activity of the metal ﬁlm plays an important role in the ALD mechanisms. Insight into the
Pt ALD reaction mechanisms can therefore help to improve the understanding of these
other noble metal ALD processes.
The understanding of the Pt ALD reaction mechanism has increased progressively
during the last years [18, 22–25]. The mass spectrometry study by Aaltonen et al. revealed that ligands of the MeCpPtMe3 precursor are predominantly eliminated during
the O2 half-reaction through combustion reactions as indicated by the formation of CO2
and H2 O reaction products [22]. In our previous reaction mechanism study, CH4 was
observed as a reaction product in the MeCpPtMe3 pulse [23], which implies that not all
ligands are eliminated by combustion reactions, revealing a concurrent reaction pathway.
It has been suggested that a Brønsted acid/base reaction between the methyl ligands of
the MeCpPtMe3 precursor and surface hydroxyl groups may be responsible for the formation of CH4 [18, 23, 24].
In the above-mentioned reaction mechanism studies, the catalytic nature of the Pt
surface has not been taken fully into account. Aaltonen et al. and Kessels et al. only
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assessed the surface science literature to discuss whether chemisorbed or subsurface oxygen is involved in the surface reactions [22, 23]. For the Pt ALD mechanism, it is relevant
that the Pt surface has the ability to break C-H bonds in adsorbed hydrocarbon species.
C-H bond breaking is generally followed by the formation and desorption of H2 in a process referred to as dehydrogenation. Therefore, the description of the process in terms
of typical ALD surface reactions such as ligand exchange and ligand combustion is not
adequate in this case. Instead, it has to be considered that the organometallic precursor
ligands break down on the catalytic Pt surface.
As an important catalyst for many heterogeneously catalyzed reactions of industrial
importance, the Pt surface is one of the most investigated surfaces in the surface science
community. Consequently, a wealth of information is available in the literature that is
valuable for obtaining more insight into the Pt ALD process. For many years, analysis
and surface preparation techniques from the ﬁeld of surface science, in particular from
catalysis, have been used to study the ALD reaction mechanisms [26–28]. However, in
addition to performing dedicated ALD reaction mechanism experiments, a lot of insight
into the reaction mechanism can be obtained by acknowledging the similarities between
the surface reactions in catalysis and the reactions during ALD, and by studying relevant
surface science literature. The main applications of Pt as a catalyst are the reforming
of hydrocarbon mixtures to high octane number gasoline and the conversion of CO and
unburned hydrocarbons to nonpolluting CO2 and H2 O in the exhaust gas of cars [29]. For
the latter application, the combustion of hydrocarbons on Pt has been studied extensively.
This process shows several similarities to ligand combustion during Pt ALD. Due to the
pressure gap between surface science studies at ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions and
typical material processing or catalysis conditions, care needs to be taken when applying
the results from these surface science studies [29]. Note, however, that the pressure gap
between UHV (<10-9 Torr) and ALD at high or low vacuum conditions (10-5 to 1 Torr) is
much smaller than the pressure gap between UHV and typical conditions during catalysis
(102 to 105 Torr).
The aim of this work is to elucidate the reaction mechanisms of Pt ALD by taking the
catalytic nature of the Pt surface into account. To this end, it is evaluated which surface
reactions likely take place on the Pt surface during ALD growth on the basis of surface
science reports on the interaction of O2 and hydrocarbon species with the Pt surface.
With this approach, we hope to address some remaining open questions regarding the Pt
ALD mechanism. More speciﬁcally, the following aspects will be discussed: (i) the surface reactions that are important for the ALD reaction mechanism and, in particular, the
reactions that may be responsible for the formation of CH4 during the MeCpPtMe3 half-
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reaction, (ii) the role of chemisorbed oxygen in the process, (iii) the saturation of the halfreactions, (iv) the role of hydroxyl groups during the nucleation and steady-state growth,
and (v) the temperature dependence of the ALD process. Moreover, it is suggested that,
in addition to ligand combustion reactions, dehydrogenation of methyl (Me) and methylcyclopentadienyl (MeCp) ligands occurs on the catalytic Pt surface. Experimental results
for Pt ALD on Pt coated substrates are presented to illustrate the characteristics of the
process that are under discussion in this paper. The paper is organized as follows: First,
in Sec. 3.2, the experimental details are described. In Sec. 3.3.1, the Pt ALD process
is described in terms of growth characteristics and material properties, and the reaction
mechanism studies previously reported in the literature are reviewed as a starting point.
Additionally, surface science results relevant for obtaining more insight into the Pt ALD
reaction mechanism are summarized in Sec. 3.3.2. The reaction mechanisms of Pt ALD
are discussed in Sec. 3.4, with special attention to the self-limiting behavior, the growth
rate of the process, and the temperature dependence. Finally, Sec. 3.5 summarizes the
conclusions of this work.

3.2

Experimental details

The experiments were carried out in an ALD reactor designed for thermal and remote
plasma ALD [30]. The plasma source is an inductively coupled plasma. The pumping
system consists of a turbo pump backed up by a rotary pump and is capable of pumping
the reactor to a pressure of <10-5 Torr in between the MeCpPtMe3 and O2 gas pulses. No
purge gases were used. The MeCpPtMe3 precursor was heated to 70 ◦ C and vapor drawn
into the reactor. The lines and reactor wall were heated to 80 ◦ C, which means that the
reactor can be characterized as a “cold wall reactor”. In situ spectroscopic ellipsometry
(SE) with a J.A. Woollam, Inc. M2000 U (0.75–5.0 eV) ellipsometry was employed as
the main diagnostic [31]. The ﬁlms were modeled using Drude-Lorentz parametrization
as described in Ref. [16]. The experiments were performed on Pt seed layers deposited
by plasma-assisted ALD [16] to exclude nucleation effects in the analysis. Growth rate
values were extracted from the increase in ﬁlm thickness determined over at least 50
cycles, while taking a SE measurement after every 10 cycles.
In addition to the results presented in this Chapter, results reported in previous reaction mechanisms studies and described in Sec. 3.3.1 are used as the starting point of the
discussion. There are some differences between our ALD reactor and the reactors used
in these reaction mechanism studies. Aaltonen et al. and Christensen et al. performed
their experiments in hot-wall, ﬂow-type reactors using nitrogen as carrier and purging
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gas at pressures of 7.5 and 1 Torr, respectively [22, 24]. Note that these pressures are
much higher than the pressure during the reactant pulses (typically 10-2 Torr) or pump
steps (typically 10-5 Torr) in our study. The similarities of the results in terms of growth
rate and material properties as summarized in the next section, suggest that differences
in reactors and experimental conditions do not have a large effect on the reaction mechanisms. The reactor base pressure and the exposure to precursor and reactant gases may,
however, have a more signiﬁcant effect on the nucleation behavior, as indicated by the
large spread of results regarding nucleation delay and ﬁlm roughness [32], and as discussed in Chapter 4.

3.3

Literature relevant for the mechanisms of Pt ALD

3.3.1

Previous experimental observations and mechanism studies

The most important features of the Pt ALD process are discussed in this section, along
with a summary of the previously reported reaction mechanism studies. Pt ALD is typically carried out at a substrate temperature of 300 ◦ C, because low growth rates are
observed for temperatures ≤250 ◦ C and because thermal decomposition occurs for temperatures >300 ◦ C [17]. The initial growth on oxide substrates starts as Volmer-Weber
island growth [32], and a ﬁlm thickness of at least 8 nm is required to obtain a closed
ﬁlm [4]. The growth rate of the process for a substrate temperature of 300 ◦ C has been
reported to be 0.045 ± 0.005 nm/cycle (see Fig. 3.2a) [1, 2, 16, 22, 33], which corresponds to 3.0 × 1014 Pt atoms/cm2 /cycle [16], or 0.2 monolayers/cycle (ML/cycle) when
assuming a Pt(111) crystal structure [16]. The ﬁlms are polycrystalline with a preferred
(111) orientation [1, 16, 17, 33], which is typical for face-centered cubic (fcc) metals.
Due to the effective removal of carbon and other impurities by oxygen, the ﬁlms have a
high chemical purity, with carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen impurity levels below 1 at.%
[1, 16, 17]. Resistivity values (12-13 μΩcm) slightly above bulk resistivity have been
reported [2, 16, 17]. The ﬁlms can be relatively rough, depending on the length of the
nucleation period [16, 17].
Hiratani et al. studied the reaction mechanism of Pt chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
from MeCpPtMe3 and O2 gas [34]. They reported that the CVD process relies on autocatalyic oxidative decomposition of the precursor:
Pt + O2 → Pt-Ox

(3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Quadrupole mass spectrometry (QMS) signals from (a) m/z = 18 indicating
H2 O, and (b) m/z = 44 indicating CO2 . Five ALD cycles were carried out, plus two O2
pulses before, and two MeCpPtMe3 pulses after the ALD cycles. The graphs reveal that
CO2 and H2 O reaction products are formed during both pulses of the Pt ALD process.
From T. Aaltonen, A. Rahtu, M. Ritala, and M. Leskelä, Electrochem. Solid State Lett. 6,
C130 (2003). Reproduced with permission of ECS - The Electrochemical Society.

MeCpPtMe3 + O2 → Pt + CO2(g) + H2 O(g) + fragments

(3.2)

where Pt-Ox represents molecular O2 or dissociated O atoms on the Pt surface. The O
species react with adsorbed MeCpPtMe3 precursor molecules in an oxidative decomposition reaction (Eq. 3.2), resulting in CO2 and H2 O reaction products, and possibly
some hydrocarbon fragments. For low oxygen pressures and temperatures of 300 ◦ C and
higher, thermal decomposition of the precursor molecule was observed [34]:
MeCpPtMe3 → Pt(C) + hydrocarbons

(3.3)

Thermal decomposition results in ﬁlms containing much more carbon contamination
compared to ﬁlms obtained by oxidative decomposition.
Aaltonen et al. observed CO2 and H2 O reaction products using mass spectrometry for
Pt and Ru ALD, which led them to propose a mechanism similar to the CVD mechanism
reported by Hiratani et al. [17, 22]. As shown in Fig. 3.1, CO2 and H2 O reaction products
were detected during the O2 exposure as well as during the MeCpPtMe3 exposure pulses.
Since oxygen containing reaction products are released during the MeCpPtMe3 pulse, it
was concluded that a layer of surface-bound oxygen is formed at the Pt surface during
the O2 pulse and remains stable during the purge period [22]. These oxygen species
react with precursor ligands during the MeCpPtMe3 pulse yielding CO2 and H2 O as the
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(b)

Figure 3.2: (a) Pt ﬁlm thickness as a function of the number of cycles as measured by in
situ spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE). The insets depict a schematic of the MeCpPtMe3
precursor molecule and the ﬁlm thickness evolution when SE measurements are performed after every MeCpPtMe3 and O2 half-cycle. (b) Gas phase adsorbance spectra
recorded during the MeCpPtMe3 and O2 pulses. The dotted line is a refence spectrum
for the MeCpPtMe3 molecule. The difference in the 3150 - 2850 cm-1 range between the
spectrum for the MeCpPtMe3 pulse of the ALD cycle and the dotted line is due to CH4
formation. Reprinted with permission from (W. M. M. Kessels, H. C. M. Knoops, S. A. F.
Dielissen, A. J. M. Mackus, and M. C. M. van de Sanden, Appl. Phys. Lett. 95, 013114
(2009)), Copyright (2009), American Institute of Physics.

reaction products. Due to the limited amount of oxygen in the adsorbed layer, not all
ligands are combusted in this step, but some remain at the surface and are combusted
during the following O2 pulse. Aaltonen et al. reported no quantitative information for
Pt ALD, but from the graphs presented in Fig 3.1, it can be deduced that much more CO2
and H2 O reaction products are formed during the O2 pulse compared to the MeCpPtMe3
pulse.
More quantitative information for the Pt ALD process was reported in the gas phase
infrared spectroscopy study by Kessels et al.[23], as shown in Fig. 3.2b. Consistent
with the QMS study of Aaltonen, CO2 and H2 O reaction products were observed during both ALD half-reactions. In addition, CH4 was detected as a reaction product in the
MeCpPtMe3 pulse. By calibrating the absorbance of the reaction products, it was quantiﬁed that CO2 and CH4 are created during the MeCpPtMe3 pulse in virtually equivalent
amounts, while a factor 15 times more CO2 was detected during the O2 pulse [23]. This
suggests that 13% of the carbon atoms are eliminated during the MeCpPtMe3 pulse and
87% during the O2 pulse. In other words, approximately one out of nine carbon atoms is
liberated from the MeCpPtMe3 molecule as a volatile product upon adsorption on the Pt
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surface. The remaining eight carbon atoms reside at the surface and are eliminated during
the O2 pulse. It was calculated from the quantiﬁed CO2 and CH4 densities and the growth
rate of ∼0.2 ML Pt per cycle, that a coverage of 0.3 ML adsorbed oxygen atoms should
be present at the start of the MeCpPtMe3 pulse. This implies that only chemisorbed O
participates in the surface reactions and that the involvement of subsurface oxygen is not
required. (See Sec. 3.3.2 for more details about the O coverage.)
The formation of CH4 during the MeCpPtMe3 pulse has been conﬁrmed by a mass
spectrometry study by Christensen et al. [24] They reported a carbon release of 21% for
the MeCpPtMe3 pulse and 79% for the O2 pulse but with different CO2 to CH4 ratio.
So far, no MeCpH or other Cp-related reaction products have been detected during the
MeCpPtMe3 exposure step by infrared spectroscopy or mass spectrometry. However, it
is emphasized that the detection of these products is rather difﬁcult due to experimental
limitations (i.e., the cracking of Cp in the mass spectrometer, the reduced accuracy of
mass spectrometry for higher masses, and the resemblance of the infrared absorbance
spectra of MeCpH products to the spectrum of MeCpPtMe3 precursor.)
The observation of CH4 as a reaction product in the MeCpPtMe3 pulse reveals that
other surface reactions compete with ligand combustion reactions during the MeCpPtMe3
pulse. Although the exact nature of the underlying surface reaction that leads to CH4
could not be determined from these gas-phase measurements, from the analogy with,
for example, Al2 O3 ALD, one might simply conclude that a ligand exchange reaction
plays a role in the mechanism [23, 24]. Similar to the elimination of methyl ligands of
trimethylaluminum (TMA) during Al2 O3 ALD [35], ligand exchange between the methyl
ligands of MeCpPtMe3 and hydroxyl species might be responsible for the formation of
CH4 . Setthapun et al. studied the mechanism of Pt nanoparticle deposition by ALD
using in situ X-ray absorption ﬁne structure analysis and concluded that MeCpPtMe3
adsorbs at hydroxyl groups during the initial growth of Pt ALD on high surface area oxide
supports [25]. Inspired by the formation of CH4 during Pt ALD, Elliott shed light on the
mechanism of noble metal ALD for homoleptic precursors by describing it in terms of
redox and Brønsted acid/base reactions [18]. The mechanistic insight from this work is
that, for every combusted ligand, one hydroxyl group is produced at the surface [18]:
m-2
4n+m+1
O → n CO2 +
H2 O + OH−
(3.4)
2
2
The surface hydroxyl groups can subsequently react via Brønsted acid/base reactions
resulting in H2 O or CH4 as the Brønsted product. Application of Elliott’s mechanism
[Cn Hm ]− +

to Pt ALD is complicated by the fact that the process involves a heteroleptic precursor,
and therefore, assumptions have to be made about the relative reactivity of the Me and
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Figure 3.3: Thermal programmed desorption (TPD) spectra of a Pt(111) surface that was
exposed to (a) 5 L O2 at 100 K and (b) 100 L O2 at 1200 K prior to the measurement.
The peak at ∼120 K is due to desorption of O2 molecules. Atomic oxygen desorbs in
the temperature range 170-700 K. Platinum “oxide” is formed for high O2 exposure at
high temperatures. The graph implies that chemisorbed atomic oxygen is present at a Pt
surface for the typical conditions of ALD (i.e. 573 K). Reprinted from (J. L. Gland, B. A.
Sexton, and G. B. Fisher, Surf. Sci. 95, 587 (1980)), with permission from Elsevier.

MeCp ligands. The value of the mechanism is, however, that it provides a pathway for
the formation of CH4 during the MeCpPtMe3 exposure step.

3.3.2

Overview of surface science results relevant for Pt ALD

In this section, we focus predominantly on the results obtained for the Pt(111) surface,
which is the most relevant surface due to the (111) texture of Pt ALD grown ﬁlms. Since
little information is available in surface science literature about polycrystalline Pt surfaces, some results for other Pt faces are presented to get a notion about how important
the crystal orientation is for the reactions presented. Most relevant are the results from
thermal programmed desorption (TPD) studies, since they also provide insight into the
surface temperatures required for the reactions to take place. In general, these TPD studies are accompanied by other techniques that probe the species present at the surface,
such as electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS). It should be kept in mind that Pt ALD is typically performed at substrate temperature of 573 K (=300 ◦ C).
We start here with the literature about the interaction of oxygen with the Pt surface.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: (a) Potential energy diagram for oxygen adsorption on Pt(111).

The

molecules ﬁrst chemisorb as molecular oxygen, before being dissociated to atomic oxygen. (b) Dissociative adsorption probability of O2 on a Pt(111) surface as a function of
the substrate temperature for various kinetic energies. Reprinted with permission from
(P. D. Nolan, B. R. Lutz, P. L. Tanaka, J. E. Davis, and C. B. Mullins, J. Chem. Phys.
111, 3696 (1999)), Copyright (1999), American Institute of Physics.

In the early 1980s, Gland et al. characterized three different states of oxygen using
TPD (See Fig. 3.3a) and EELS: oxygen gas adsorbs molecularly at low surface temperatures (<120 K), adsorbed atomic oxygen dominates in the temperature range of 170-700
K, and oxide formation may occur for temperatures >1000 K [36]. As illustrated in
Fig. 3.4a, molecularly chemisorbed oxygen species act as a precursor to dissociative
chemisorption [37]. The activation energy for conversion from molecular (peroxo-like)
oxygen to dissociated oxygen, however, is as low as 0.29 eV [38]. The initial (dissociative) adsorption probability of O2 on Pt(111) is 0.3 at 200 K and slightly decreases with
temperature to approximately 0.25 at 600 K (Fig. 3.4b) [38].
In the intermediate temperature regime of 170-700 K, chemisorbed O generates a
p(2 × 2) adlayer structure with O atoms occupying fcc hollow sites, which corresponds
to a coverage of 0.25 ML (See Fig. 3.5) [39–41]. Higher coverage can be obtained
on Pt(111) for high O2 pressure and / or low temperature [41], or when using more
reactive oxidizing species. Coverages as high as 0.75 ML for NO2 [39], 2.4 ML for
O3 (Fig. 3.6a) [42], and 2.9 ML for gas phase atomic O exposure (Fig. 3.6b) [43] have
been reported. The oxidation of Pt surface is dependent upon temperature and chemical
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(a)

(b)

ALD

Top view of ideal
Pt(111) surface with
0.25 ML O coverage

O at fcc hollow sites

Pt surface with
chemisorbed O
Figure 3.5: (a) Stability diagram for an ideal Pt(111) surface exposed to O2 gas as calculated using density functional theory (DFT). θ denotes the coverage of chemisorbed
oxygen. The shaded region indicates that chemisorbed O is metastable to Pt(111)-α-PtO2
for low temperatures and high pressures. The dot in the diagram points out the typical
temperature and pressure employed during Pt ALD. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (R.B. Getman, Y. Xu, and W.F. Schneider, J. Phys. Chem. C 112, 9559 (2008)).
Copyright (2008) American Chemical Society. (b) Conﬁguration of chemisorbed oxygen
on a Pt(111) surface. The O atoms occupy fcc hollow sites, which generates a coverage
of 0.25 ML. Note that the conﬁguration during Pt ALD deviates from the situation on an
ideal Pt(111) surface, because polycrystalline Pt is deposited.

potential of oxygen atoms on the surface, which is inﬂuenced by gas pressure or ﬂux
of atomic oxygen [41]. Increasing the oxygen coverage above 0.75 ML results in the
formation of PtOx particles [43], and the diffusion of O into the subsurface region initiates
above ∼1.3 ML [44]. Molecular oxygen also adsorbs dissociatively on other Pt surfaces
but with slightly different coverage values [45, 46].
Due to possible involvement in Brønsted acid/base reactions, the interaction of hydroxyl groups with Pt is relevant as well. Hydroxyl groups have the tendency on Pt to
combine to produce a water molecule [47].
OH− + OH− → O2- + H2 O(g)

(3.5)

Because of the low desorption temperature of water on Pt(111) (i.e., 200 K) [47], H2 O
molecules quickly desorb after their formation. Similarly low desorption temperatures
have been reported for water on other Pt surfaces [48]. Therefore, the equilibrium coverage of hydroxyl groups is expected to be very low for the conditions employed during Pt
ALD.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: Coverage of chemisorbed O on a Pt(111) surface as a function of (a) O3
or O2 gas exposure at 300 K, and (b) atomic oxygen beam (generated by a microwave
plasma) exposure at 250 and 450 K. Reprinted from (N. A. Saliba, Y. -L. Tsai, C. Panja,
and B. E. Koel, Surf. Sci. 419, 79 (1999)) and from (J .F. Weaver, J. -J. Chen, A. L.
Gerrard, Surf. Sci. 592, 83 (2005)), with permission from Elsevier.

The MeCpPtMe3 precursor molecule contains methyl (Me) and methylcyclopentadienyl (MeCp) ligands, and therefore, it is relevant to address how these and similar
species have been reported to react on a Pt surface. Zaera et al. extensively studied
the surface chemistry of methyl iodide on the Pt(111) surface [49, 50]. Provided available surface sites, methyl iodide readily decomposes, which generates methyl groups on
the surface. This system can be used to investigate the reactions of methyl on Pt. The
surface chemistry of methyl groups on a Pt(111) surface can be described as a competition between hydrogenation to produce methane (Eq. 3.6) and dehydrogenation reactions
to form various hydrocarbon species and, eventually, to form a layer of surface carbon
(Eq. 3.7-3.8) [49–51].
CH3(ads) + Hads → CH4(g)

(3.6)

CH3(ads) → CHy(ads) + (3-y)Hads where y<3

(3.7)

Hads + Hads → H2(g)

(3.8)

Figure 3.7b shows that methane desorption takes place at temperatures of 200 K and
higher. Dehydrogenation reactions typically proceed up to 600 K when a carbonaceous
layer has formed on the Pt surface (Fig. 3.7a) [49]. The competition between dehydrogenation, methyl hydrogenation, and other surface reactions is strongly dependent on
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Figure 3.7: (a) Hydrogen and (b) methane thermal desorption spectra from a Pt(111)
surface that was exposed to methyl iodide prior to the measurement. The dose was
varied from 0.1 L to 4.0 L. The desorption of hydrogen indicates the dehydrogenation
of methyl groups, and the desorption of methane is a result of methyl hydrogenation.
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (F. Zaera, H. Hoffmann, J. Phys. Chem. 95,
6297 (1991)). Copyright (1991) American Chemical Society.

the initial methyl iodide dose. Complete dehydrogenation takes place after dissociative
chemisorption of low amounts of CH3 I, while methane formation only occurs for CH3 I
coverages larger than 0.01 ML [49]. The lower degree of dehydrogenation for high coverages was explained by a rearrangement of the molecules on the sterically crowded
surface. This implies that decomposition / dehydrogenation of hydrocarbons can be sterically hindered by absorbates or reaction intermediates.
Zaera also studied the surface chemistry of methyl iodide coadsorbed with hydrogen
or deuterium [50]. Co-adsorption of hydrogen stimulates the hydrogenation of methyl
groups. For high H coverages, an almost 100% yield of CH4 formation was determined.
When using deuterium instead of hydrogen, all possible isotopic substitutions (CH3 D,
CH2 D2 , CHD3 , and CD4 ) were detected, which indicates that hydrogen exchange occurs
between surface hydrogen and hydrogen atoms in methyl groups.
Since cyclic hydrocarbon species tend to react in similar motifs on Pt(111) [52], literature reports about these species can be used to obtain insight into how MeCp ligands
react on the Pt surface. At temperatures below 200 K, unsaturated C5 Hy and C6 Hz cyclic
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: (a) Thermal programmed desorption (TPD) spectra from a Pt(111) surface
that was saturated with C5 H8 at 80 K prior to the measurement. Only desorption of H2
(m/z = 2) and the parent molecule C5 H8 (m/z = 67,66,65) was observed. The different
peaks in the spectrum for H2 reveal the stepwise dehydrogenation of C5 H8 , via C5 H5 ,
to carbon. (b) Schematic ﬁgure of a cyclopentadienyl (Cp) species on a Pt(111) surface
illustrating the relative dimensions of the Cp adsorbate and the Pt atoms. Reprinted from
(N. R. Avery, Surf. Sci. 146, 363 (1984)), with permission from Elsevier.

hydrocarbons (with y > 5 and z > 6) adsorb molecularly on the Pt(111) surface [52].
When heated to temperatures above 200 K, adsorbed C5 Hy hydrocarbons are dehydrogenated to pentahaptocyclopentadienyl species (C5 H5 , Cp, see Fig. 3.8), [53] whereas
C6 Hz species dehydrogenate to benzene (C6 H6 ) [52]. Figure 3.8a shows TPD data for
the dehydrogenation of cyclopentene (C5 H8 ) on Pt(111) [53]. Cp is stable up to approximately 500 K, when it starts to dehydrogenate further. Hydrogen desorption from
adsorbed Cp species has been observed for temperatures up to 750 K, and the ﬁnal state
is a layer of carbon on the Pt surface [53]:
C5 Hy(ads) → C5 H5(ads) + (y-5) Hads → 5 Cads + y Hads

(3.9)

Benzene dehydrogenates above 450 K in a series of steps, and the ﬁnal state is a
graphitic overlayer at 800 K [54]. Isomerization may also occur for certain species.
For example, the molecule methylene cyclopentane isomerizes on Pt(111) to 1-methyl-
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Figure 3.9: (a) Thermal programmed desorption (TPD) spectra from a Pt(111) surface
that was exposed to 0.4 L O2 and 0.2 L benzene prior to the measurement. Oxidation of
benzene to CO2 and H2 O takes place in the temperature range of 300 to 500 K, and H2
is formed as a result of dehydrogenation of the remaining benzene once the oxygen has
been consumed. Reprinted from (A. L. Marsh, J. L. Gland, Surf. Sci. 536, 145 (2003)),
with permission from Elsevier.

1-cylopentene, and further may undergo rearrangement of the carbon skeleton to benzene [55]. In general, the reaction of hydrocarbon species on Pt can be characterized by
stepwise dehydrogenation, and result in the formation of partially dehydrogenated surface intermediates, before producing carbonaceous residues. In addition, other surface
reactions such as hydrogenation, and isomerization may play a role as well.
Finally, it is further relevant to address hydrocarbon oxidation reactions on Pt, because of the importance of combustion for Pt ALD. The mechanism of benzene oxidation
on Pt(111) has been studied extensively by Marsh and Gland [56, 57]. Figure 3.9 shows
that benzene is oxidized in the temperature range 300 - 500 K and results in CO2 and
H2 O reaction products. Complete oxidation occurs when oxygen is available in excess
on the surface.
C6 H6(ads) + 15 Oads → 6 CO2(g) + 3 H2 O(g)

(3.10)

In case of excess amounts of benzene, dehydrogenation dominates and a carbon residue
remains on the surface. Only a limited amount of CO from incomplete combustion was
observed for this case. Other hydrocarbon species on O covered Pt(111) show very similar behavior [58, 59]. Typically, CO2 and H2 O desorb at lower temperatures compared to
H2 , which indicates that combustion reactions are more favorable than dehydrogenation
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reactions. Oxidation to CO2 and H2 O dominates when oxygen is present at the surface
in excess amounts, and after the consumption of oxygen, the reactions proceed through
dehydrogenation and the formation of a carbonaceous layer [59]. Reactions in oxygen
lean conditions may also result in incomplete oxidation to CO [59, 60].

3.4

Discussion and results

In this section, the reaction mechanisms of Pt ALD are discussed by considering the
previously reported ALD reaction mechanism studies and the Pt surface science results
described in the previous section. In addition, experimental results are presented to illustrate some of the characteristics of the Pt ALD process.

3.4.1

Dehydrogenation and hydrogenation reactions during the
MeCpPtMe3 pulse

The substrate temperature for Pt ALD (i.e., 573 K) is in the range for which dehydrogenation reactions on Pt surfaces occur. As summarized in Sec. 3.3.2, TPD studies indicate
that dehydrogenation of methyl and cyclic hydrocarbons starts at temperatures as low as
200 K. Since ALD is performed at a temperature that is a few hundred degrees higher
than the onset of dehydrogenation at UHV conditions, it is likely that the ligands are at
least partly dehydrogenated during the Pt ALD process. In the surface science data described in Sec. 3.3.2, it has been reported that the dehydrogenation of Me is completed
at 600 K [49], while dehydrogenation of Cp species may proceed until ∼750 K [52].
This suggests that dehydrogenation of the MeCpPtMe3 precursor ligands is most likely
not complete for the typical temperature of Pt ALD (573 K). Moreover, steric inhibition
by absorbates or reaction intermediates may also limit the dehydrogenation reactions.
Because the conditions during ALD are not directly comparable to the typical conditions employed in surface science studies, it is complicated to conclude which partially
dehydrogenated intermediates are formed.
Hydrogen atoms become available at the surface once dehydrogenation reactions occur. These hydrogen atoms can subsequently react with the precursor fragments in hydrogenation reactions. Hydrogenation of Me species (Eq. 3.6) may be the explanation
for the observed formation of CH4 during the MeCpPtMe3 pulse. It is further likely that
other hydrogenation products form as well, such as ethane, cyclopentene, cyclopentane,
and possibly benzene. As mentioned before, these products have not been observed during Pt ALD so far, but this might be due to the reduced sensitivity for the detection of the
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Figure 3.10: Schematic representation of the reaction mechanisms during ALD of Pt.
(a) At the start of the MeCpPtMe3 half-reaction when the surface is covered with O
atoms, the MeCpPtMe3 molecules undergo combustion and dehydrogenation reactions
upon adsorption, resulting predominantly in CO2 and H2 O reaction products. The reactions continue when O becomes depleted with dehydrogenation and incomplete oxidation, which leads to H2 , CO, and CH4 among other hydrogenation products. (b) During
the O2 pulse, the carbonaceous layer formed in the MeCpPtMe3 pulse is combusted, and
O2 dissociatively chemisorbs at the surface providing surface-bound oxygen for the next
ALD cycle.

species. Also, the formation of H2 has not been reported.

3.4.2

Evolution of the surface reactions

Since several surface reactions may occur simultaneously, it becomes too complex to
describe the mechanism in a few reaction pathways. Instead, the expected sequence of
surface reactions is discussed here. See Fig. 3.10 for a schematic representation of the
hypothesized reaction mechanisms.
Upon adsorption at the oxygen-covered Pt surface, MeCpPtMe3 precursor molecules
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quickly decompose through oxidation and dehydrogenation reactions (see Fig. 3.10a).
Because of an excess amount of oxygen at the start of the MeCpPtMe3 pulse, oxidation
to CO2 and H2 O initially dominates the surface reactions. As surface oxygen becomes
depleted, the precursor fragments continue reacting in oxygen lean conditions. The limited amount of chemisorbed oxygen in this phase leads to incomplete combustion to CO
and a low amount of H2 O. In addition, H2 gas is released from the surface as a product of
the dehydrogenation reactions. Some hydrogen atoms may participate in hydrogenation
reactions giving CH4 among other hydrogenation products. Recently, in a mass spectrometry study, we observed that the production of CO2 precedes the formation of CH4
during the MeCpPtMe3 pulse [61]. This observation is in agreement with the picture
that combustion to CO2 dominates the surface reactions in excess amounts of oxygen,
while H2 and hydrogenation products are mainly formed after the consumption of O (see
Sec. 3.3.2).
At some point, all the chemisorbed oxygen atoms are consumed and only dehydrogenation reactions continue to occur. Extensive dehydrogenation causes the Pt surface
to become covered with a carbon-rich layer. From the detection of H2 O during the O2
pulse [23, 33] it is deduced that this carbonaceous layer contains some remaining hydrogen, which can be explained by the incomplete dehydrogenation of Cp at 573 K [53].
However, it is expected that the C/H ratio at the end of the step is >1, since the methyl
ligands should undergo complete dehydrogenation [49].
During the O2 pulse, the carbonaceous layer remaining from the precursor pulse is
combusted giving CO2 and H2 O as the reactions products (see Fig. 3.10b). Since the
layer contains more carbon than hydrogen, mainly CO2 and only a small amount of H2 O
is formed during the O2 step. The combustion may be hampered at the start due to lack
of adsorption sites for oxygen species. Eventually, when some carbon is combusted,
surface sites for dissociative chemisorption of O2 free up quickly, and the combustion
accelerates. After the complete oxidation of the carbonaceous layer, some additional
oxygen dissociatively chemisorbs at the surface, and it stays there until it is consumed
during the subsequent MeCpPtMe3 pulse.

3.4.3

Role of chemisorbed oxygen

Most ALD processes can be characterized by two clearly separated and completely
different half-reactions. The presence of oxygen atoms during the MeCpPtMe3 pulse
makes this process an exceptional case for which ligand combustion already occurs during the precursor exposure half-reaction. Consequently, the reactions at the start of the
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MeCpPtMe3 pulse show some similarities to the surface reactions during Pt CVD. However, the oxygen reservoir is limited, and the surface reactions proceed to “saturation”
when all the oxygen is consumed.
The amount of adsorbed O that resides at the surface after the O2 pulse is an important parameter of the process, since it affects the nature of the reactions during the
MeCpPtMe3 pulse, and the amount of adsorbing precursor molecules. The O coverage
determines how many carbon atoms are eliminated by combustion reactions during the
MeCpPtMe3 pulse. If some carbon is already eliminated while the surface is exposed
to the precursor molecules, steric hindrance effects are alleviated and more MeCpPtMe3
molecules can adsorb, resulting in a higher growth rate.
Figure 3.11a shows the inﬂuence of the amount of chemisorbed oxygen on the growth
rate of Pt ALD. The graph illustrates that a much higher growth rate is obtained when
the O2 gas exposure step is replaced by a long O2 plasma exposure. These experiments
were conducted on Pt ﬁlms of ∼12 nm thick, which ensures that metallic Pt is deposited
instead of PtOx , in contrast to the material that is obtained when this plasma-assisted
process is used to deposited on an oxide substrate [16]. Only the top-layer of the Pt ﬁlm
is oxidized during the plasma exposure, but the PtOx top layer is subsequently reduced
to metallic Pt during the MeCpPtMe3 pulse. A growth rate as high as 0.1 nm/cycle was
obtained for 90 s O2 plasma exposure, which is more than a factor of two higher than the
standard growth rate of the thermal ALD process. The plasma is able to generate a high
coverage of O on the Pt surface, which leads to more combustion during the MeCpPtMe3
and, subsequently, a higher growth rate. See Fig. 3.11b for the dependence of the growth
rate on the O2 plasma exposure time. On the contrary, a lower growth rate of 0.032
nm/cycle is measured in case a H2 exposure step is added to the thermal ALD process.
The H2 removes the surface-bound oxygen through a reduction reaction.
Similar to the O2 plasma, the pressure during the O2 pulse of thermal ALD inﬂuences the amount of adsorbed O. Figure 3.11c shows the dependence of the growth rate
of thermal ALD on the O2 pressure. At low O2 pressure (0.02 Torr), the growth rate
is comparable to the values reported in most other studies (∼0.045 nm/cycle), while a
growth of 0.056 nm/cycles was measured for an O2 pressure of 0.75 Torr. These observations reveal that the oxygen reservoir at the start of the MeCpPtMe3 pulse has a
signiﬁcant effect on the growth rate of the process. The relation between the pressure
dependence and the saturation of the O2 half-reaction is discussed in more detail in the
next section.
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Figure 3.11: Inﬂuence of the amount of chemisorbed oxygen on the growth rate of Pt
ALD. Pt ﬁlms of ∼12 nm thick were used as starting condition. (a) Thickness as a
function of the number of cycles. Data is given for thermal ALD, plasma-assisted ALD
with long plasma exposure, and a thermal ALD process that includes an additional H2
exposure step after the O2 exposure step. (b) Growth rate as a function of O2 plasma
exposure time. A growth rate of ∼0.105 nm/cycle was achieved for 90 s O2 plasma
exposure, while ∼1 s plasma gives a similar growth rate as the thermal ALD process. (c)
Growth rate as a function of the pressure during the O2 pulse. The substrate temperature
was 300 ◦ C for all experiments.

3.4.4

Saturation of the half-reactions

The self-limiting behavior of the ALD half-reactions is often caused by limited density
of speciﬁc surface groups or by steric hindrance of ligands. For the Pt ALD process it
is less clear what determines the self-limitation of the surface reactions and the related
saturation of the half-reactions. Figure 3.12 depicts typical saturation curves for the
two half-reactions of the Pt ALD process. The ﬁgures illustrate that both pulses reach
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Figure 3.12: Saturation curves for the thermal ALD process of Pt. Growth rate as a
function of (a) MeCpPtMe3 dosing time and (b) oxygen dosing time. The lines serve as
guides to the eye. The substrate temperature was 300 ◦ C, and the pressure during the O2
pulse was 0.02 Torr.

saturation after exposure times of a few seconds under the present conditions.
The steric hindrance of Me and MeCp precursor ligands is not relevant for this
process, since the precursor ligands break down at the surface during dehydrogenation reactions. However, as a result of these dehydrogenation reactions, the surface becomes covered with a carbonaceous layer. Considering a growth rate of 3.0 × 1014 Pt
atoms/cm2 /cycle [23], and the observations that most of the carbon atoms (∼80%) [22–
24] remain at the surface after the MeCpPtMe3 pulse (see Sec. 3.3.1), the surface density of carbon atoms at the end of the MeCpPtMe3 pulse is estimated at ∼2×1015 C
atoms/cm2 . In terms of the Pt surface density, this number is equivalent to a coverage of
approximately 2 ML, which may well be sufﬁcient to deactivate the catalytic activity of
the Pt surface. As a reference, graphene growth literature suggests that one monolayer
of carbon on a noble metal surface can deactivate further decomposition of hydrocarbon species [62]. At some point during the MeCpPtMe3 pulse, when the Pt surface
becomes covered with the carbonaceous layer, no more MeCpPtMe3 molecules adsorb
leading to the saturation of the precursor half-reaction. The self-limiting behavior of
the MeCpPtMe3 pulse is thus caused by poisoning of the surface by dehydrogenation
products.
The ligands decompose on the surface during the MeCpPtMe3 pulse, but that does
not necessarily mean that there is a “CVD component”. It is important to differentiate between decomposition reactions that are self-limiting and decomposition that leads
to a dependence of the growth rate on precursor ﬂux. The dehydrogenation reactions
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require a catalytic active Pt surface, which means that these reactions reach saturation
when all surface sites become covered. On the other hand, when the substrate temperature is sufﬁciently high (>573 K), thermal decomposition can occur even when there are
no available surface sites for incoming precursor molecules (see Fig. 3.13). Thermal decomposition leads to a dependence of growth rate on the MeCpPtMe3 precursor exposure
time and is generally associated with the incorporation of higher amounts of impurities
in the deposited material.
For the saturation of the O2 half-reaction, the combustion of hydrocarbon species
remaining from the MeCpPtMe3 half-reaction is required, as well as the dissociative
chemisorption of O2 at the surface until maximum chemisorbed O coverage is reached.
The dependence of the growth rate on the O2 pressure (see Sec 3.4.3) suggests that the
saturation conditions of the O2 half-reaction are dependent upon the chemical potential
of oxygen on the Pt surface. The question is how this O2 pressure dependence affects
the uniformity and the conformality of the process. The data presented in Fig. 3.11c reveals that a pressure increase of almost two orders of magnitude is needed to increase the
growth rate from 0.045 to 0.056 nm/cycle. Since pressure variations across a substrate
are generally much smaller, it is expected that the O2 pressure dependence does not signiﬁcantly affect the ﬁlm uniformity on ﬂat substrates. The effect may be more important
for conformal deposition in high aspect-ratio structures. However, a nearly 100 % step
coverage in trenches with an aspect ratio of 11 [2], and a “ﬁlm inﬁltration depth” of ∼9
μm in anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) holes of 90 nm in diameter (aspect ratio of 100)
has been reported for thermal ALD [9].

3.4.5

Role of hydroxyl groups during nucleation and steady-state
growth

Several studies have suggested that surface hydroxyl groups are involved in the Pt ALD
mechanism [18, 23, 24]. Since the CH4 formation may be due to hydrogenation of Me
ligands as discussed in Sec. 3.4.1, there is currently no direct evidence for the involvement of OH groups. Because of the limited stability of hydroxyl groups on Pt [47], they
likely recombine and desorb as water (Eq. 3.5) on a time-scale shorter than those of reactions with other species. Surface hydroxyl groups may, however, play a more important
role during the nucleation stage of the ﬁlms on for example oxide substrates. On such
substrates, hydroxyl groups are more stable. Moreover, initially there is no Pt present at
the surface to catalyze O2 dissociation and dehydrogenation surface reactions. Therefore,
it is likely that, during the nucleation stage, ligands are mainly eliminated by Brønsted
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Figure 3.13: Growth rate as a function of the substrate temperature for thermal ALD
of Pt. The growth for temperatures above 300 ◦ C likely contains a contribution from
thermal decomposition of the precursor.

acid/base reactions, while dehydrogenation reactions start to contribute when Pt islands
of sufﬁcient size are formed. Consequently, the growth rate during the nucleation stage
may be very different from the steady-state growth rate as long as the surface is not completely covered with a closed Pt layer. The latter was observed for Pt nucleation on a
SrTiO3 substrate by Christensen et al. [4].

3.4.6

Temperature dependence

A last aspect to address is the temperature dependence of the process. Figure 3.13 shows
the growth rate of thermal ALD as a function of substrate temperature. Striking is that
a substrate temperature of 200 ◦ C (473 K) is required to obtain any Pt growth with the
ALD process. The growth rate increases with temperature between 200 and 300 ◦ C (473
- 573 K). Above 300 ◦ C (573 K), thermal decomposition of the MeCpPtMe3 precursor
may contribute to the growth [34].
The activation of the reactant by dissociation into atomic oxygen should not be the
limiting factor for the temperature dependence, since O2 is dissociated on Pt for temperatures >120 K [36]. The same holds for the adsorption of the MeCpPtMe3 precursor,
as demonstrated by Pt ﬁlm growth at 373 K for plasma-assisted ALD from MeCpPtMe3
and O2 plasma [16]. What is left is the combustion of precursor fragments at the start
of the MeCpPtMe3 step and the combustion of the carbonaceous layer remaining from
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the MeCpPtMe3 pulse during the O2 pulse. When oxygen and hydrocarbons are both
present at the surface, as is the case at the start of the MeCpPtMe3 pulse, surface science
results suggest that combustion takes place at temperatures above approximately 300 K.
For example, as mentioned in Sec. 3.3.2, benzene oxidation on O-covered Pt(111) has
been reported to take place over the 300 - 500 K temperature range [56]. The combustion
of the carbonaceous layer during the O2 pulse resembles the situation of a hydrocarboncovered surface that is exposed to O2 gas. For benzene on Pt(111), it has been reported
that pre-adsorption of benzene inhibits the adsorption of oxygen, which inhibits oxidation reactions for temperatures below 370 K [57]. The benzene-covered surface in an
atmosphere of ﬂowing oxygen needs to be heated to ∼450 K in order to combust the
surface carbon completely [57]. A similar effect can be expected for the reaction of
O2 during the O2 pulse at the carbon-containing layer remaining at the surface after the
MeCpPtMe3 exposure pulse. The O2 molecules cannot dissociate at the surface to form
surface-bound oxygen due to a lack of adsorption sites, and consequently, a relatively
high temperature of >473 K is required to activate the combustion of this carbonaceous
layer by the O2 gas. This explanation is also consistent with the fact that ALD growth
can be achieved already at 373 K for plasma-assisted ALD [16], and at 413 K for the
process employing Pt(acac)2 and O3 [15]. In these cases, the reactive oxygen species
supplied from the gas phase are more effective in the removal of hydrocarbon species.

3.4.7

Possibilities for process improvement

The results regarding the role of chemisorbed oxygen suggest that the growth rate of
the process can be tuned by controlling the O coverage at the start of the MeCpPtMe3
pulse. In Sec. 3.3.2, it is discussed that higher O coverages are obtainable on Pt(111)
when employing strong oxidizing agents such as O3 , NO2 , or an O2 plasma. For plasmaassisted ALD, it was established that a higher growth rate is achievable for long plasma
exposure times (see Fig. 3.11b and Sec. 3.4.3). Similar results can be expected for other
strong oxidizing agents.
In Sec. 3.4.4, it is discussed that the growth rate of the process depends on the O2
pressure. Although the conformality of Pt ALD has not been studied in detail, the O2
pressure dependence suggests that it may be challenging to conformally coat high-aspect
ratio structures with Pt. The O2 pressure dependence may affect the growth at different
positions along a trench and therefore also the conformality. The pressure dependence
can be eliminated by adding a reduction step to the cycle (consisting of for example H2
gas exposure), which involves the removal of the surface-bound oxygen. This leads to a
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lower growth rate (see Fig. 3.11a) but probably a higher conformality.
For certain applications, it would be desirable to deposit Pt by ALD at substrate
temperatures below 200 ◦ C. The discussion presented in the previous section suggests
that the combustion of the carbonaceous layer during the O2 pulse is the limiting factor that rules the temperature dependence of the Pt ALD process. The reactions during
the MeCpPtMe3 pulse show parallels with the deactivation of catalysts in industrial processes, from which lessons can be learned for the development of a low-temperature ALD
process. The formation of non-desorbed products in decomposition and dehydrogenation
reactions, generally called coke, is the one of the most important causes of catalyst deactivation [63]. A deactivated catalyst is generally regenerated by the exposure to O2 gas
at elevated temperatures, which removes the coke through combustion reactions, similar
to what happens during the O2 pulse of Pt ALD process. Regeneration procedures using
O3 and N2 O have been reported to be effective at lower temperatures [64]. A solution
for the development of a low temperature Pt ALD process is therefore to use a strong
oxidizing agent, such as an O2 plasma or O3 , as was studied by Knoops et al. [16] and
by Hämäläinen et al. [15], respectively. The dissociation of O2 on the surface is not required when reactive oxygen species are supplied from the gas phase, which enables the
deposition at lower temperatures. However, the drawback of this approach is that these
strong oxidizing agents have the ability to oxidize the deposited material, which means
that a third step has to be added to the process to reduce the PtOx layer back to metallic
Pt [16]. See Chapter 5 for more information about how Pt ALD can be achieved at low
substrate temperatures.
The discussion of the previous paragraph can be generalized to other noble metal
ALD processes. Based on the noble metal ALD literature, it can be stated that there are
two approaches for the deposition of high-quality ﬁlms: (i) using O2 as a reactant for
temperatures above 200 ◦ C or (ii) employing a strong oxidizing agent in combination
with an additional reduction step at lower substrate temperatures. Ru, Os, Rh, Ir, and Pt
ALD processes with O2 as the reactant all require substrate temperatures of at least 200
◦

C [20, 21, 33, 65, 66]. On the other hand, ALD at substrate temperatures of 100 - 160 ◦ C
have been reported for Ir from Ir(acac)3 , O3 , and H2 gas [67], Ir from (MeCp)Ir(CHD),
O3 , and H2 gas [68], and for Pt from MeCpPtMe3 , O2 plasma, and H2 gas [16]. For ALD

processes that involve only H2 gas or H2 plasma as a reactant, the impurity levels tend to
be somewhat higher [69, 70], due to the less effective removal of impurities.
For processes in which O2 gas is used as the reactant, the nature of the precursor
ligands does not seem to have a large inﬂuence on the lower limit of the temperature
window. For example, high quality Ir ﬁlm can be obtained for substrate temperatures
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above ∼220 ◦ C, no matter whether Ir(acac)3 , Ir(EtCp)(COD) or (MeCp)Ir(CHD) is used
as the precursor [71]. This can be explained by considering that the other noble metals
(except for silver and gold) also have the ability to break C-H bonds in adsorbed species.
For most precursors on a noble metal surface, a reaction mechanism similar to that of
Pt ALD can be expected, in which the precursor ligands do not stay intact on the noble
metal surface, but undergo dehydrogenation reactions. Consequently, the temperature
dependence of these processes is most likely, similar to Pt ALD, ruled by the combustion
of a carbonaceous layer formed during the precursor pulse.

3.5

Conclusions

The surface reactions during Pt ALD from MeCpPtMe3 precursor and O2 gas were discussed by addressing the catalytic nature of the Pt ﬁlm. The ALD process is mainly
governed by combustion-like reactions driven by dissociatively chemisorbed O atoms,
but the formation of CH4 as a reaction product during the MeCpPtMe3 pulse reveals
that there are concurrent reaction pathways. By comparisons with thermal programmed
desorption studies of methyl and cyclic hydrocarbon species, it is concluded that the precursor ligands undergo dehydrogenation reactions on the catalytic Pt surface. The CH4
formation is explained by hydrogenation of methyl ligands involving hydrogen atoms
liberated in dehydrogenation reactions.
Time-wise the reaction mechanism during the ALD cycle may be as follows: At the
beginning of the MeCpPtMe3 pulse when the surface is covered with O atoms, precursor
ligands undergo combustion and dehydrogenation reactions, which mainly results in CO2
and H2 O reaction products. When the O becomes depleted, the reaction proceeds via dehydrogenation and hydrogenation, and subsequent desorption of methane (and possibly
other saturated hydrocarbon species), until a carbonaceous layer forms that prevents further surface ligand decomposition reactions and precursor adsorption. The saturation of
the MeCpPtMe3 half-reaction is therefore caused by the poisoning of the surface by dehydrogenation products in the form of a carbonaceous layer. During the O2 pulse, the
carbonaceous layer is combusted to CO2 and H2 O and a new layer of adsorbed O atoms
forms before the process is turned to the next cycle. The combustion of the carbonaceous
layer remaining from the MeCpPtMe3 pulse during the O2 pulse is suggested to require
an elevated substrate temperature, which is likely the explanation for the temperature dependence of the ALD process. The growth rate of the process is governed by the oxygen
reservoir available on the Pt surface at the onset of the MeCpPtMe3 dose.
Several open questions regarding the Pt ALD mechanism are addressed in this work,
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which might motivate future experimental studies. Since the occurrence of dehydrogenation reactions and the possible involvement of hydroxyl groups cannot be deduced
directly from the gas phase infrared spectroscopy or mass spectrometry studies, the identiﬁcation of the surface species during ﬁlm growth would be a recommended next step.
This can, for example, be done with surface infrared spectroscopy. To study the temperature dependence of the surface reactions, techniques such as thermal programmed
desorption (TPD) and thermal programmed oxidation (TPO) can be employed. To this
end, it is especially relevant to investigate the interaction of the MeCpPtMe3 precursor
with a polycrystalline Pt surface pre-exposed to oxygen gas, since that is the surface important for Pt ALD. A ﬁnal general concluding remark is that reports in surface science
and catalysis literature are very relevant for obtaining a deeper understanding of the reaction mechanisms of noble metal ALD processes. Similarly extensive surface science
data is available for other noble metals that are applied in catalysis, such as palladium,
ruthenium, and iridium, and also for some metal oxides.
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3.6

Addendum: Experimental evidence for dehydrogenation reactions during noble metal ALD

In recent work we have established that dehydrogenation reactions occur during ALD of
Ru from CpRu(CO)2 Et and O2 gas [72]. By using quadrupole mass spectrometry (QMS),
H2 gas was detected as a reaction product of the CpRu(CO)2 Et pulse, in addition to the
combustion products CO2 , CO, and H2 O. It was observed that almost all H atoms brought
to the surface by the precursor are released into the gas phase during the CpRu(CO)2 Et
pulse.
Moreover, more evidence for dehydrogenation reactions during Pt ALD was recently
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Carbonaceous
layer

Figure 3.14: Photoemission spectra measured after the MeCpPtMe3 pulse (black line)
and after the O2 pulse from Pt ﬁlms deposited at 550 K. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (S.M. Geyer, R. Methaapanon, B. Shong, P.A. Pianetta, and S.F. Bent, J.
Phys. Chem. Lett. 4, 176 (2013)). Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society.

presented by Bent and co-workers. Geyer et al. investigated the mechanism of thermal Pt
ALD from MeCpPtMe3 and O2 gas by in vacuo photoemission spectroscopy using a synchroton radiation lightsource [73]. Figure 3.14 shows photoemission spectra measured
after both pulses of the Pt ALD process. The graph shows signiﬁcant differences between the two spectra in the C 2s an O 2s regions. The higher signal in the C 2s region in
the spectrum of the MeCpPtMe3 pulse was attributed to the presence of a carbonaceous
layer. A similar but more pronounced broad feature in the C 2s region was obtained
when a similar experiment was carried out at 600 K, for which thermal decomposition
of the MeCpPtMe3 occurs. A drastic reduction of the C 2s signal was observed after the
O2 pulse, implying that the O2 gas is able to remove the carbonaceous species. It was
further discussed in the paper that these observations support the mechanism involving
dehydrogenation of the Pt precursor ligands, as introduced in our work.
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Chapter 4
Inﬂuence of O2 exposure on the
nucleation of Pt ALD: consequences for
ﬁlm growth, nanopatterning, and
nanoparticle synthesis∗
Abstract: Control of the nucleation behavior during atomic layer deposition (ALD) of metals is of
great importance for the deposition of metallic thin ﬁlms and nanoparticles, and for nanopatterning
applications. In this work it is established for Pt ALD, that the exposure to O2 during the O2 pulse
of the ALD process is the key parameter controlling the nucleation behavior. The O2 dependence
of the Pt nucleation is explained by the enhanced diffusion of Pt species in the presence of oxygen,
and the resulting faster aggregation of Pt atoms in metal clusters that catalyze the surface reactions
of ALD growth. Moreover, it is demonstrated that the O2 exposure can be used as the parameter
to tune the nucleation to enable (i) deposition of ultrathin ﬁlms with minimal nucleation delay,
(ii) preparation of single element or core/shell nanoparticles, and (iii) nanopatterning of metallic
structures based on area-selective deposition.

∗ A.

J. M. Mackus, M. A. Verheijen, N. Leick, A. A. Bol, and W. M. M. Kessels, accepted for publication
in Chem. Mater.
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4.1

Introduction

Ultrathin ﬁlms are ubiquitous in many areas of modern science and technology, including
nanoelectronics, catalysis, and energy technologies. Since recently, atomic layer deposition (ALD) is being used extensively in the most demanding applications, for example
in the virtually pinhole-free deposition of ultrathin ﬁlms (<10 nm), and in the deposition
of ﬁlms on very high aspect-ratio structures [1]. ALD relies on cyclewise and alternating exposure to precursor and reactant gases that interact with a substrate surface in
self-limiting surface reactions [2–4]. The self-limiting nature of the surface reactions
ensures that the same amount of material is deposited across the entire surface, which
results in an excellent ﬁlm uniformity over large substrates, and conformal deposition on
3-dimensional surfaces. Moreover, because the deposition is divided in cycles, ALD enables layer-by-layer deposition, and thereby a control of the ﬁlm thickness at the atomic
level.
Lately, the deposition of (noble) metal thin layers by ALD has attracted considerable attention. Pt ﬁlms deposited by ALD are considered for example for fuel cells [5],
Ru ﬁlms for copper diffusion barriers and electrodes in dynamic random access memories (DRAM) [6, 7], and Pd ﬁlms for gas sensors [8]. In addition, ALD processes
for the deposition of Ir, Rh, Os, and Ag have been developed [9–12]. On most substrates, metal ALD suffers from poor nucleation and initiates as island growth [13], and
many ALD cycles are required to obtain a closed ﬁlm. In several recent studies, this
so-called Volmer-Weber growth has been exploited to deposit metallic nanoparticles on
various supports for catalysis applications [14–18]. Bimetallic and core/shell nanoparticles can likewise be grown by making use of the cyclewise nature of ALD [16, 19, 20].
On another note, the nucleation inhibition of metal ALD on oxide substrates can be
exploited for the development of alternative nanopatterning techniques relying on areaselective ALD growth [21–23]. Nanopatterning by area-selective ALD growth is for
certain applications favored over conventional patterning approaches because potentially
damaging etching and lift-off steps are eliminated. Previously reported approaches for
achieving area-selective ALD rely in general on the deactivation of speciﬁc areas with
self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) or resist ﬁlms [24–28].
Figure 4.1 illustrates the applications for which control of the nucleation∗ behavior
is essential: thin ﬁlm growth, nanoparticle deposition, and nanopatterning. These applications set different requirements in terms of ﬁlm nucleation. A challenge for the
∗ The

term “nucleation” refers (in the ALD community) to the initial growth before ﬁlm closure, and not
speciﬁcally to the formation of nuclei.
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Figure 4.1: Examples of atomic layer deposited (a) ultrathin ﬁlms, (b) nanopatterns,
and (c) nanoparticles prepared by controlling the ALD nucleation behavior. In (a) and
(b) the ﬁlms [deposited in a trench with a aspect ratio of 22 (1000 cycles, 0.8 Torr O2
pressure)] and nanopatterns [deposited on an ALD Al2 O3 ﬁlm by Pt ALD (500 cycles, 7.5
mTorr O2 pressure) on a seed layer prepared by electron beam induced deposition (EBID)
(electron beam of 2 kV and 63 pA current), see Ref. [21] and [22]] exist of Pt while the
core/shell nanoparticles in (c) have a Pd core and a Pt shell [deposited on Al2 O3 coated
TEM windows (200 cycles Pd ALD, and 50 cycles Pt ALD using 7.5 mTorr O2 pressure),
see Ref. [19]]. In (d) - (f) the key surface reactions during the O2 pulse of the Pt ALD
process are illustrated. In (d) O2 dissociatively chemisorbs on the Pt surface, allowing
for subsequent combustion of the ligands remaining from the Pt precursor step. In (e) the
same reactions take place but, due to the low O2 exposure applied, only on the Pt seed
layer pattern and not on the oxide substrate. In (f) it is illustrated how the O2 exposure
(when being sufﬁcient) enhances the diffusion of single Pt atoms over the oxide surface
leading to aggregation of Pt in metal clusters. The particle ripening (i.e. the formation
of clusters) can be employed to prepare nanoparticles (c) or, when increasing the number
of cycles, to prepare closed ﬁlms. For nanopattern formation (b), particle ripening is
avoided by employing very low O2 exposures preventing signiﬁcant Pt diffusion.

deposition of ultrathin, smooth metallic layers with excellent conformality (Fig. 4.1a)
lies in controlling the nucleation in such a way that the growth starts after a minimal
nucleation delay [29]. In contrast, conditions yielding a prolonged nucleation delay are
desired for nanoparticle deposition (Fig. 4.1c). Since catalyst performance is often sensi-
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tive to particle size [30–32], the nucleation needs to be tuned for this type of applications
to obtain a high density of nanoparticles with a narrow particle size distribution [33]. For
nanopatterning (Fig. 4.1b) and for the deposition of the shell of core/shell nanoparticles
(Fig 4.1c), the nucleation should start selectively on certain surface areas, for example
on a seed layer pattern or on the existing particles (cores), and no nucleation should take
place on the rest of the substrate surface.
Figure 4.1 also exempliﬁes how nucleation and growth depend on the underlying
surface reactions of the ALD process. Noble metal ALD processes typically consist of
alternating exposure to an organometallic precursor and oxygen gas, separated by purge
steps [3]. During the O2 pulse, oxygen dissociatively chemisorbs on the catalytic metal
surface [34, 35]. These O atoms subsequently participate in catalytic combustion of the
precursor ligands during the next half-reaction [36]. In addition, dehydrogenation of the
precursor ligands occurs on the catalytic Pt surface [36–38]. Evidently, the surface reactions during ﬁlm nucleation on non-metallic substrates such as oxides are more complex,
because in this case the initial surface does not have the ability to catalyze the surface
reactions.
The presence of Pt nanoparticles on an oxide surface during the nucleation phase of
Pt ALD resembles the structure of oxide supported Pt catalysts. These catalysts have
been studied extensively in the catalysis and surface science literature, due to their importance for many industrial applications [39]. Supported Pt catalysts are for example
applied in the catalytic converter of cars, in which they catalyze the combustion of unburned hydrocarbons to products such as CO2 and H2 O [40]. Similar reactions occur
during the nucleation phase of Pt ALD; the precursor ligands are mainly eliminated in
combustion-like reactions that are catalyzed by the Pt nanoparticles. Consequently, the
understanding of the nucleation behavior of Pt ALD can be improved on the basis of
results from catalysis and surface science studies. In a previous publication, presented in
Chapter 3, we followed a similar, successful approach for extending our understanding
of the reaction mechanism of Pt ALD ﬁlm growth after nucleation [36].
It is well-established in catalysis literature, that the exposure to O2 promotes the
ripening of Pt particles on oxide surfaces [41, 42], i.e. the formation of larger particles
at the cost of individual Pt atoms or small Pt clusters. Inspired by these observations,
we investigated the inﬂuence of the O2 exposure on the nucleation behavior of Pt ALD
on Al2 O3 . Although the inﬂuence of many parameters on the nucleation behavior of Pt
ALD have been investigated [29, 43–45], the role of the O2 exposure has not been studied
so far. The presented results establish that the O2 exposure can be used as a parameter
to tune the nucleation behavior, which is of prime importance for the applications of Pt
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deposited by ALD illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Results for Ru ALD will be presented to demonstrate that similar O2 -dependent nucleation can be expected for other oxygen-based noble
metal ALD processes.

4.2

Experimental section

The depositions were carried out in an open-load ALD setup, described in detail in
Ref [46]. It comprises a deposition chamber, precursor and gas dosing systems, and
a pump unit consisting of a turbo-molecular pump and a rotary pump. The chamber can
be evacuated with this pump unit to pressures in the 10-6 Torr range during the pump steps
in between the gas pulses. The Pt ALD cycle used in this work consists of alternating and
cyclewise exposure to (methylcyclopentadienyl)trimethylplatinum (MeCpPtMe3 ) precursor and O2 gas, separated by pump steps. The MeCpPtMe3 precursor (purchased from
Sigma Aldrich) was heated to 30 ◦ C and dosed into the reactor using Ar as carrier gas
(7.5 mTorr). Molecular O2 gas dosing was controlled with a mass-ﬂow controller. The
substrate holder was heated to 300 ◦ C, and the reactor wall was set to 80 ◦ C.
The ALD cycle consisted of 3 s MeCpPtMe3 precursor dosing, followed by 3 s Ar
purge and 3 s pump, 10 - 50 s O2 exposure, and a ﬁnal pump step of 10 - 50 s. In this
study, the pressure during the O2 pulse (8 mTorr - 1.2 Torr) and the duration of the O2
pulse (10 - 50 s) were varied. When the O2 pressure was varied, an O2 pulse of 10 s,
and a pump time of 10 s were selected. In the experiments in which the O2 pulse time
was varied, the total cycle time was deliberately kept constant by reducing the pump
time for longer pulse times. For the longest O2 time (50 s), a pump of 10 s was used. It
was checked by measuring the growth as a function of the O2 pulse time that the lowest
O2 dose employed (8 mTorr for 10 s) is sufﬁcient for saturated Pt ALD growth on a Pt
surface.
In situ spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) using a J.A. Woollam, Inc. M2000U (0.75
- 5.0 eV) was employed to determine the ﬁlm thickness during the ALD process. For
these experiments, the substrate was a 500 nm thick ALD grown Al2 O3 ﬁlm on a Si
(100) wafer. See Ref. [47] for more details about SE measurements on ALD grown Pt
ﬁlms. For transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations of the initial growth,
Pt ALD was carried out on Si3 N4 TEM windows that had a 3 nm Al2 O3 ﬁlm on both sides
as prepared by ALD. A FEI Tecnai F30ST (operated at 300 kV accelerating voltage) was
used for the TEM analysis.
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Figure 4.2: Thickness as a function of the number of cycles for Pt ALD on Al2 O3 as
measured by in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) using an O2 exposure of 0.8 Torr
O2 for 10 s. The bright ﬁeld TEM images in the ﬁgure illustrate that Pt ALD nucleation
evolves from island growth, via island coalescence, to ﬁlm closure. A scale bar is given
for the SEM images.

4.3

Results

In Fig. 4.2, it is illustrated that the nucleation of Pt ALD evolves from island growth, via
island coalescence, to ﬁlm closure. It shows the thickness as a function of the number
of ALD cycles as measured by in situ SE. In addition, the ﬁgure shows bright ﬁeld TEM
images of Pt on Al2 O3 coated TEM windows prepared by 80, 150 and 300 Pt ALD cycles.
A short growth delay in which the thickness does not increase linearly with the number
of cycles can be observed for the ﬁrst ∼30 cycles in the nucleation curve. During the ﬁrst
∼100 cycles, Pt islands are formed and grow in size. Subsequently, the islands coalesce,
after which it still takes more than 100 cycles before the ﬁlm is completely closed and
continuous. This behavior is typical for Volmer-Weber island growth of metal ﬁlms on
oxide surfaces [48].
Figure 4.3 demonstrates that the nucleation of Pt ALD is strongly dependent on the
O2 pressure. The ﬁgure shows the nucleation curves measured by SE for different O2
pressures. For the lowest O2 pressure (8 mTorr), no growth was observed, even after
a prolonged experiment with 1000 ALD cycles. Furthermore, Fig. 4.3 shows that the
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Figure 4.3: Thickness as a function of the number of cycles for Pt ALD on Al2 O3 as
measured by in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) using different O2 pressures and a
10 s pulse time. In the inset the growth delay deduced from the nucleation curves is
presented as a function of the O2 pressure.

growth starts on Al2 O3 after a long nucleation delay of ∼160 cycles when the O2 pressure
is 0.1 Torr, while the growth quickly initiates for an O2 pressure of 0.8 Torr. The results of
the SE study are summarized in the inset of Fig. 4.3, which illustrates that the nucleation
delay strongly decreases with increasing O2 pressure.
The oxygen-dependence of the nucleation was conﬁrmed in a second TEM study
in which the O2 pressure was varied when depositing Pt with 50 ALD cycles. Figures
4.4a-f depict high-angle annular dark-ﬁeld (HAADF) STEM images. No islands were
observed for the lowest O2 pressure (0.15 Torr). A high density of particles smaller
than one nanometer can be seen in Fig. 4.4b for an O2 pressure of 0.3 Torr. Spherical
abberation (Cs)-corrected STEM imaging (Fig. 4.5) revealed that, also very small clusters
of a few atoms in size or even single atoms are present, in addition to the islands that
are visible in Fig. 4.4b. For O2 pressures of 0.5 Torr and higher (Figs. 4.4c-e), also
larger particles are present, and the density of these large particles increases with the O2
pressure. Correspondingly, the density of particles smaller than two nanometers appears
to decrease as a function of O2 pressure. Figure 4.4g depicts the evolution of the particle
size distribution. The distribution is narrow for an O2 pressure of 0.3 Torr, and broadens
with increasing O2 pressure.
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Figure 4.4: High-angle annular dark ﬁeld (HAADF) STEM images of Al2 O3 surfaces
after 50 cycles of Pt ALD for various O2 pressures (10 s O2 pulse time). The pump step
after the O2 pulse was 10 s for (a) - (e), and 50 s for (f). Comparing (d) and (f) reveals
that the pump time does not have a signiﬁcant effect. (g) Corresponding particle size
distributions obtained for the different O2 pressures.

Figure 4.5: Probe-corrected TEM image for the sample also depicted in Fig. 4.4b (0.3
Torr O2 ). The image reveals the presence of single atoms and islands of a few atoms in
size, in addition to the islands that are visible in Fig. 4.4b. This image was recorded with
a Cs probe-corrected JEOL ARM200F TEM.
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Figure 4.6: Thickness as a function of the number of cycles for Pt ALD on Al2 O3 as
measured by in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry using different O2 pulse times and 0.3
Torr O2 pressure.

For higher O2 pressures, it takes more time to pump the reactor down after the O2
pulse to base pressure (up to ∼8 s for 0.8 Torr). To check whether the differences in
Fig. 4.4 may be caused by a CVD component due to overlap of the O2 and MeCpPtMe3
pulses, an additional experiment was carried out for 0.8 Torr O2 and a prolonged pump
step of 50 s. There is no signiﬁcant difference between the TEM images 4.4d and 4.4f,
which suggests that a pump step of 10 s is sufﬁcient to avoid a CVD contribution.
The exposure to O2 is determined by both the O2 pressure and the duration of the O2
pulse. To investigate the inﬂuence of the O2 pulse time, an additional series of experiments was conducted in which the O2 pulse time was varied in the range 10 - 50 s. The
SE results presented in Fig. 4.6 reveal that the Pt nucleates faster for longer O2 times. In
the TEM images in Fig. 4.7, it is clearly visible that the amount of deposited Pt strongly
increases with increasing O2 pulse time. These results indicate that prolonging the O2
pulse has a similar effect as using a higher O2 pressure, which suggests that the total
oxygen exposure (i.e. the product of the pressure and time) is the parameter that governs
the nucleation behavior.
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(a) 10 s

(b) 20 s

(c) 30 s

10 nm

(d) 40 s

(e) 50 s

Figure 4.7: High-angle annular dark ﬁeld (HAADF) TEM images of Al2 O3 surfaces
after 50 cycles of Pt ALD for various O2 pulse times (0.3 Torr O2 ).

4.4

Discussion

In the following, the inﬂuence of the exposure to O2 on the nucleation behavior of Pt ALD
will be discussed, based on the presented results, previously reported results about Pt
ALD, and relevant reports in the catalysis literature. However, ﬁrst we want to underline
that there is a difference between the surface reactions that take place during ﬁlm growth
on a deposited Pt ﬁlm, and the surface reactions and physical processes that are important
for nucleation on oxide substrates. It was found that even the lowest dose employed is
still sufﬁcient for the combustion of the precursor ligands on a deposited Pt ﬁlm (i.e., the
surface reactions are saturated) while, independently thereof, the nucleation of Pt on the
oxide surface was observed to depend on the O2 exposure.
There are two main requirements for initiation of Pt ALD on an oxide substrate: (i)
adsorption of the MeCpPtMe3 precursor, and (ii) elimination of the precursor ligands.
The adsorption of the MeCpPtMe3 precursor is most likely not the limiting factor. The
precursor can for example adsorb by ligand exchange between surface hydroxyl groups
and the methyl ligands of the MeCpPtMe3 molecule [49]. Moreover, plasma-assisted
ALD of Pt (from the same MeCpPtMe3 precursor and O2 plasma) results in relatively
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fast nucleation on oxides, while the precursor adsorption during plasma-assisted ALD
should occur in a similar manner compared to thermal ALD [29]. Elimination of the
precursor ligands by oxygen gas is more difﬁcult. It can be expected that, initially, not
all ligands of adsorbed precursor molecules are combusted every cycle. Similar to what
has been reported for Pd ALD [50], the ligands of the Pt precursor molecule may poison
the surface and hinder the surface reactions.
Once deposited, the Pt atoms may diffuse over the oxide surface. In a recent density
functional theory (DFT) study by Zhou et al., it was concluded that the diffusion of Pt
atoms is sufﬁciently active at ALD temperatures to allow for Pt atom transport between
Pt clusters [51]. The energy barriers for Pt atom detachment from and for attachment to
small Pt clusters were calculated, and it was suggested that particle ripening occurs by
Ostwald ripening [51]. As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, catalysis studies
report that the exposure to O2 enhances the ripening of Pt particles [41, 42]. The possibility of forming PtOx species at the surface of a Pt cluster lowers the barrier for Pt atom
detachment [52], which enables Ostwald ripening at relatively low temperatures [41].
Moreover, the PtOx species that are formed in an oxidizing atmosphere, diffuse with
higher rates as compared to metallic Pt atoms [52]. During ALD nucleation, the majority
of the Pt atoms are likely deposited on the substrate surface instead of on existing Pt
particles [53]. Consequently, the diffusion of single atoms has to be considered, and not
necessarily the detachment of Pt atoms from Pt clusters. For sufﬁciently high O2 exposures, Pt atoms deposited by ALD are expected to diffuse in the form of PtOx species
with high rates.
When some Pt nanoparticles are formed, the nucleation mechanism becomes similar
to that of hydrocarbon oxidation on alumina supported Pt catalysts. The oxidation of, for
example, benzene on these catalysts is reported to be a structure sensitive reaction, i.e. the
reactions are promoted on larger Pt particles [54]. An increase of the oxidation turnover
rate with particle size has also been reported for the combustion of other hydrocarbons
such as methane [55], propane [56], and butane [57]. In analogy, it can be expected that
the surface reactions of Pt ALD are enhanced once sufﬁciently large Pt islands are formed
that can catalyze the oxidation of the hydrocarbon MeCpPtMe3 precursor ligands.
As mentioned above, the majority of the precursor molecules are expected to initially
adsorb on the oxide substrate instead of on Pt nanoparticles [53]. Combustion of the precursor ligands at the oxide surface likely involves dissociation of O2 at Pt nanoparticles
and spillover of O species. Or in other words, the Pt particles catalyze the precursor ligand oxidation reactions through dissociation of the molecular O2 into the more reactive
atomic O. A similar mechanism for hydrocarbon combustion has been reported for the
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Figure 4.8: Schematic representation of the surface reactions during the O2 pulse of Pt
ALD on an oxide substrate. Hydrocarbon precursor ligands are present as a result of the
preceding MeCpPtMe3 pulse. The exposure to O2 stimulates the ripening of Pt particles,
mainly through the formation of PtOx species that diffuse faster as compared to their
metallic counterparts. The formed Pt particles subsequently catalyze the ALD reactions,
which involves dissociative chemisorption of O2 molecules at the Pt islands, spill-over of
oxygen, and combustion of the ligands to CO2 and H2 O.

removal of coke on the support surface of alumina supported Pt catalysts [58].
Based on our observations, and on the reports in the catalysis literature described
above, we can propose a mechanism for the nucleation of Pt ALD, which is schematically
illustrated in Fig. 4.8. Only a small amount of Pt atoms is deposited during the ﬁrst few
cycles. The exposure to oxygen during the O2 pulse promotes the diffusion of these Pt
atoms over the surface. For sufﬁciently high O2 exposures, the Pt atoms start to meet
and aggregate in small islands. These islands subsequently catalyze the surface reactions
of Pt ALD. Molecular oxygen is dissociated at the Pt islands and participates in the
combustion of precursor ligands adsorbed on the oxide surface.
Evidently, the exposure to oxygen is vital for the growth of the Pt islands, as well
as for the elimination of the hydrocarbon precursor ligands through particle-catalyzed
oxidation reactions. It is also interesting to note that oxygen-induced particle ripening
appears to be absolutely essential for the Pt ALD growth to occur. Figure 4.2 illustrates
that there is no growth at all for an O2 pressure of 8 mTorr, and the inset suggests that the
growth delay becomes extremely long for O2 pressure below ∼50 mTorr. The absence
of growth for low O2 pressures suggests that when the Pt diffusion is minimal, no islands
are formed, and as result, the growth of Pt by ALD does not start.
From the current data set it cannot be concluded that an increase of the O2 pressure
by a certain factor, has the same effect as prolonging the O2 pulse time by the same
factor. Additional experiments need to be conducted to establish that O2 exposure can
really be represented as the product of the O2 pressure and the pulse time. In practice,
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Figure 4.9: Thickness as a function of the number of cycles for Ru ALD from
CpRu(CO)2 Et and O2 gas at 325 ◦ C for different O2 pressures. The substrates were
Si with a thin layer of native oxide.

the O2 pressure can be used as the parameter to control the nucleation behavior, such that
the ALD cycle remains relatively short.
For Ru ALD from CpRu(CO)2 Et and O2 gas [59], a similar O2 pressure dependent
nucleation behavior was observed [7]. Figure 4.9 shows that no Ru growth was obtained
for a low O2 pressure of 20 mTorr, while the growth initiates after < 25 cycles for 0.1
and 0.2 Torr O2 . Similar data has been reported recently by Methaapanon et al. for Ru
ALD from Ru(DMPD)2 and O2 gas [60].

4.5

Conclusions

From TEM imaging and in situ SE, it has been established that the nucleation of Pt ALD
is strongly dependent on the exposure to O2 . The observations were explained by oxygeninduced particle ripening, and enhanced Pt ALD growth in the presence of aggregated Pt
particles. Importantly, it can be stated that oxygen-induced particle ripening is vital for
obtaining Pt ALD growth, as no growth takes place at all for low O2 exposures.
The O2 exposure dependence of Pt ALD can be exploited to tune the nucleation
behavior for the different types of applications illustrated in Fig. 4.1. When the goal is to
deposit a closed ﬁlm (Fig. 4.1a), preferable a high O2 partial pressure is used, such that
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the growth starts after a minimal nucleation delay. For 0.8 Torr and 10 s O2 , we obtained
ﬁlm closure after ∼300 cycles (see Fig. 4.2). For the deposition of supported Pt particles
for catalysis applications (Fig. 4.1), an intermediate O2 pressure should be selected of
∼0.3 Torr, since there is no growth for low O2 pressures and a large spread in the particle
size distribution for high O2 pressures (see Fig. 4.4).
Moreover, the O2 exposure dependence can be exploited to achieve area-selective
deposition on certain areas where the growth is activated (Fig. 1b). On a Pt surface, the
growth starts at O2 pressures as low as 2 mTorr, whereas no growth occurs on Al2 O3
for O2 exposures below ∼50 mTorr (see inset Fig. 4.3). This deﬁnes a regime in the
O2 pressure for which the growth is selective on Pt seed layer patterns. Based on these
results, we developed a novel nanopatterning approach that relies on selective ALD on
seed layer patterns deposited by electron beam induced deposition (EBID) [21, 22]∗ In
addition, the selective growth conditions were applied for the deposition of the Pt shell
of Pd/Pt core/shell nanoparticles [19].
For Ru ALD it was demonstrated that the nucleation is also strongly dependent on
the O2 pressure. We expect that the nucleation of other Pt group metal ALD processes
such as Os, Rh, and Ir are similarly governed by the exposure to O2 , and that the O2
exposure can be used to control the nucleation behavior for the various applications of
these metals.
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that this new area-selective ALD approach based on area-activation is fundamentally different from
the common approaches that rely on the deactivation of speciﬁc areas of the surface by self-assembled monolayers or resist ﬁlms, and allows for patterning with high lateral resolution.
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Chapter 5
Room-temperature ALD of platinum∗

Abstract: Plasma-assisted atomic layer deposition (ALD) processes were developed for the
deposition of platinum ﬁlms at room temperature. High-quality, virtually pure ﬁlms with a resistivity of 18 - 24 μΩcm were obtained for processes consisting of MeCpPtMe3 dosing, O2 plasma
exposure, and H2 gas or H2 plasma exposure. The H2 pulses were used to reduce the PtOx that is
otherwise deposited at low substrate temperatures. It is shown that the processes enable the deposition of Pt on polymer, textile and paper substrates, which is a signiﬁcant result as it demonstrates
the broad application range of Pt ALD, including applications involving temperature-sensitive materials.
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5.1

Introduction

Platinum is a material with many applications in catalysis and nanoelectronics due to its
ability to catalyze certain chemical reactions, its chemical stability against oxidation, and
its high work function of 5.6 eV. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is gaining increasing attention as a technique for deposition of Pt, because it enables the preparation of uniform
and conformal thin ﬁlms as well as the deposition of uniformly distributed nanoparticles in high-aspect-ratio structures and porous materials [1–5]. ALD processes generally
consist of alternating precursor (step A) and reactant exposure (step B) half-reactions
that are repeated cyclewise (ABAB...), leading to layer-by-layer growth [6]. The main
characteristic of ALD is that these precursor and reactant gases interact with the surface
in self-limiting reactions, which is the reason why ALD gives an excellent conformality
on complex 3-D surfaces [6]. Plasma-assisted ALD involves the exposure of the surface
to a plasma in step B, and allows for deposition at reduced substrate temperatures [7].
Pt ALD has been reported for a thermal process based on MeCpPtMe3 and O2 dosing
in the temperature window 200 - 300 ◦ C [8, 9], for a thermal process based on Pt(acac)2
and O3 dosing in the temperature window 140 - 200 ◦ C [10], and for a plasma-assisted
process based on MeCpPtMe3 and O2 plasma dosing in the temperature window 200 300 ◦ C [11]. For certain applications however, it is essential to extend the temperature
window down to lower substrate temperatures [12, 13]. Room temperature ALD of Pt
would enable the preparation of Pt ﬁlms on highly temperature-sensitive materials, such
as polymers [14], ﬁbers [15], and biological samples [16, 17], which would signiﬁcantly
broaden the applicability of the technique. For instance, room-temperature Pt ALD could
be used to deposit electrodes in ﬂexible electronics, catalytic particles on sensitive supports, and counter electrodes in dye-sensitized solar cells [18, 19].
In previous work, we discussed that the ligands of the MeCpPtMe3 precursor undergo dehydrogenation reactions on the catalytic Pt surface, leading to the formation of a
carbonaceous layer that covers the surface during the precursor step [20]. The formation
of this carbonaceous layer has been conﬁrmed in recent experiments by Geyer et al (see
Sec. 3.6) [21]. For temperatures below 200 ◦ C, the carbonaceous layer is effective in
blocking the dissociative chemisorption of O2 during the O2 pulse, and consequently no
ALD growth occurs [20]. When using stronger oxidizing agents than O2 , such as ozone
or oxygen plasma, the poisoning hydrocarbon species can be combusted at temperatures
lower than 200 ◦ C. However, these strong oxidizing agents also have the ability to oxidize the Pt, resulting in the deposition of PtOx ﬁlms. It is therefore required to add a pulse
(step C) to the ALD cycle in which the surface is exposed to a reducing gas converting
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the top metal-oxide layer into Pt. Preliminary results have been reported for Pt ALD at
100 ◦ C with such a three-step process [11]. Following the same approach, Hämäläinen
et al. reported Ir ALD from Ir(acac)3 , O3 , and H2 gas [22], and from (MeCp)Ir(CHD),
O3 , and H2 gas in the temperature window of 100 - 160 ◦ C [23].
In this work, the temperature window for ALD of low resistivity Pt has been extended
to room temperature. Two three-step plasma-assisted ALD processes have been developed: a process consisting of MeCpPtMe3 precursor dosing (A), O2 plasma exposure (B),
and H2 gas exposure (C), referred to as process ABC, and a process with MeCpPtMe3
precursor dosing (A), O2 plasma exposure (B), and H2 plasma exposure (C*), referred
to as process ABC*. The reaction mechanism of process ABC was investigated by
gas-phase Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR). It is established that these
processes allow for deposition on temperature-sensitive substrates such as polyethylene
naphthalate (PEN), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), paper, and woven cotton, which
illustrates the potential of the processes for a broad range of applications.

5.2

Experimental details

The Pt ﬁlms were deposited in a home-built plasma-assisted ALD reactor [11]. The
ALD cycle consists of three pulses: 5 s MeCpPtMe3 precursor dosing (A), 2 s O2 plasma
exposure (B), and 2 s H2 gas (C) or 2 s H2 plasma (C*) exposure. The MeCpPtMe3
was heated to 30 ◦ C, and dosed into the deposition chamber by using Ar as carrier gas.
Note that a carrier gas was used in contrast to previous work [11], because this leads
to more reproducible precursor dosing. An Ar purge step and a pump step (3 s each)
directly after the MeCpPtMe3 pulse ensured that the reaction products and excessive
precursor were evacuated from the chamber before pulsing the reactant. The O2 plasma
pulse was separated from the H2 gas (or plasma) pulse by a pump step of 3 s. The pump
step between the H2 pulse and the MeCpPtMe3 pulse of the next cycle was 10 s, since
it takes relatively long to evacuate the H2 molecules and the H2 O molecules formed in
the surface reactions during the H2 pulse. Each plasma pulse (both O2 and H2 ) was
preceded by 3 s gas exposure to obtain a stabilized gas ﬂow, and concluded with 1 s gas
exposure after switching off the plasma. All the gasses (Ar, O2 , and H2 ) were set to a
pressure of 7.5 mTorr. During the experiments carried out at room temperature, the wall
and substrate heating systems were turned off.
Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) was employed to measure the ﬁlm thickness. The in
situ SE measurements were performed using a J.A. Woollam, Inc. M2000U visible and
near-infrared ellipsometer (0.7 - 5.0 eV) at an angle of incidence of 68◦ . The SE data
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were analyzed by modeling the dielectric function of the deposited ﬁlm with the B-spline
parametrization [24].
A Vector 22 from Bruker Optics (>1 cm-1 resolution) was used for FT-IR, which
has a mid infrared radiation (MIR) source that produces a broad spectrum of infrared
light (∼7000 - 350 cm-1 ), and a liquid N2 cooled Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT)
detector (Bruker D 313, Range: 10.000-750 cm-1 ). During the FT-IR measurements,
the reactions products were trapped in the reaction chamber by closing the gate valve to
the turbo pump. A high signal/noise ratio was obtained by averaging 256 scans using a
wavenumber resolution of 4 cm-1 .
Information about crystal preferential orientation of the ﬁlms were obtained by grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GI-XRD), and texture (Psi scan) XRD measurements
with a Panalytical X’pert PRO MRD XRD. The ﬁlm composition was analyzed by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS Thermo Scientiﬁc K-Alpha, monochromatic Al Kα
(hν = 1486.6 eV), X-ray spot: 100 μm), and the resistivity was determined by four-point
probe measurements. The mass density was calculated from the number of atoms per
cm2 determined by RBS (performed by AccTec BV using a mono-energetic beam of 2
MeV He+ ions at normal incidence) and the ﬁlm thickness determined by ex situ SE. A
FEI Nova dualbeam system equipped with an EDAX EDX detector was used to image the
samples and to conﬁrm that the sensitive substrates were coated with Pt. The root-mean
square (RMS) surface roughness was calculated from atomic force microscopy (AFM)
scans performed on an NT-MDT Solver P47 AFM in a semi-contact mode with a scan
size of 30×30 μm2 .

5.3
5.3.1

Results and discussion
Reaction mechanism

FT-IR was employed to validate the rationale behind the approach with the three-step
plasma-assisted ALD processes. In previous work, FT-IR has been shown to be a valuable in situ diagnostic for obtaining a better understanding of the reaction mechanism of
thermal ALD of Pt [25]. Infrared absorbance spectra recorded during the MeCpPtMe3
precursor, O2 plasma, and H2 gas pulses (i.e. process ABC) at 100 ◦ C are shown in
Fig. 5.1. In addition, the ﬁgure depicts spectra measured during the MeCpPtMe3 , and
O2 gas pulses of thermal ALD of Pt at 100 ◦ C. In both experiments, the data were averaged over three cycles, and prior to the measurements three cycles were carried out to
condition the reactor.
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Figure 5.1: Gas phase absorbance FT-IR spectra (4 cm-1 , 256 scans) for (a) the
MeCpPtMe3 , O2 plasma, and H2 gas pulses of process ABC at 100 ◦ C, (b) for the
MeCpPtMe3 , and O2 gas pulses of thermal ALD at 100 ◦ C, and (c) of the MeCpPtMe3
molecule as a reference. The main absorbance peaks of CO2 , H2 O, and CH4 are indicated
in the graph. Note that during the precursor pulse of process ABC, all absorbance peaks
belong to the precursor molecule except for the peak at 3016 cm-1 which is due to CH4 .

The spectrum recorded during the MeCpPtMe3 pulse of process ABC shows the C-H
stretching mode at 2909 cm-1 as a signature of the Pt-CH3 and Cp-CH3 groups of the
precursor, implying that the MeCpPtMe3 dose is sufﬁcient to reach saturation as the
precursor is not fully consumed. Moreover, this spectrum also reveals the formation of
CH4 , which is indicated by the Q branch of the C-H stretching mode at 3016 cm-1 [25].
The formation of CH4 as a reaction product of the MeCpPtMe3 pulse can be attributed
to the hydrogenation of CH3 species by hydrogen atoms released in dehydrogenation
reactions, and therefore, serves as indirect evidence for the occurrence of dehydrogenation reactions on the catalytic Pt surface [20]. Note that no CH4 but a large amount of
MeCpPtMe3 precursor is observed in the spectrum corresponding to the MeCpPtMe3
dose of thermal ALD at 100 ◦ C. This suggests that the surface already became fully
covered with carbonaceous species during the three conditioning cycles of this process,
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and that no signiﬁcant amount of precursor was adsorbed during the cycles in which the
spectra were recorded. These observations are in line with the mass spectrometry results
reported in Ref. [26].
The FT-IR spectra also shed light on why thermal ALD does not result in growth at
substrate temperatures below 200 ◦ C. Formation of CO2 during the O2 plasma pulse can
be observed from the absorbance peaks around 2360 cm-1 , which reveals that combustionlike reactions take place during this pulse. For thermal ALD at 100 ◦ C, CO2 was also
observed during the O2 gas pulse but with a lower intensity than for the plasma-assisted
process. The lower amount of released CO2 indicates that not all the hydrocarbon fragments of the MeCpPtMe3 precursor are eliminated during the O2 gas pulse at 100 ◦ C. The
hydrocarbon fragments that are left poison the surface, and thereby inhibit the Pt growth.
The observations therefore conﬁrm that the use of a stronger oxidizing agent is essential
for the combustion of the MeCpPtMe3 precursor ligands at low substrate temperatures.
The absorbance spectrum recorded during the H2 pulse corroborates the necessity of
using a three-step process for deposition of Pt at low temperatures. The spectrum clearly
shows the formation of H2 O (absorption bands in the regions around 1570 cm-1 and 3780
cm-1 ), implying that a signiﬁcant amount of oxygen resides at the surface after the O2
plasma pulse. It is known that an O2 plasma is able to oxidize the near-surface region of
a Pt ﬁlm [27], and that PtO2 has a higher stability at low temperatures [28]. The exposure
to H2 leads to the reduction of the PtOx surface to Pt in a reaction that releases H2 O as
the reaction product.

5.3.2

Process characterization

The two ALD processes (ABC and ABC*) were optimized using in situ spectroscopic
ellipsometry (SE) by taking data points after every 10 ALD cycles. Growth rate values
were determined from the slope of the graphs in which the thickness is plotted as a
function of the number of cycles. The parameters of process ABC were optimized at
100 ◦ C, and those of process ABC* at room temperature. The saturation curves for
the three gas exposure pulses are depicted in Fig. 5.2. These curves were measured
by varying the duration of one of the steps, while taking the duration of other steps
sufﬁciently long to ensure saturation of surface reactions.
The graph reveals that all steps reach saturation within pulse times of a few seconds. A MeCpPtMe3 dosing time of ∼3 s is required to obtain self-limiting precursor
adsorption. This value is equal to MeCpPtMe3 dosing time of the previously investigated
plasma-assisted process of Pt in the same reactor [11]. For process ABC, pulses with a
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Figure 5.2: Saturation curves showing the growth-per-cycle as a function of pulse duration for (a,b,c) process ABC at 100 ◦ C, and (d,e,f,) process ABC* at room temperature,
as measured by in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry. The lines serve as guides to the eye.

duration of only 1 s are required to obtain saturation for the O2 plasma and H2 gas pulses.
The three curves for process ABC saturate to a growth rate of 0.037 ± 0.004 nm/cycle at
100 ◦ C. RBS analysis revealed that 2.2×1014 atoms cm-2 were deposited per cycle corresponding to ∼0.15 monolayers of Pt per cycle. This growth rate is somewhat lower than
the growth rate for thermal ALD of Pt at 300 ◦ C (∼0.045 ± 0.004 nm/cycle or 3.0×1014
Pt atoms cm-2 per cycle) [11].
The required durations of the reactant pulses of process ABC* are slightly longer with
2 s for both the O2 and the H2 plasma pulses. At room temperature, it might take longer
to combust the hydrocarbon fragments of the MeCpPtMe3 precursor by the O2 plasma.
Process ABC* gives a slightly higher growth rate for an undersaturated H2 plasma time
of 1 s. After the O2 plasma pulse, a thin layer of chemisorbed oxygen is present at the
Pt surface [27]. The higher growth rate for 1 s H2 plasma time can be attributed to an
incomplete removal of the chemisorbed O atoms by the H2 plasma radicals. Oxygen
present at the surface during the MeCpPtMe3 pulse could result in higher growth rate
due to occurrence of ligand combustion already during the MeCpPtMe3 pulse [20]. The
growth rate saturates to 0.040 ± 0.004 nm/cycle for the three curves of process ABC*.
During the rest of the experiments, the pulse times were chosen to be well in saturation with 5 s MeCpPtMe3 dosing, 2 s O2 plasma, and 2 s H2 gas (ABC) or 2 s H2 plasma
(ABC*).
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Table 5.1:

The material properties of Pt ﬁlms deposited using process ABC

(MeCpPtMe3 , O2 plasma, H2 gas pulses) at room temperature (RT) and 100 ◦ C, and
process ABC* (MeCpPtMe3 , O2 plasma, H2 plasma pulses) at room temperature. Data
for thermal ALD at 300 ◦ C is included as a reference [11]. The typical experimental
errors are listed in the ﬁrst row.
ALD process

Temp.
◦

Thickness

Density
-3

Composition (at.%)

Resistivity

Roughness

( C)

(nm)

(g cm )

Pt

O

C

(μΩcm)

(nm)

Thermal ALD

300

27.3 ± 0.5

20.8 ± 0.5

∼100

<5

-

13 ± 1

0.7 ± 0.3

Process ABC

RT

26.2 ± 3†

21.0 ± 3

∼100

<1

<1

24

>>1‡

Process ABC

100

26.0 ± 0.5

20.3 ± 0.5

∼100

<1

<1

18

0.2

Process ABC*

RT

26.0 ± 0.5

20.4 ± 0.5

∼100

<1

<1

19

0.7

†

The error in the thickness value for process ABC at room temperature is relatively high

because the roughness affects the accuracy of the SE modeling.
‡

A roughness comparable to the ﬁlm thickness was determined. This is in line with the

occurrence of ﬁlm delamination observed in the SEM image of Fig. 5.3.

5.3.3

Material properties and nucleation behavior

Table 5.1 summarizes the material properties of ﬁlms deposited by the processes
ABC and ABC*, and thereby conﬁrms that both processes enable the deposition of highquality Pt at room temperature. Low resistivity values in the range 18 - 24 μΩcm were
measured for ﬁlms of 26 - 29 nm thickness. The resistivity values are slightly higher than
the thermal and plasma-assisted ALD results for a substrate temperature of 300 ◦ C [11],
but still very low for ﬁlms deposited at these low temperatures. XPS and RBS analysis
show that all ﬁlms are virtually 100 % pure Pt with no detectable amounts of carbon or
oxygen impurities. This indicates that the O2 plasma succeeds in completely combusting
the hydrocarbon fragments of the MeCpPtMe3 precursor, even at low substrate temperatures. The mass density of the ﬁlms (determined using RBS) is around 20.4 ± 0.5 g/cm3 ,
close to the bulk value of 21.4 g/cm3 .
Figure 5.3 shows the thickness as a function of the number of cycles for Pt ALD on
SiO2 substrates at room temperature. For process ABC, a kind of plateau in thickness is
observed in the nucleation curve after 150 cycles rather than the typical linear increase
with the number of cycles. After ∼220 cycles the ﬁlm becomes thicker again, with a genuine linear increase after ∼250 cycles. From scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
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Figure 5.3: Pt thickness as a function of the number of ALD cycles for processes ABC
and ABC* on SiO2 substrates at room temperature as measured by in situ spectroscopic
ellipsometry. The images at the right are top-view SEM images of the surface of a SiO2
substrate after 750 ALD cycles of Pt.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements of ﬁlms deposited using <200
ALD cycles (presented in the Appendix, Sec. 5.5), it was concluded that the plateau in
the nucleation curve is caused by a transformation of the ﬁlm from PtOx to metallic Pt.
The ﬁlm basically shrinks as a result of the reduction from PtOx to Pt since a monolayer
of Pt is thinner than a monolayer of PtOx † . The transformation probably occurs because
thick PtOx ﬁlms are less stable against reduction than the PtOx particles that are initially
deposited [29]. The hydrogen gas step of process ABC is apparently not reducing enough
to ensure the deposition of Pt in the initial stage of the growth. However, it is remarkable that no oxygen impurities were observed by XPS in the 26 nm thick ﬁlm deposited
by process ABC at room temperature (Table 5.1), implying that the H2 gas step of this
process is eventually capable of reducing the ﬁlm completely to Pt.
In contrast, the nucleation curve of process ABC*, also depicted in Fig. 5.3, shows a
linear increase of the ﬁlm thickness‡ suggesting that Pt is deposited from the start. Note
† Moreover,

when the material is reduced from PtOx to Pt, there is a corresponding change of the dielectric
function, which affects the SE modeling.
‡ The small “kink” in the nucleation curve of process ABC* can be attibuted to coalescence of the Pt
islands.
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Figure 5.4: Grazing incidence XRD (GI-XRD) spectra for process ABC at room temperature and 100 ◦ C, and for process ABC* at room temperature (RT). The ﬁlms are ∼26
nm thick (See Table 5.1).

that this curve shows no signiﬁcant growth delay during the nucleation stage, which is
similar to the nucleation behavior observed for plasma-assisted ALD at 300 ◦ C [11].
Figure 5.3 further presents SEM images of ﬁlms deposited by 750 ALD cycles on SiO2 .
The SEM image for process ABC shows a very rough surface, with a roughness comparable to the thickness of the ﬁlm as determined by atomic force microscopy (AFM).
The appearance of the ﬁlm in the SEM image suggests that the transition from PtOx to Pt
causes delamination of the ﬁlm. On the other hand, the ﬁlm deposited by process ABC*
is smooth with a roughness of only 0.7 ± 0.3 nm.
Results for GI-XRD are shown in Fig. 5.4. The XRD patterns reveal a cubic phase
composition, and no PtO or PtO2 peaks were observed. When looking in detail, the scan
for process ABC* at room temperature shows narrower peaks as compared to the other
two ﬁlms, which indicates fewer crystal imperfections. From additional XRD psi scans,
it was concluded that the ﬁlm deposited at 100 ◦ C has a preferred crystallite orientation
with the (111) lattice planes parallel to the surface, while the ﬁlms deposited at room
temperature show a random orientation.

5.3.4

Deposition on temperature-sensitive substrates

To prove that the developed Pt ALD processes are able to coat temperature-sensitive
materials, several depositions were carried out on PEN, PET, paper, and woven cotton
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Figure 5.5: SEM images and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) spectra of (a)
PEN after 750 cycles of process ABC at 100 ◦ C, (b) paper after 750 cycles of process
ABC* at room temperature, (c) woven cotton fabric covered with 3 nm Al2 O3 after 750
cycles of process ABC* at room temperature. The EDX spectra prove the presence of a
Pt ﬁlm on all substrates. The ratios of the Pt peaks relative to the peaks associated with
the elements present in the substrate materials, indicate that the ﬁlms shown in (a) and
(c) are thicker than the ﬁlm shown in (b).

fabric. Process ABC resulted in growth on PEN (Fig. 5.5a) and PET, but not on paper. The presence of certain surface species such as hydroxyl groups or reactive oxygen
likely determines whether the growth initiates on these materials [30]. A sheet resistance
of (1.5 ± 0.1)×102 Ω/sq was measured for Pt on PEN deposited at room temperature,
while a value of (8.4 ± 0.1) Ω/sq was measured for Pt on SiO2 deposited during the
same deposition run. For process ABC* at room temperature, there was no growth on
PEN nor on PET, whereas the growth initiated on paper (see Fig. 5.5b) after a relatively
long nucleation delay. The differences in nucleation behavior on these substrates for the
processes ABC and ABC* can be explained by different wetting interactions of Pt versus
PtOx on the surfaces studied. It was further observed that growth can readily be obtained
on PEN, PET, paper, and cotton (see Fig. 5.5c) for process ABC* at room temperature
when ﬁrst a thin seed layer of 3 nm Al2 O3 is deposited by plasma-assisted ALD. Low
sheet resistance values of (9 ± 1) Ω/sq were determined for Pt on Al2 O3 -coated PEN,
PET, paper, and SiO2 (reference sample), and a higher value of (1.3 ± 0.9)×102 Ω/sq
for Pt on Al2 O3 -coated cotton. Furthermore, we would like to note that SEM imaging
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of these materials is generally difﬁcult in the absence of a metallic coating due to charging effects, which suggests that ALD of conformal metal ﬁlms may be of interest for
enabling SEM imaging of demanding, non-conductive surfaces.
Alternative schemes for deposition of Pt ﬁlms or Pt nanoparticles on challenging
surfaces may be considered. For example, as an approach for the deposition of metallic
nanoparticles on the polymers PEN and PET, process ABC may be used in combination
with an extended H2 gas or H2 plasma post-deposition treatment (denoted as (ABC)N C
or (ABC)N C* in which N represents the number of cycles). Process ABC then results
in PtOx particles that are reduced to Pt in the post-deposition treatment. Note that the
deposition of Pt nanoparticles at room temperature may be a route toward catalysts with
a high density of small particles and a narrow particle size distribution due to minimal
surface diffusion and particle ripening. For deposition of smooth ﬁlms on polymers, a
combination of processes ABC and ABC* may be used [(ABC)N (ABC*)M with N and
M being the number of cycles of processes ABC and ABC*, respectively]. The number
of cycles N of process ABC should be chosen such that the ﬁrst stage results in a high
density of PtOx particles that are not coalesced yet. The PtOx particles are subsequently
reduced to Pt during the second stage with process ABC*, and the growth proceeds until
a smooth ﬁlm of the desired thickness is obtained.

5.4

Conclusions

It is demonstrated that low-resistivity Pt can be deposited at room temperature by threestep plasma-assisted ALD processes comprising MeCpPtMe3 precursor, O2 plasma, and
H2 gas (ABC) or H2 plasma gas (ABC*) pulses. The H2 pulses are required to counteract
the oxidation of the ﬁlm by the O2 plasma which readily takes place at low temperatures,
such that the deposition of Pt is ensured. It was proven that Pt can be deposited on
various temperature-sensitive materials such as polymers, paper, and textile. Whether
to choose for H2 gas or H2 plasma exposure as the C pulse depends on the wetting
interaction of the deposited material (Pt versus PtOx ) and the selected substrate material.
In addition, alternative schemes are proposed [such as (ABC)N (ABC*)M and (ABC)N C]
for the deposition of smooth Pt ﬁlms or Pt nanoparticles on surfaces that are difﬁcult
to coat otherwise. Preliminary results indicate that the plasma-assisted ALD processes
developed in this work can be applied in the deposition of catalytic Pt particles as counter
electrode in dye-sensitized solar cells. It is expected that the presented approaches for
deposition by ALD at room temperature can be extended to other (noble) metals, since
the ALD processes of these materials are ruled by similar reaction mechanisms [31].
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5.5

Appendix: Transformation from PtOx to Pt

This appendix describes the transformation from PtOx to Pt that occurs at a certain stage
during ALD by process ABC at substrate temperatures of 100 ◦ C and lower. The SEM
and XPS data that was referred to in Sec. 5.3.3 are presented here.
Figure 5.6 depicts images of a sample deposited by 125 cycles of process ABC using
a substrate temperature of 60 ◦ C. Spots of several hundred micrometers in size can be
observed by the naked eye at the ﬁlm surface (Fig. 5.6a). The microstructure of these
circular structures can be seen in more detail in the SEM images in Fig. 5.6b-f. The spots
appear grayish in the SEM image, while the surrounding surface is darker, which indicates a difference in secondary electron emission during SEM imaging. XPS measurements presented in Fig. 5.7 revealed that the spots are metallic Pt, and the surrounding
material is PtOx .
Figures 5.6c-f show that the spots have a remarkable microstructure. The inner part of
the spot (in Fig. 5.6c-d) consists of concentric rings with every set of 10 equidistant rings
followed by a broader ring. The periodicity of these rings reﬂects the SE measurement
that was taken after every 10 cycles, and this suggests that the metallic Pt regions expand
every ALD cycle. Apparently, at some point during the deposition, a local transition from
PtOx to metallic Pt took place. The metallic Pt subsequently catalyzed the reduction of
the surrounding PtOx . Figures 5.6e-f reveals that the Pt partly delaminated in the areas
that appear white in the SEM images. By varying the duration of the different steps of
the ALD cycle (as can be seen in Fig. 5.6d), it was established that the Pt delamination
occurs during the H2 gas exposure pulse; probably due to quick reduction of the PtOx ,
while gray and smooth Pt is formed during the subsequent pump step. The expansion
of the Pt region stops during the O2 plasma pulse of the next cycle, but continues again
during the following H2 gas pulse.
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Figure 5.6: Photo and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of a ﬁlm deposited
by 125 cycles of process ABC at a substrate temperature of 60 ◦ C. During the ﬁrst 100
cycles of the experiment, a SE measurement was performed after every 10 cyles. Image
(d) illustrates that during the last 15 cycles of the experiment, the durations of the H2
gas pulse, the pump step after the H2 pulse, and the O2 plasma pulse were varied to
investigate the expansion of the ring-structure per cycle. The size of the sample in (a) is
approximately 2 × 3 cm.
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Figure 5.7: XPS spectra taken (a) in a middle of a spot, and (b) next to a spot. Spectrum
(a) contains a small contribution from PtOx which is attributed to the interfacial oxide
between the ﬁlm and the SiO2 substrate. However, the material in the spot mainly consists
of metallic Pt. Spectrum (b) only shows PtOx peaks and no contribution from metallic
Pt.
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Figure 5.8: SEM image of two ’coalesced’ Pt regions.

The transition from PtOx to Pt leading to concentric rings continuous until the Pt
regions ’coalesce’ and merge into a completely metallic Pt ﬁlm. Figure 5.8 illustrates
how two neighboring Pt regions coalesce. From Fig. 5.6b it is concluded that not all Pt
spots have the same size, indicating that the local transformation from PtOx to Pt does
not initiate everywhere at the same number of cycles.
Figure 5.9 depicts several SEM images of >25-nm-thick Pt ﬁlms deposited by 750
cycles of process ABC or ABC*. The ﬁlms deposited by process ABC for substrate
temperatures of 100 ◦ C and lower show signatures of the concentric ring structures at
the surface of the ﬁlm. Although the transition from PtOx to Pt occurs during the ﬁrst
250 cycles of the growth, it appears to have a major effect on the rest of the deposition
and on the ﬁnal material quality. Especially the SEM image for process ABC at room
temperature reveals a rough microstructure. On the other hand, the ﬁlms for process
ABC at 200 ◦ C and process ABC* at room temperature appear to be very smooth. These
SEM images suggest that process ABC* leads to a better material quality at low substrate
temperatures as compared to process ABC.
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(a) RT

(d) 200 ºC

(b) 60 ºC

(c) 100 ºC

(e) RT, ABC*

Figure 5.9: SEM images of thick ﬁlms deposited by 750 cycles (a,b,c,d) using process
ABC at various substrate temperatures, and (e) using process ABC* at room temperature.
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Chapter 6
Local deposition of high-purity Pt
nanostructures by combining EBID and
ALD∗
Abstract An approach for direct-write fabrication of high-purity platinum nanostructures has
been developed by combining nanoscale lateral patterning by electron beam induced deposition
(EBID) with area-selective deposition of high quality material by atomic layer deposition (ALD).
Because virtually pure, polycrystalline Pt nanostructures are obtained, the method extends the
application possibilities of EBID, whereas compared to other area-selective ALD approaches, a
much higher resolution is attainable; potentially down to sub-10 nm lateral dimensions.
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For the fabrication of future nanodevices, nanomanufacturing approaches are required that are able to create nanostructures by bottom-up processing. Challenges for
these approaches lie in the control of dimensions and material properties as well as in
the processing compatibility with device components. A direct-write technique that has
recently attracted much attention due to its ability to directly deposit nanostructures with
sub-10 nm lateral dimensions is electron beam induced deposition (EBID) [1, 2]. It has
been demonstrated that nanoscale dots as small as 3 nm in diameter can be fabricated in a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) by EBID, while it is expected that even higher resolutions are attainable [3]. A signiﬁcant drawback of the technique, which currently limits
its application possibilities, is the low material purity that is typically obtained [2]. When
a metal-organic precursor is used, a relatively large amount of carbon is deposited along
with the desired element, and consequently, the material can generally be described as a
polycrystalline material consisting of small metal grains embedded in a matrix of amorphous carbon [4]. For Pt nanostructures, which are considered to provide electrical contacts in future nanoelectronics [5–7], a Pt purity of only ∼15 at.% is typically achieved
by EBID and resistivity values in the order of 106 - 107 μΩcm have been reported [8].
Several methods to improve the purity of the EBID deposits have been proposed as recently reviewed by Botman et al. [8], but these are almost all accompanied by processes
that may jeopardize the functionality of the material or they are not compatible with
other processing steps. For Pt and many other metals practically none of these methods
have enabled the deposition of low-resistivity material required for the envisioned applications. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) on the other hand allows for the deposition of
high-purity (∼100%) and low resistivity (13 ± 1 μΩcm) Pt ﬁlms [9, 10] with a submonolayer accuracy of the ﬁlm thickness. However, ALD provides no intrinsic control of the
ﬁlm growth in lateral dimensions. A possibility to achieve area-selective deposition by
ALD is by tailoring the surface properties prior to growth as ALD processes rely critically on surface reactions. Previously, several area-selective ALD approaches based on
masking designated areas by resist ﬁlms [11] or self-assembled monolayers [12] using
top-down patterning techniques have been investigated, but to date only the fabrication
of structures with micrometer dimensions have been demonstrated by these approaches.
In this Chapter, an approach for the fabrication of high-purity Pt nanostructures is
proposed which combines the patterning capability of EBID with the ability to deposit
high quality materials with good thickness control of ALD. The concept allows for direct
local deposition of high purity material with an ultimate control of lateral and thickness
dimensions. Proof of concept is demonstrated in this work, the underlying mechanisms
are discussed, and the material properties relevant for Pt nanowiring applications are
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1. Patterning step

2. Building step
ALD half reaction A

Seed layer deposition
by EBID

ALD half reaction B

Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the combinatorial EBID-ALD approach to deposit nanopatterns. The two-step method comprises seed layer deposition in a predeﬁned
pattern by EBID followed by bottom-up building of the pattern by area-selective ALD.
The ALD process consists in turn of two alternating half-reactions A and B. For Pt the
same metal precursor (MeCpPtMe3 ) is used for EBID and ALD whereas the second reactant for ALD is O2 .

addressed.
The combinatorial EBID-ALD∗ approach is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. It consists of two
steps, ﬁrst a seed layer is deposited in a predeﬁned pattern by EBID and subsequently
this pattern is built bottom-up in thickness by ALD. Since the bulk of the material in the
nanopattern is deposited by ALD, the material quality is similar to that of ALD ﬁlms
which means that the material properties are considerably improved over those obtained
by EBID only. In addition, the combinatorial EBID-ALD approach has the potential
to alleviate another drawback of EBID, namely its low throughput. A higher overall
throughput is attainable when the deposition of a thin seed layer pattern is combined
with the parallel ALD building of (a number of) samples with an extensively patterned
surface. Furthermore it is important to note that, in contrast to most other area-selective
ALD methods, the combinatorial EBID-ALD approach relies on locally stimulating ALD
growth instead of deactivating speciﬁc areas by masking. As starting surface for the ALD
step the EBID seed layer is required to stimulate ALD growth either by enhancing the
precursor adsorption and/or by catalyzing one of the surface reactions. On the substrate
material no growth should take place, in other words, the ALD surface reactions should
∗ Since

the publication of Chapter 7, we refer to the technique as direct-write ALD.
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Figure 6.2: SEM images of (a) an array showing nine 5×5 μm2 seed layers (A-I) of various thicknesses as deposited by EBID, and (b) an identical EBID seed layer pattern on
which 400 ALD cycles were performed. (c) Figure legend listing the thickness values of
the seed layers shown in (a) and of the deposits depicted in (b) (top and bottom number,
respectively). The seed layer thicknesses were estimated based on the deposition dose
and a value of the EBID yield determined prior to the deposition (top numbers in brackets). After publication of this work, the seed layer thicknesses were checked by atomic
force microscopy (AFM, top numbers; without brackets). The seed layer thickness determined by AFM are substantially higher than the thickness values that were estimated,
which implies that the estimation of the deposit thickness based on the deposition yield is
not very accurate for thin deposits. EDX was employed to determine the total thicknesses
of the deposits after ALD. The substrate was Si(100) covered by 50 nm ALD-synthesized
Al2 O3 .

occur selectively on the EBID seed layer.
For combinatorial EBID-ALD of Pt nanostructures, the thermal ALD process of Pt
from (methylcyclopentadienyl)- trimethylplatinum (MeCpPtMe3 ) and O2 dosing as studied by Aaltonen et al. [13] and Kessels et al. [14] was adopted. In this process, oxygen
atoms are created at Pt surfaces by dissociative chemisorption reactions of O2 and these
oxygen atoms oxidatively decompose MeCpPtMe3 molecules when these are exposed to
the surface [13, 14]. The dissociative chemisorption of O2 is strongly surface dependent
as well as sensitive to the operating conditions (i.e., temperature and pressure), and this
property can be exploited to obtain area-selective deposition. In case O2 pressures below
0.1 Torr are employed, an extremely long nucleation delay takes places on an oxide substrate, while growth quickly initiates on a Pt covered surface [10]. Hence, area-selective
ALD can be achieved on the EBID deﬁned seed layer by carefully choosing the O2 pressure.
Figure 6.2 shows a SEM image of a matrix of nine EBID seed layers prepared in a
FEI Nova 600 DualBeam system using the same MeCpPtMe3 precursor as employed for
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ALD. After EBID seed layer deposition, the samples were taken out of the dualbeam system and transferred to the ALD reactor. ALD was carried out at a substrate temperature
of 300 ◦ C and at an O2 pressure of 0.02 Torr. A SEM image of an identical sample but
on which 400 ALD cycles were carried out is shown in Fig. 6.2b. From the difference in
contrast for the deposits it is concluded that ALD growth can successfully be initiated on
an EBID seed layer. SEM and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) inspection
of the substrate surface in between the deposits shows no evidence of Pt growth indicating that the ALD process occurs selectively. Furthermore the images reveal that an EBID
seed layer of only 0.5 nm is already sufﬁciently thick to initiate ALD growth∗ . Taking
the relatively low material purity of the EBID seed layer (∼15 at.%) into account, this
means that a layer equivalent to less than a monolayer Pt atoms† is sufﬁcient for dissociative chemisorption of O2 and hence, to start the area-selective ALD process. After an
initial nucleation period, the thickness increase per cycle is expected to be equal to the
steady-state growth per cycle of the ALD process (i.e., 0.045 ± 0.002 nm/cycle or (3.0
± 0.2)· 1014 cm-2 Pt atoms/cycle) [10]. The 16 nm thickness of the deposit labeled “C”
deviates from the growth expected for 400 ALD cycles, which suggests that there is a
nucleation delay on extremely thin seed layers.
The composition of the material was analyzed by EDX. See the appendix, Sec. 6.1,
for the details of the analysis. All peaks present in the EDX spectrum could be assigned
to Pt, and from this it is concluded that the Pt purity is virtually 100%, with the carbon
detection limit estimated at 5 at.% (acknowledging the limitations of EDX for detecting
light-element impurities). This high purity is line with the high material quality obtained
for ALD synthesized Pt ﬁlms for which the impurity levels are determined to be below
the detection limits of Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (< 5 at.%) [10] and Xray photoelectron spectroscopy (< 1 at.%)‡ . Apparently the carbon in the EBID seed
layer does not notably contribute to the impurity level of the material. These analyses
demonstrate that unparalleled high purities can be achieved for Pt nanostructures by the
combinatorial EBID-ALD approach when compared to EBID and other related methods.
Atomic force microscopy of a 25 nm thick deposit initiated on a 2 nm thick EBID
seed layer revealed that the method results in smooth deposits with a root-mean-square
roughness of 0.5 ± 0.3 nm comparable to the roughness of a ﬁlm deposited by thermal
ALD on a plasma-assisted ALD grown seed layer (0.7 ± 0.3 nm) [10]. The roughness is
lower than literature values of ﬁlms deposited by thermal ALD without a seed layer [9,
∗ This

should be 7 nm according to AFM.
amount of Pt in a 7 nm thick EBID seed layer is equivalent to ∼6 monolayers of Pt.
‡ L. Baker, University of Colorado at Boulder, private communication, August 2009.
† The
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Figure 6.3: (a) SEM image of a 40 nm thick deposit prepared by the combinatorial
EBID-ALD approach. The number of ALD cycles was 1000. The presence of several large grains reveals the polycrystalline microstructure of the material. (b) Electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) texture map of a Pt deposit prepared using the same settings and conditions as the deposit depicted in (a). The (111) texture represented by the
dark blue regions covers a six times higher surface area than random orientations.

10], which can likely be attributed to the fact that ALD growth quickly initiates on the
EBID seed layer as layer-by-layer growth instead of island growth. Examination of the
microstructure of a 40 nm thick deposit with electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD, see
Fig. 6.3) showed that the material is polycrystalline Pt and that the grains have a preferred
orientation with their (111) lattice planes parallel to the deposit surface, which is also
the texture found for Pt ALD ﬁlms [10]. Based on the abovementioned observations
it is concluded that the Pt nanostructures fabricated by combinatorial EBID-ALD have
comparable good material properties as Pt ﬁlms deposited by ALD. It can therefore be
expected that the resistivity of the Pt nanostructures is also low and comparable to the
resistivity of ALD ﬁlms (13 ± 1 μΩcm), which makes Pt nanostructures synthesized by
combinatorial EBID-ALD suited for nanowiring applications.
Laterally smaller features were fabricated by depositing an array of nanoscale seed
layers and thickening the structures by 200 cycles ALD. A SEM image of the resulting array is depicted in Fig. 6.4. The features were only detectable by SEM after the
ALD building step and not after the seed layer deposition step which indicates that the
structures are predominantly built by ALD. The deposits have a size in the order of 80
nm and consist of several small dots of approximately 20 nm diameter. It appears that
the deposits are formed by ALD initiated at small Pt nucleation sites which may be the
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Figure 6.4: SEM image of an 6×6 array prepared by EBID of laterally small Pt seed
layers followed by 200 cycles ALD. The small seed layers were deposited by operating
the SEM in spot mode. The elongated shapes of the deposits reveal that the focused
electron beam suffered slightly from astigmatism.

individual metal grains (present in the EBID seed layer material) or conglomerates of
such grains. Note, that the lateral size of the dots is roughly equal to the Pt thickness
expected for 200 cycles ALD. This implies that if the growth starts immediately the nucleation sites have to be only a few nanometers in size. Because the deposits also laterally
broaden during the ALD building step, combinatorial EBID-ALD is limited to the fabrication of low aspect ratio structures. The experiment clearly illustrates that ALD can
be initiated on EBID seed layers with very small lateral dimensions. Since, it has been
demonstrated that deposits of a few nanometers in size can be created by EBID [3], it can
be stated that the combinatorial EBID-ALD approach allows the fabrication of structures
down to sub-10 nm resolution. This is a much higher resolution than what is currently
accessible using other area-selective ALD approaches.
In conclusion, we have introduced an approach for the fabrication of Pt nanostructures
consisting of seed layer deposition by EBID followed by selective, bottom-up building of
the structure by ALD. Especially the high material quality in terms of Pt purity that can
be achieved with this approach is a major improvement compared to the synthesis of such
nanostructures by exclusively EBID. The resolution of the method is higher than that of
other area-selective ALD methods, and a higher throughput than for EBID is achievable
when processing large footprints of Pt nanostructures. We expect that the approach is
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Figure 6.5: EDX spectrum of a ∼70 nm thick Pt deposit synthesized by combinatorial
EBID-ALD.

extendable to more material systems, particularly including (but not necessarily limited
to) transition metals for which the ALD process shows similar properties with respect
to ﬁlm nucleation as the Pt ALD process. Because it combines direct-write processing,
dimension control, and high material quality, we believe that the combinatorial EBIDALD approach, which can also be classiﬁed as direct-write ALD, has a wide application
range and can become an enabling technology for future nanoelectronics.
The authors would like to thank Piet Trompenaars (FEI Electron Optics) for assistance during the dualbeam experiments and Ali Gholinia (University of Manchester) for
the analysis of the EBSD data.

6.1

Appendix: Composition analysis by EDX

This appendix describes the details of compositional analysis by EDX. Figure 6.5 shows
the EDX spectrum of a thick deposit prepared by combinatorial EBID-ALD. An electron beam acceleration voltage of 5 kV was selected to minimize the contribution of the
substrate material to the signal such that the analysis of the material composition of the
deposit is facilitated. The choice for the 5 kV voltage was based on Monte-Carlo simulations with the software program Casino [15]. These revealed that 5 keV electrons do not
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have enough energy to penetrate a 70 nm thick Pt ﬁlm to generate X-rays in the substrate
material, while the overvoltage is high enough to generate 2.05 keV Pt M X-rays in the
material. It is emphasized that the detection of a small amount of a light element in a
heavy element material by EDX is severely compromised by the strong absorption of
the light element X-rays. The detection of carbon impurities is further complicated by
the overlap of the C K (0.28 keV) and Pt N (0.25 keV) peaks. An EDX spectrum of a Pt
reference sample was measured which turned out to be identical to the spectrum depicted
here. It is therefore concluded that the peak positioned at 0.25 keV is completely caused
by Pt N X-rays such that the spectrum does not contain a contribution of C K peaks.
Since all peaks present in the spectrum are assigned as either Pt N or Pt M, the material
has virtually a 100% purity within the accuracy of the EDX technique.
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Chapter 7
Nanopatterning by direct-write ALD∗
Abstract: A novel direct-write approach is presented, which relies on area-selective atomic layer
deposition on seed layer patterns deposited by electron beam induced deposition. The method enables the nanopatterning of high-quality material with a lateral resolution of only ∼10 nm. Directwrite ALD is a viable alternative to lithography-based patterning with a better compatibility with
sensitive nanomaterials.
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Nanoscience research has led to many promising architectures for future nanoelectronic devices, but their implementation in technology is currently limited by a lack of reliable nanomanufacturing techniques. Conventionally, electron beam lithography (EBL)
is applied for patterning at the nanoscale. However, EBL poses challenges when it is employed on sensitive nanomaterials such as nanowires, carbon nanotubes, and graphene.
For example, it is very difﬁcult to remove resist layers completely from a graphene surface, while a clean graphene surface is essential for applications in gas sensing and nanoelectronics [1–3]. Moreover, the lift-off chemicals that are needed to remove the excess
material may damage the sensitive surfaces [2]. These compatibility issues motivate the
development of direct-write techniques. Direct-write nanopatterning has the potential to
circumvent compatibility issues, since the material is deposited directly and only at the
location of interest. The direct and local deposition reduces the overall process complexity and eliminates the need for additional lithography steps [4].
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a thin ﬁlm deposition technique that relies on sequential self-limiting half-reactions. The layer-by-layer character of ALD yields ultimate
control of the ﬁlm thickness [5], but the technique provides no control of growth in lateral dimensions. However, under certain conditions, the growth can be made selective
towards the surface, which can be exploited to achieve area-selective deposition [6–8].
Motivated by the fact that patterning can be done with a focused electron beam at the
nanoscale level (sub-10 nm) [9], we recently combined ALD with the direct-write technique of electron beam induced deposition (EBID) [10]. EBID has been considered for
various nanoprototyping applications [11], but the poor material quality of structures deposited by EBID severely limits the applicability of the technique [12]. The approach
combining EBID and ALD as illustrated in Fig. 7.1, referred to as direct-write ALD,
basically unites the patterning capability of EBID and the material quality of ALD. Consequently, it enables the fabrication of high-quality nanostructures with a high lateral resolution, making direct-write ALD a promising technique for the deposition of nanoscale
patterns.
The Pt ALD process employed in this work consists of the alternate exposure of the
surface to MeCpPtMe3 precursor and O2 gas at a substrate temperature of 300 ◦ C [13].
The MeCpPtMe3 half-reaction involves self-limiting adsorption of a monolayer of precursor molecules. During the O2 half-reaction, oxygen is dissociatively chemisorbed
on the Pt surface and subsequently participates in the combustion of the precursor fragments [14, 15]. The dissociative chemisorption of oxygen is a reaction that is strongly
surface dependent, which is exploited in this work to achieve selective ALD growth on
EBID seed layer patterns.
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Figure 7.1: Schematic representation of the direct-write ALD approach and SEM images
of a four-point-probe structure of Pt fabricated by direct-write ALD. (a) A thin seed layer
pattern is deposited by EBID. (b) The structure is puriﬁed and thickened by area-selective
ALD, which involves two time-separated half-reactions. (c) SEM image of the EBID
seed layer pattern (electron dose of 0.9 nC/μm2 , 5 kV electron beam). (d) The pattern
after 1000 cycles of ALD. The inset shows the four-point-probe structure in more detail.
Si covered by 50 nm ALD-synthesized Al2 O3 was used as substrate.

In this Chapter, we report on nanopatterning of structures and nanowires by directwrite ALD. It is established that this novel technique meets the requirements for patterning at the nanoscale in terms of chemical purity, electrical resistivity, and lateral resolution. Moreover, the potential of the technique for contacting nanomaterials is demonstrated on multi-walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs).
Fig. 7.1d shows a SEM image of a four-point-probe structure deposited by directwrite ALD. Firstly, a thin seed layer pattern of low-quality Pt was deposited by EBID
from MeCpPtMe3 precursor (Fig. 7.1c). The EBID seed layer contains the Pt required
for the local activation of the ALD growth. Secondly, after transferring the samples to
the ALD setup, 1000 cycles of Pt ALD were carried out. The pressure during the O2
half-reaction of the ALD cycle was chosen to be as low as 20 mTorr so that no growth
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Figure 7.2: (a) XPS spectrum of ∼46 nm thick Pt deposit prepared by direct-write ALD
on an Al2 O3 substrate. The material has a high purity with only 2 ± 1 at.% oxygen
impurities and no detectable amount of carbon. (b) Depth proﬁle of the same deposit
obtained by XPS. Apart from the adventitious carbon, no carbon was detected in the Pt
deposit, even not at the Pt-Al2 O3 interface where the EBID seed layer is present.

on the Al2 O3 substrate occurred [13]. The selective growth of ALD on the EBID seed
layer pattern was corroborated by the absence of Pt islands on those areas of the substrate
not patterned by EBID, as studied by high-magniﬁcation scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) imaging. From calibrated energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), the thickness of the ﬁnal deposit was determined at 35 nm. This value deviates from the thickness
expected for 1000 cycles of Pt ALD (i.e. 45 nm, nominal growth rate of ∼0.045 nm per
cycle), which implies that the ALD growth started on the EBID material after a growth
delay.
The structure depicted in Fig. 7.1 was used to determine the resistivity of the directwrite ALD prepared material. Microscale probes were placed on the 50 × 50 μm2
squares, and the voltage drop across the two inner contacts was measured. When applying a current to the two outer contacts, a linear current-voltage characteristic was
obtained, revealing a resistance of 7 Ω for the wire in between the two inner contacts.
From this value and the dimensions of the wire (as determined from the SEM image and
the EDX thickness measurement), a resistivity of 11 ± 2 μΩcm was calculated. This
measurement establishes that the resistivity of the material is comparable to the resistivity of Pt ALD ﬁlms (13 ± 1 μΩcm) [13] and to the bulk resistivity of Pt (10.5 μΩcm).
The low resistivity is a remarkable achievement considering that the initial EBID seed
layer has a chemical purity of only ∼16 at.% Pt with the balance ∼84 at.% being predominantly carbon [14]. From X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, see Fig. 7.2),
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it was concluded that the purity of the direct-write ALD material is as high as 98 ± 1
at.% with an impurity level of only 2 ± 1 at.% oxygen. The low impurity level is in
agreement with previously reported EDX measurements on direct-write ALD of Pt (C <
5 at.%) [10]. No carbon was detected with XPS after sputtering the adventitious carbon
from the surface, even at the interface with the substrate, which suggests that the EBID
seed layer was puriﬁed during the ALD process. The carbon might leave the seed layer
material as volatile products from combustion during the ﬁrst ALD cycles, due to its
exposure to O2 gas at an elevated temperature of 300 ◦ C [13, 16].
Compared to EBID, not only are the improved material properties a major beneﬁt, but
also a higher throughput can be achieved by direct-write ALD. Only a very thin EBID
seed layer of a few nanometers thick [1] (deposited with an electron dose > 0.5 nC/μm2 )
is required to induce ALD growth. Subsequently, the entire structure is built simultaneously in thickness by ALD. To illustrate the throughput enhancement, consider that
the structure depicted in Fig. 7.1 has a relatively large area (∼1.5×104 μm2 ) compared
to most EBID patterns. In this case, the EBID patterning step took about 15 minutes,
followed by a few hours of ALD. The fabrication of the entire structure by EBID alone
would take more than a full day. Note also that ALD thickens all seed layer patterns on
a wafer, and therefore a substantially higher throughput enhancement can be achieved
when a wafer has multiple patterns.
To investigate the morphology of the structures, cross-sections of two deposits were
prepared and subsequently studied by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Fig. 7.3a
shows a bright-ﬁeld TEM image of the cross-section of a deposit fabricated by 400 cycles
of ALD on a relatively thin EBID seed layer (electron dose of 1.6 nC/μm2 ). Large grains
that extend from the bottom to the top interfaces can be observed. The polycrystalline
nature of the deposit reﬂects the quality of the material. When a relatively thick seed layer
(electron dose of 16 nC/μm2 ) is used, two Pt layers with different morphologies can be
distinguished as shown in Fig. 7.3b. The Pt top layer of ∼20 nm consists predominantly
of large Pt grains, which are mostly interrupted at the interface with the ∼15 nm thick
bottom layer. This bottom layer, deposited by EBID, shows grains of smaller size, and
also contains voids (see 7.3d). From the comparison of the TEM images, it is concluded
that it is desirable to work with ultrathin EBID seed layers to avoid a porous interfacial
layer of lower quality.
Fig. 7.4 shows several nanoscale line deposits to illustrate the resolution that can be
achieved with the direct-write ALD approach. The EBID patterning step was followed in
this case by 150 cycles of Pt ALD. Bright metallic lines are visible for all deposits except
for the one fabricated with the lowest electron dose. This provides a required electron
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Figure 7.3: (a,b) Bright-ﬁeld and (c,d) high-angle annular dark ﬁeld (HAADF) TEM
cross-sectional images of Pt deposits prepared by EBID seed layer deposition for (a,c) a
low (1.6 nC/μm2 ), and (b,d) a high (16 nC/μm2 ) electron dose, and 400 cycles of ALD on
Al2 O3 substrates. The TEM lamella were prepared by focused ion beam (FIB) milling
after covering the region of interest with a SiO2 protection layer by EBID. Image (a)
reveals that the structure is polycrystalline with large Pt grains when ALD is initiated on
a thin EBID seed layer. In image (b) two layers can be distinguished, which illustrates
a difference in morphology of the relatively thick seed layer (∼15 nm) and the material
deposited by ALD (∼20 nm). Image (d) reveals the presence of voids in the bottom
EBID layer.
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~10 nm

1.6.101

1.6.102

2.4.102

3.3.102 pC/μm

Figure 7.4: SEM images of nanoscale line deposits of Pt prepared by EBID (30 kV
voltage, and 28 pA beam current) and 150 cycles of ALD. The electron dose (listed in
the ﬁgure) was varied by scanning the beam multiple times over the deﬁned line pattern,
while keeping the dwell time and step size constant. The metallic Pt appears bright in the
images.

dose of approximately 1.6×102 pC/μm to induce ALD growth. For lower values, the
amount of Pt present in the seed layer is too low to induce ALD growth. The continuous character of the lines for 2.4×102 and 3.3×102 pC/μm suggests that these lines are
conductive and therefore potentially suitable for contacting applications. Moreover, the
lateral resolution of the technique is very high with a line diameter of approximately 10
nm. The image reveals that the line diameter is dependent on the electron dose with ∼9
nm for 1.6×102 pC/μm, ∼10 nm for 2.4×102 pC/μm, and ∼11 nm for 3.3×102 pC/μm.
The line diameter is also expected to broaden laterally as a function of the number of
ALD cycles [17].
A potential application of the technique is demonstrated in Fig. 7.5, which shows
images of multi-walled CNTs contacted by direct-write ALD. The contacts were fabricated by EBID of a thin Pt seed layer with an electron dose of 3.5 nC/μm2 followed
by 1000 cycles of Pt ALD. The top-view SEM image depicted in Fig. 7.5a illustrates
that the CNT is only covered with Pt at the patterned areas, and that Pt ALD does not
initiate on the nanotube surface [18]. Fig. 7.5b depicts a cross-sectional TEM image
of a contact. The contact is perfectly conformal with the Pt directly covering the circumference of the multi-walled CNT with no observable voids in between. The CNT
appears to be slightly deformed, which is possibly due to stress in the Pt layer or due
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.5: (a) Top-view SEM images of a multi-walled CNT contacted in the fourpoint-probe conﬁguration by Pt direct-write ALD. The CNT is only covered with Pt at
the contact areas. (b) Bright-ﬁeld TEM cross-sectional image of a contacted multi-walled
CNT. The gray triangle present in the cross-section of the MWCNT is probably an artifact
of the preparation of the cross-sectional TEM lamella.

to artifacts caused by TEM-lamella preparation. No Pt is present below the CNT, and
the CNT is not lifted from the surface. More detailed TEM imaging showed that the
shells of the multi-walled CNT stayed intact during electron beam patterning. The grains
visible in the contact reveal that the material is of a similar quality as the deposit shown
in Fig. 7.3a. The contacts of Fig. 7.5a were electrically characterized by determining
the contact resistance from the difference between two-point-probe and four-point-probe
resistance measurements. The contact resistance was as low as 0.1 ± 0.1 kΩ, which is
a signiﬁcant improvement of three orders of magnitude compared to EBID contacts [19]
and comparable to EBL contacts on multi-walled CNTs [20].
To establish that the method is also suitable for other materials, similar nanopatterns
were fabricated of palladium, for which the work function is well-suited for carbon nanoelectronics [21]. Area-selective ALD of Pd (from Pd(hfac)2 precursor and H2 gas at
100 ◦ C) has been achieved on Pt EBID seed layers (see Fig. 7.6). Moreover, preliminary
results suggest that Pd ALD can also be initiated on EBID seed layers deposited using
the same Pd(hfac)2 precursor. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the patterning
step involving seed layer deposition can alternatively be done by Ga (see Chapter 8), or
He ion beam induced deposition (IBID) [22]. These experiments illustrate the versatility
of the direct-write ALD technique.
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Figure 7.6: Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) spectrum of a deposit fabricated by area-selective Pd ALD growth on a Pt EBID seed layer. The overlap of the C K
(0.28 keV), Pt N (0.25 keV) and Pd M (0.29 keV) peaks complicates the quantiﬁcation
of the carbon impurity level in the material. The O K x-ray peak at 0.52 keV originates
(partly) from by the penetration of the electron beam through the deposit and the generation of x-rays in the Al2 O3 substrate material. The Pd signal in the spectrum clearly
demonstrates that Pd ALD is able to initiate on the Pt seed layer.

7.1

Conclusions

We have reported on the unparalleled capabilities of a novel direct-write ALD method
for nanopatterning, which relies on area-selective ALD of Pt on Pt-containing seed layer
patterns deposited by EBID. The deposited material was found to have a low resistivity and high chemical purity, whereas cross-section TEM analysis revealed a polycrystalline microstructure. It was demonstrated that the method enables the patterning of Pt
nanowires with a lateral resolution of ∼10 nm. The high material quality combined with
the high lateral resolution makes direct-write ALD suited for nanowiring applications
and in particular for electrically contacting nanodevices. The potential for contacting
applications was demonstrated in this work by the patterning of contacts on multi-walled
CNTs. With its direct-write character the technique can be considered an alternative
to (electron-beam) lithography techniques for fabrication of devices involving sensitive
nanomaterials such as nanowires, nanotubes or graphene.
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Chapter 8
Direct-write ALD of high-quality Pt
nanostructures: Selective ALD growth
and EBID seed layer requirements∗
Abstract: Electron beam induced deposition (EBID) enables the direct-write patterning of metallic structures with sub-10 nm lateral resolution without the use of resist ﬁlms or etching / lift-off
steps, but generally leads to material of poor quality and suffers from a low throughput. These
shortcomings were mitigated in recent work by combining EBID with atomic layer deposition
(ALD). This direct-write ALD technique comprises the patterning of a thin seed layer by EBID
followed by selective thickening of the pattern by ALD. In this work, the throughput of direct-write
ALD was drastically improved based on new insights into how the ALD growth initiates on EBID
material, and in addition, the conditions for selective ALD growth were identiﬁed. The required
electron dose was reduced by two orders of magnitude to ∼11 pC/μm2 by exposing the EBID
seed layers to O2 in the ALD reactor just before the ALD building step. This improvement of the
technique allows for nanopatterning with a throughput comparable to electron beam lithography
(EBL).
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8.1

Introduction

With conventional photolithography reaching its limits, there is a need for novel nanomanufacturing methods able to process materials at the nanoscale with precise control over
dimensions and material properties. Moreover it is desirable to eliminate the processingrelated elements of manufacturing that may yield compatibility issues with the envisioned nanoscale building blocks of the future, such as nanowires, carbon nanotubes
and graphene. For example, it has been reported that the use of resists ﬁlms (as is the
case in photo- and electron-beam lithography) has a negative effect on the properties
of graphene [1–4]. Furthermore, the many chemicals involved in the various processing steps of lithography may damage sensitive surfaces [2]. These compatibility issues
drive current development of direct-write techniques which do not rely on multi-step
resist-based processing but are able to deposit material in one single step. Examples of
nanoscale direct-write techniques are focused ion beam (FIB) processing [5, 6], dip-pen
nanolithography (DPN) [7, 8], and electron beam induced deposition (EBID) [6, 9].
EBID is considered for nanopatterning applications because of its direct-write character and its ability to reach sub-10 nm lateral resolution [6, 9]. It relies on local electron beam induced decomposition of precursor molecules adsorbed on a surface. During
EBID, gas molecules are introduced in the electron beam system, and adsorb on the surface of the substrate. The electron beam locally induces dissociation of the precursor
molecules into volatile and non-volatile species. The non-volatile components adhere to
the substrate and form the deposit, whereas the volatile species are evacuated from the
system. By scanning the electron beam over the surface, a two- or three-dimensional
nanostructure can be deﬁned. One of the most important advantages of EBID is that the
pattern is written directly and only at the locations where it is desired, which limits the
number of processing steps, and eliminates the use of resists or lift-off steps. Since the
electron beam can be focused into a spot of less than a nanometer in size, EBID has the
ability to pattern material at the nanoscale level [10, 11].
For the preparation of metal deposits, the EBID technique has two major drawbacks
that currently hamper its applicability, i.e. a poor material quality and a relatively low
throughput. Preferably, only the metal atoms form the deposit. However, in practice,
high levels of impurities are incorporated when the electron beam induced dissociation
process does not solely lead to volatile reaction products [12–14]. Purity values that are
typically obtained are ∼65 at.% for Au from Me2 Au(tfac) precursor [15], 49 at.% for
Co from Co(CO)3 NO [16], 60 at.% for Fe from Fe2 (CO)5 [17], and 15 at.% for Pt from
MeCpPtMe3 [18]. An exception is Co from Co2 (CO)8 , for which virtually pure material
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Table 8.1: Overview of several methods for puriﬁcation of Pt material deposited by
EBID and the corresponding purity and resistivity values. The list is not exhaustive. Additionally, the purity and resistivity values of Pt ﬁlms deposited by ALD, of Pt structures
deposited by direct-write ALD, and of bulk Pt are shown for comparison. A dash means
’not reported’.
Precursor

Method

Purity

Resistivity

(at.%)

(μΩcm)

Reference

PtCpMe3

Anneal

-

0.5 · 102

[24]

MeCpPtMe3

(Untreated)

15

2.9 · 107

[18]

Post-deposition anneal in O2

70

1.4 · 10

[18]

MeCpPtMe3

Exposure to atomic H

< 35

2.2 · 10

[25]

MeCpPtMe3

Electron irradiation + O2 + 120 ◦ C

∼100

70 ± 8

[26]

Pt(PF3 )4

(Untreated)

35

-

[27]

Pt(PF3 )4

Post-deposition electron irradiation

-

215

[28]

MeCpPtMe3

ALD grown ﬁlms

∼100

13 ±1

[29, 30]

MeCpPtMe3

Direct-write ALD

∼100

12 ± 5

[31]

(100)

10.5

MeCpPtMe3

Bulk Pt

4
4

has been obtained [19–21]. For most EBID processes employing organometallic precursors, the deposited material predominantly consists of carbon impurities [22]. The metal
aggregates in crystallites with an average diameter of a few nanometers that are surrounded by amorphous carbon [23]. The electrical properties of EBID deposits are considered to be determined by the tunneling of electrons between the metallic grains [23].
Typical resistivity values of as-deposited EBID material are often orders of magnitude
higher than the bulk resistivity [18].
Several methods for improving the purity of EBID deposits have been reported in the
literature of which several examples for the case of Pt are listed in Table 8.1. Note that
the resistivity of as-deposited Pt EBID material is as high as 106 - 107 μΩcm, while the
bulk resistivity is only 10.5 μΩcm. As can be seen in this table, most of these methods
are not able to achieve purity and resistivity values approaching the Pt bulk properties.
Moreover, these puriﬁcation methods have certain drawbacks that make them unsuitable
for the applications. Post-deposition treatments for example lead to the formation of
voids within the deposits due to the removal of the majority of the ∼84 at.% carbon [22].
The use of ﬂuor-containing precursors is undesirable since they release aggressive reaction products that can damage electron optical equipment and etch the substrate [22]. In
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recent work it has been shown that virtually pure Pt can be obtained when combining
substrate heating, e-beam irradiation, and exposure to O2 [26]. Since a post-deposition
treatment is only effective for purifying of a toplayer of ∼65 nm, a sequential EBID
process was developed that alternates between EBID and O2 / e-beam treatment [26].
Unfortunately, this approach lowers the throughput of the technique and involves extensive e-beam exposure.
The throughput of EBID is relatively low when compared to for example electron
beam lithography (EBL), since the processing time scales with the volume of the deposit
instead of with its surface area. Typically, the deposition rate (or deposition yield) of
EBID is in the range 1·10-3 - 1·10-2 μm-3 /nC, which means that with a current of 1 nA it
takes 100 to 1000 s, to fabricate a deposit of 1 μm3 , or to pattern a metallic layer with a
thickness of 1 nm and a surface area of 1000 μm2 . EBL can be performed with typical
electron doses of ∼10 pC/μm2 [32–34], meaning that patterning of a surface area of 1000
μm2 with a current of 1 nA only takes 10 s. Note however that this calculation does not
include the time for metallization and other processing steps required for EBL, while the
material is deposited directly during EBID. Moreover, the throughput of EBID may be
improved in the future because tools with multiple electron beams are currently under
development [35].
Recently, we introduced an approach to deposit high-purity nanostructures based on
a combination of EBID and atomic layer deposition (ALD) [31, 36]. ALD is a CVD-like
thin ﬁlm deposition technique in which a surface is alternately exposed to two different
gases that react with the surface in self-limiting surface reactions [37]. By choosing the
number of cycles, a ﬁlm of a certain desired thickness can be deposited with submonolayer accuracy. Since ALD depends strongly on the surface chemistry, area-selective
ALD can be achieved by locally modifying the surface properties [38, 39]. In the case
of Pt ALD from MeCpPtMe3 precursor and O2 gas at a substrate temperature of 300
◦

C, high purity (virtually ∼100% pure), low resistivity (13 ± 1 μΩcm) ﬁlms can be deposited, with a growth rate of ∼0.045 nm/cycle [29, 30]. The combination of EBID and
ALD, referred to as direct-write ALD, basically brings together the nanoscale patterning
capability of EBID and the material quality and thickness control of ALD.
The approach consists of two steps as schematically illustrated in Fig. 8.1: seed layer
deposition by EBID followed by area-selective thickening of the structure by ALD. During the ﬁrst step of the approach, the lateral dimensions of the structure are deﬁned by the
deposition of a thin low-purity seed layer using EBID. Subsequently, the structure is built
to the desired thickness by ALD. In turn, this ALD step consists of cyclewise alternating
exposure of the surface to two gaseous reactants. The sub-10 nm resolution of EBID
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(a) EBID / IBID patterning

(b) Area-selective atomic layer deposition
Half-reaction A

Half-reaction B
©JPvD

Figure 8.1: Schematic representation of the direct-write ALD technique. It consists of
seed layer deposition by EBID or ion beam induced deposition (IBID), followed by areaselective ALD. The ALD process consists in turn of cycles involving the exposure of the
surface to two different gaseous reactants, separated by pump or purge steps. The lateral
dimensions of the pattern are deﬁned in the EBID / IBID step, while the thickness of the
ﬁnal structure can be controlled by carrying out a certain number of ALD cycles.

and the sub-monolayer thickness control of ALD together yield an ultimate control of
the deposit dimensions. In case a thin seed layer is able to induce selective ALD growth,
the material is predominantly deposited by ALD, and the material quality is comparable
to the material quality obtained for ALD ﬁlm growth. Another potential merit of directwrite ALD is that a higher overall throughput can be obtained compared to EBID. Only a
thin EBID seed layer needs to be deposited, while the ALD building step can be carried
out by parallel processing of (multiple) large patterned samples in order to increase the
throughput signiﬁcantly.
In previous work, it was established that virtually 100% pure, polycrystalline Pt nanostructures can be fabricated with direct-write ALD [31, 36]. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that Pt nanowires with a diameter of only ∼10 nm can be synthesized, and that the
technique is able to pattern electrical contacts on carbon nanotubes [31]. The high material quality of direct-write ALD can be considered a major improvement when compared
to the typical 15 at.% purity of Pt EBID or to the results of other puriﬁcation approaches
listed in Table 8.1.
This Chapter deals with several aspects of the direct-write ALD technique: (i) The experimental conditions were identiﬁed for which the growth is selective on Pt seed layers;
(ii) it was investigated how the ALD growth initiates on seed layer patterns deposited
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Figure 8.2: Schematic representation of (a) the DualBeam system in which EBID and
Ga IBID patterning, SEM imaging, and EDX analysis were carried out, and (b) the setup
used for the thermal and plasma-assisted ALD experiments. The latter is equipped with
in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) as indicated.

by EBID; and (iii) the throughput of the technique was drastically improved based on
the new insights obtained in this study. To identify the conditions for selective growth,
the nucleation properties of Pt ALD on different substrates were investigated by in situ
spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Since the
EBID seed layer is far from pure Pt, its morphology has to be considered to explain
the initiation of ALD growth on such a seed layer. The mechanism of ALD growth on
EBID material was mainly studied by high-resolution SEM imaging and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). Furthermore, it is demonstrated that ALD growth can
alternatively be initiated with Ga ion beam induced deposition (IBID). The throughput
of the direct-write ALD technique was improved by adding an oxygen treatment in the
ALD reactor just before the ALD building step. This modiﬁcation enabled patterning
with a throughput comparable to EBL and with minimal damage by the electron beam.

8.2

Experimental details

EBID experiments were carried out in a FEI Nova 600 DualBeam system in which a
focused ion beam (FIB) and a scanning electron microscope (SEM) are integrated (See
Fig. 8.2a). The system is equipped with a turbo-molecular pump, and has a base pressure
of < 10-5 Torr. The MeCpPtMe3 precursor was supplied to the sample using a standard
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FEI gas injection system (GIS), which was heated to 44 ◦ C to obtain an adequate precursor ﬂux. During patterning, the GIS was inserted such that its needle was positioned 100
μm above the substrate. EBID was carried out at room temperature. The samples were
exposed to air during transfer from the DualBeam to the ALD reactor. Since Pt is a noble
metal, we expect negligible oxidation of the seed layers during transfer. No ageing of the
samples was observed; ALD growth on the EBID seed layer patterns was obtained even
when ALD was carried out several weeks after EBID patterning. Ga IBID experiments
were carried out in the same DualBeam system using the Ga FIB instead of the e-beam,
while dosing the MeCpPtMe3 precursor using the exact same conﬁguration as for EBID.
ALD experiments were performed in our home-built open-load ALD reactor (See
Fig. 8.2b). The reactor is designed for thermal and plasma-assisted ALD, and is therefore also equipped with an inductively coupled plasma source. The reactor is pumped
down by a turbo-molecular pump, capable of pumping the deposition chamber to a base
pressure < 10-5 Torr. Precursor and reactant gases are delivered to the chamber through
computer-controlled gate valves. The substrates were placed on a resistively heated substrate holder. The reactor wall and precursor delivery lines were heated to a temperature
of 80 ◦ C to prevent precursor condensation.
Thermal ALD of Pt involves the alternate exposure of the surface to MeCpPtMe3
precursor and O2 gas, at a substrate temperature of 300 ◦ C [30, 40]. The MeCpPtMe3
precursor was heated to 30 ◦ C and dosed into the reactor by using Ar as a carrier gas, and
the O2 gas was pulsed with a mass-ﬂow controller. The two half-reactions were separated
by pump steps to ensure the self-limiting character of ALD.
To investigate the settings for selective ALD growth, the nucleation behavior of thermal Pt ALD on Pt coated Si substrates was compared to the nucleation behavior on Al2 O3
coated substrates. The Pt coated substrates and the Al2 O3 coated substrates were both
prepared by plasma-assisted ALD. Plasma-assisted ALD of Pt gives smooth, virtually
pure Pt with a (111) texture, but is not suitable for achieving selective growth as the Pt
ﬁlm readily nucleates on oxides [30]. For direct-write ALD, we focused therefore on
thermal ALD, which results in ﬁlms of a similar high quality [30]. The nucleation was
studied by measuring the ﬁlm thickness as a function of the number of ALD cycles by
spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) in the ALD reactor. See Ref. [30] for more details on
the thermal ALD process of Pt, and the measurement of nucleation curves. In addition,
thermal ALD of Pt was carried out on TEM windows that were covered on both sites
with 3 nm Al2 O3 (also prepared by plasma-assisted ALD). These TEM windows were
analyzed using a FEI Tecnai F30ST TEM.
Al2 O3 -coated substrates were also used for the direct-write ALD experiments. The
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pattern and the EBID settings for seed layer deposition were varied depending on the
intended measurement. An electron beam acceleration voltage of either 5 or 20 kV was
used. The beneﬁt of 5 kV is that proximity effects caused by backscattered electrons are
minimized [9]. Other than that, no signiﬁcant differences between the results for 5 and
20 kV were observed. The electron beam current was measured prior to each EBID run
using a Faraday cup, since the actual electron beam current is sensitive to small variations
of the beam alignment. The current values reported in this article are the measured values.
Seed layers of different thicknesses were deposited by varying the electron dose per unit
area (in nC/μm2 ). This was done by varying the number of scans of the electron beam
over the deﬁned pattern, while keeping the current constant.
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was used as the main technique for
analysis of the deposits. EDX measurements were carried out using an EDAX spectrometer with a SUTW Saphire detector installed on the same DualBeam system as used for
seed layer deposition. The X-rays were collected at a take-off angle of 35◦ . For each
deposit studied, an EDX spectrum was obtained by scanning the electron beam over a
part of the deposit: typically, an area of 1 × 1 μm2 in the middle of a 5 × 5 μm2 deposit.
Because of the high purity of the structures fabricated by direct-write ALD, thickness
information can be deduced from the EDX spectra, as is discussed in more detail in the
Appendix A, Sec. 8.5.
Transmission electron microscopy was also used to investigate the morphology of the
EBID seed layers, and of the ﬁnal deposits fabricated by direct-write ALD. To this end,
TEM lamella were prepared by focused ion beam milling after covering the region of
interest with a SiO2 projection layer by EBID using tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) precursor.

8.3

Results and discussion

The results presented in this part are divided in two main topics. Section 8.3.1 deals with
the nucleation behavior of Pt ALD as studied by in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry in
the ALD reactor. The conditions for selective growth on Pt seed layers were identiﬁed
by comparing the nucleation behavior on Pt and Al2 O3 surfaces. Sections 8.3.2, 8.3.3
and 8.3.4 discuss the initiation of ALD growth on different seed layers as studied by
SEM and TEM imaging and EDX. More speciﬁcally, Sec. 8.3.2 describes the details
of ALD growth on EBID seed layers, Sec. 8.3.3 the use of Ga IBID seed layers, and
Sec. 8.3.4 the puriﬁcation of EBID seed layers before ALD.
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Selective ALD growth

Key within the direct-write ALD approach is that the growth has to start selectively on
an EBID seed layer, meaning that the nucleation properties of the ALD process need to
be tuned in such a way that the growth starts on a Pt seed layer, while it is prevented
on the (oxide) substrate. As discussed below, the nucleation of Pt ALD is dependent on
the starting surface as well as on the pressure employed during the O2 pulse of the ALD
process, which is exploited to achieve selective growth.
The growth mechanism on a Pt surface (after nucleation) relies on two main surface
reactions: dissociative chemisorption of O2 , and catalytic combustion of the MeCpPtMe3
precursor ligands [41–43]. Both of these reactions are catalyzed by the Pt surface, which
implies that the surface reactions of initial growth on an oxide substrate are fundamentally different from those on metallic Pt. Moreover, Pt does not easily wet an oxide
surface due to a difference in surface energy, and as a result, the ALD initiates as island (Volmer-Weber) growth [44]. Figure 8.3a illustrates that the nucleation behavior
of Pt ALD is strongly dependent on the initial surface. It shows, for an O2 pressure of
2 mTorr, the thickness as a function of the number of cycles during the nucleation on
Al2 O3 and Pt coated substrates. No growth was measured on an Al2 O3 substrate for this
condition during the entire deposition of 1200 cycles. On the other hand, the growth
immediately starts on a Pt ﬁlm. In that case, a linear increase of the ﬁlm thickness with
the number of cycles (growth rate of 0.04 nm/cycle) was obtained. These two nucleation
curves together demonstrate that for an O2 pressure of 2 mTorr, growth starts easily on Pt,
while there is no growth on Al2 O3 . Or in other words, selective growth can be achieved
on Pt seed layer patterns at low pressures.
Figure 8.3a further reveals that growth could readily be obtained on Al2 O3 when
employing a higher pressure during the O2 half-reaction. For a relatively high O2 pressure
of 0.8 Torr, the growth starts on Al2 O3 after a growth delay of ∼40 cycles. Note that the
high O2 pressure of 0.8 Torr also leads to a higher growth rate, which is likely due to the
adsorption of more O at the Pt surface [43]. We reported on the O2 pressure dependence
of Pt ALD nucleation in a previous publication [45]. In that work, it was discussed
that the exposure to O2 during the growth on oxide substrates promotes the diffusion
of deposited Pt atoms over the oxide surface. For sufﬁciently high O2 pressures, the Pt
atoms aggregate in small clusters that are able to catalyze the surface reactions of ALD.
Oxygen-induced particle ripening appears to be crucial for the nucleation of Pt ALD
growth on oxide surfaces. For low O2 pressures, the diffusion of Pt atoms is minimal and
no Pt clusters are formed. Consequently, the Pt ALD growth does not initiate on oxides
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Figure 8.3: (a) Nucleation curves for Pt ALD, on Al2 O3 and Pt coated substrates for
a low O2 pressure of 2 mTorr, and on Al2 O3 for a relatively high O2 pressure of 0.8
Torr. The thickness was measured as a function of the number of cycles by in situ SE. (b)
Bright ﬁeld TEM image for 100 cycles Pt ALD (O2 pressure is 0.8 Torr) on an Al2 O3 covered TEM window, which illustrates that Pt growth on Al2 O3 initiates as island growth.
The circle in (a) indicates the corresponding data point in the SE curve.

for low pressures.
Figure 8.4a shows the growth delay for Pt ALD on Al2 O3 as a function of the O2
pressure. The graph illustrates that the growth delay steeply decreases with increasing
O2 pressure, and that the growth delay is extremely long for O2 pressures below ∼50
mTorr. On the other hand, the growth on a Pt ﬁlm already starts for O2 pressures as
low as 2 mTorr. This reveals a regime in O2 pressure that can be exploited for achieving
selective growth on Pt seed layers. Figure 8.4b depicts the surface of an Al2 O3 coated
TEM window after 1000 cycles Pt ALD using a low O2 pressure of 10 mTorr. Only
a very small amount of Pt clusters of a few atoms in size was observed. The image
therefore demonstrates that the selectivity of Pt ALD nucleation is preserved for at least
1000 cycles on Al2 O3 when using a low O2 pressure of 10 mTorr. Note that 1000 cycles
with a growth rate of ∼0.045 nm/cycle on a Pt surface result in an increase of the ﬁlm
thickness of approximately 45 nm.
To conclude, it is established that the nucleation of Pt ALD is dependent on the starting surface as well as on the processing conditions. There is a regime in O2 pressure for
which the growth is selective on Pt seed layers. However, the experiments described in
this section were performed on pure Pt seed layers, while a seed layer deposited by EBID
has a completely differently morphology. ALD growth on EBID seed layer patterns is
discussed in detail in the next section.
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Figure 8.4: (a) Growth delay of Pt nucleation as a function of O2 pressure for ALD
on Al2 O3 and Pt coated substrates. The growth delay was extracted from nucleation
curves measured by in situ SE. The range in O2 pressures for which the ALD growth is
selective on Pt seed layers is indicated in the graph. (b) High-angle annular dark ﬁeld
(HAADF) TEM image for 1000 cycles Pt ALD with an O2 pressure of 10 mTorr on an
Al2 O3 covered TEM window

8.3.2

ALD growth on EBID seed layers

It is desirable to keep the seed layer as thin as possible, to minimize the amount of impurities in the ﬁnal deposit, to pattern with a relatively high throughput, and to minimize
the electron beam induced damage of the underlying surface. On the other hand, the seed
layer should be thick enough to initiate ALD growth. Figure 8.5 shows cross-sectional
TEM images of Pt EBID seed layers deposited with three different electron doses. An
electron dose of 11 pC/μm2 led to a low density of islands that are hardly visible, and for
0.11 nC/μm2 a layer of grains stretching out on the Al2 O3 surface was obtained. EBID
with a dose of 1.1 nC/μm2 resulted in a seed layer of ∼15 nm thick that consists of small
Pt clusters in a matrix of a material with a low density.
In previous work, it was reported that a dose of ∼0.5 nC/μm2 is required for ALD
growth initiation [31]. Figure 8.6 depicts bright-ﬁeld cross-sectional TEM images of an
EBID seed layer deposited with 1.1 nC/μm2 , and of a Pt deposit prepared by ALD on
a similar EBID seed layer (electron dose of 1.6 nC/μm2 ). This deposit is with ∼20 nm
only slightly thicker than the EBID seed layer (∼15 nm), which implies that the ALD
does not just initiate on the top of the seed layer, but that the EBID material undergoes a
drastic transformation. It is expected that the carbon atoms partly leave the structure as
volatile products during the ﬁrst ALD cycles due to the exposure to oxygen at an elevated
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Figure 8.5: Dark ﬁeld cross-sectional TEM (HAADF) images of Pt EBID seed layers
deposited using an electron beam of 5 kV and 1.7 nA current, and an electron dose of (a)
11 pC/μm2 , (b) 0.11 nC/μm2 , and (c) 1.1 nC/μm2 .

temperature of 300 ◦ C. The ALD process of Pt is in terms of conditions very similar to
one of the puriﬁcation methods for EBID proposed in the literature, i.e. anneal in an O2
atmosphere [18]. Botman et al. reported a purity enhancement from 15 at.% to 70 at.% as
well as a deposit volume decrease as a result of the removal of carbon by an O2 treatment
at 300 ◦ C. Based on these literature results, it can be assumed that the EBID seed layer
is partly puriﬁed during the ﬁrst ALD cycles, and that it shrinks in thickness due to the
loss of carbon. Note that the initial seed layer contains only about 15 at.% Pt [18], and
therefore, it is likely that it loses its main structure when the carbon leaves the material.
It is remarkable that no layer at the interface between the ALD-grown Pt and the Al2 O3
substrate can be distinguished that consists of the remains of the EBID seed layer (in
contrast to the cross-sectional image for ALD on a thicker seed layer reported in our
previous publication [31]). This suggests that the Pt grains from the EBID seed layer
become incorporated in the Pt layer deposited by ALD.
ALD initiation on EBID material was investigated by studying the ALD growth on
seed layers of various thicknesses. The pattern depicted in Fig. 8.7a was fabricated by
varying the electron dose during EBID, followed by 700 cycles ALD of Pt using an O2
pressure of ∼20 mTorr. The electron dose can be regarded as a measure for the seed
layer thickness, as the deposited volume during EBID in electron-limited regime scales
with the number of electrons [9]. Signiﬁcant ALD growth was obtained for electron dose
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Figure 8.6: Bright ﬁeld cross-sectional TEM images of (a) a Pt EBID seed layer deposited using an electron dose of 1.1 nC/μm2 , and (b) a Pt deposit fabricated by EBID
seed layer deposition using an electron dose of 1.6 nC/μm2 and 400 cycles ALD of Pt.
For the Pt deposit in (b), the EBID seed layer should have been ∼20 nm thick before the
ALD building step.

values of 0.6 nC/μm2 and higher. No Pt islands were observed by high-magniﬁcation
SEM imaging in between the 5 × 5 μm2 deposits which indicates that the ALD growth
took place selectively. Figure 8.7b shows the thickness after ALD as measured by EDX
as a function of the electron dose. The saturation behavior of the graph, suggests that
a seed layer deposited with an electron dose of 2 nC/μm2 is required to quickly induce
ALD growth.
Figure 8.7c presents SEM images taken by zooming in on several deposits. The
differences between the images arise from the variation in electron dose during EBID.
The images suggest that ALD growth on the EBID material starts through island growth.
For the very thin seed layers it can be expected that a large part of the carbon is removed
from the seed layer material during the ﬁrst ALD cycles, and a surface covered with Pt
grains is obtained. The small Pt grains may catalyze the ALD reactions, and thereby
serve as nucleation centers. By comparing the images it can be seen that the island
density increases with the seed layer thickness, which is probably related to the density
of Pt grains present at the surface after partial carbon removal. A thicker seed layer
contains more Pt grains per unit area, and this results in a higher island density.
In general, ALD initiation as island growth takes place on substrates that are rather
unreactive to the ALD reactants, and can be characterized by a delay in the beginning
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Figure 8.7: Results for ALD initiation on EBID seed layers with different thicknesses
deposited by varying the electron dose. The electron beam was set to a voltage of 20 kV
and a current of 0.55 nA. 700 cycles of ALD were carried out. (a) SEM image of the
sample showing the deposits after both steps. The deposits thicker than a few nanometers
appear bright in the image. The electron dose values (numbers with unit ”nC/μm2 ”) and
deposit thicknesses measured by EDX (numbers with unit ”nm”) are given in the image.
(b) Graph of the thickness of the deposits as determined by EDX after both steps as a
function of electron dose. The line is a guide to the eye. The nominal thickness indicates
the thickness that is expected from ALD when there is no growth delay on the EBID
seed layers, and it is deduced from the thickness increase of a Pt reference sample that
was included in the ALD reactor during the same deposition run. This nominal thickness
is lower than the thickness that was expected based on the number of cycles (31 nm),
which is attributed to an unconditioned reactor wall at the time of the deposition. (c)
Magniﬁed SEM images of some of the deposits also shown in (a). From the images
it can be observed that the island density increases with seed layer thickness and that
continuous deposits were obtained for seed layers deposited with an electron dose > 1
nC/μm2 .
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of the growth [46]. Assuming that the Pt grains of the EBID material are coated with
a layer of Pt every cycle, there should be a gradual transition to layer-by-layer growth
(with a linear increase of the ﬁlm thickness with the number of cycles) once the islands
start to coalesce. Consequently, the growth delay depends on the increase of the island
size per cycle, as well as on the island density. This picture is conﬁrmed by the trend
in Fig. 8.7b. For thin seed layers (electron dose < 2 nC/μm2 ), the island density is low
(as illustrated by the SEM images in Fig. 8.7c), and it takes many ALD cycles before
the islands coalesce, which results in a signiﬁcant growth delay. Due to this growth
delay, the deposit thickness for thin EBID seed layers considerably deviates from the
expected thickness after ALD. The SEM images in Fig. 8.7c for electron doses of 1
and 4 nC/μm2 show a relatively smooth surface which indicates that the ALD growth
on these seed layers has entered the layer-by-layer growth stage. Note that it cannot be
concluded from these top-view SEM images that the material is completely closed and
continuous. However, in previous work it was established that an electron dose of 0.9
nC/μm2 leads to material with an electrical resistivity comparable to bulk quality [31].
From the trend in Fig. 8.7b, it can be deduced that layer-by-layer growth is obtained
after only a few cycles for seed layers deposited with an electron dose > 2 nC/μm2 . The
saturated thickness of 24.6 nm is however slightly lower than the expected thickness of
27.6 nm (see the caption of Fig. 8.7), which suggests that even on thick seed layers, there
is a short nucleation delay. The delay is likely caused by the remaining carbon in the
EBID seed layer, that needs to be removed ﬁrst. This suggests that the method can be
improved by purifying the EBID seed layer before carrying out the ALD building step
(as discussed in Sec. 8.3.4).
An electron dose of 2 nC/μm2 is relatively high when compared to typical dose values
employed during electron beam lithography (10 - 100 pC/μm2 ) [32–34]. Two approaches
for lowering the required charged particle dose for ALD initiation were investigated. In
the next section (Sec. 8.3.3), results for seed layer deposition by Ga IBID are presented.
In addition, it was tried to purify the EBID seed layer before the ALD building step, as
discussed in Sec. 8.3.4.

8.3.3

Seed layer deposition by IBID

Ga ions are able to decompose the MeCpPtMe3 precursor more efﬁciently than electrons, as reﬂected by a higher deposition yield in terms of deposited volume per dose
of charged particles (∼0.5 μm4 /nC for Ga IBID [47], versus ∼5 × 10-3 μm3 /nC for
EBID [47]). Moreover, Ga IBID using MeCpPtMe3 leads to material of higher purity
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Figure 8.8: Results for ALD initiation on IBID seed layers with different thicknesses
deposited by varying the Ga ion dose. The ion beam was set to a voltage of 30 kV
and a current of 0.1 nA. 500 cycles of ALD were carried out. (a) SEM image of the
sample showing the deposits after both steps. The Ga ion dose values (numbers with
unit “pC/μm2 ”) and deposit thicknesses measured by EDX (numbers with unit “nm”)
are given in the image. (b) SEM image of the bottom left deposit (0.7 pC/μm2 , 18 nm).
(c) Dark ﬁeld cross-sectional TEM (HAADF) image of the middle deposit (0.5 pC/μm2 ,
19 nm). The presence of several large grains in (b) and (c) reveals the polycrystalline
microstructure of the Pt after IBID and ALD.

(20 - 46 at.% Pt [48]) as compared to EBID, and this probably lowers the required seed
layer thickness. Results for ALD on He IBID seed layers were presented in a recent publication by Alkemade et al., in which a reduced charged particle dose for ALD initiation
of only 10 pC/μm2 was reported [49].
Similar to the experiments described in the previous section, the ALD initiation on
Ga IBID seed layers was studied by varying the Ga ion dose during seed layer deposition,
followed by 500 cycles Pt ALD. A SEM image of a matrix of Pt structures deposited by
Ga IBID and ALD is given in Fig. 8.8a, which illustrates that ALD growth was obtained
on the Ga IBID seed layers. Again, almost no islands were observed in between the deposits illustrating the selectivity of the ALD process. The ﬁnal structures nicely resemble
the pre-deﬁned Ga IBID pattern. A more detailed SEM image of the deposit deﬁned with
a Ga ion dose of 0.7 pC/μm2 is depicted in Fig. 8.8b, which shows the presence of some
large grains. The polycrystalline microstructure reveals that these deposits are of high
quality. Figure 8.8c shows a cross-sectional TEM image of the deposit prepared with
a Ga ion dose of 0.5 pC/μm2 . The structure of the material is very similar to that of
deposits fabricated by EBID and ALD (Fig. 8.6b).
Figure 8.9 shows the thickness after ALD as a function of the charged particle dose
during Ga IBID and during EBID for two different electron beam settings. As discussed
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Figure 8.9: Graph of the thickness as a function of the charged particle dose for Pt
deposits prepared by Ga IBID, EBID with a 5 kV electron beam, and EBID with a 20 kV
electron beam, followed by 400 - 700 cycles ALD. The graph reveals that ALD growth
can be initiated by Ga IBID at a lower dose value than by EBID.

above, the doses at which the graphs saturate indicate the required charged particle beam
dose values for ALD initiation without a signiﬁcant growth delay. The ﬁgure reveals
that the electron beam acceleration voltage during EBID only has a minor inﬂuence on
the electron dose required for ALD initiation. More importantly, the ﬁgure establishes
that a Ga ion dose of only > 0.3 pC/μm2 is required to induce ALD growth without a
signiﬁcant nucleation delay. This value is much lower than the required dose for EBID
(1-2 nC/μm2 ), which is explained by the differences in material purity and deposition
yield of IBID Pt compared to EBID Pt.
The results of Fig. 8.9 suggest that it would be valuable to use IBID instead EBID for
the patterning step. However, it should be noted that the heavier Ga ions cause more damage to the surface than electrons. Moreover, the beam current for accurate patterning by
IBID is typically lower, which reduces the beneﬁt of the higher deposition yield. A better
approach to reduce the electron dose is discussed in the next section: the puriﬁcation of
the EBID seed layer before the ALD building step.
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Figure 8.10: The effect of the puriﬁcation of the Pt EBID seed layers by exposing them
to O2 (5 minutes, 300 ◦ C, 1 Torr O2 ) prior to Pt ALD. The thickness as determined by
EDX is shown as a function of the electron dose for direct-write ALD with and without
the O2 treatment. An electron beam voltage of 5 kV and current of 1.6 nA was used, and
400 - 500 cycles Pt ALD were carried out.

8.3.4

EBID seed layer puriﬁcation and throughput

From the results presented in Sec. 8.3.2, it was concluded that the Pt grains present in
the EBID seed layers play an important role for the stimulation of ALD growth. As
discussed, it is assumed that the carbon present in the seed layers is partly combusted in
the initial stage of the ALD building step. However, the carbon that is not removed during
the ﬁrst few cycles will probably cover the Pt grains and poison the surface reactions, and
consequently, hinder the nucleation of Pt ALD on the seed layers. Inspired by the work
of Botman et al. [18], it was investigated whether the direct-write technique could be
improved by ﬁrst purifying the EBID seed layer before the ALD building step. To this
end, an oxygen exposure step was added to the procedure just before the start of the ALD
process. A sample with EBID seed layers was heated to a substrate temperature of 300
◦

C in the ALD reactor, and then exposed to a high pressure (1 Torr) of O2 gas for 5

minutes. Subsequently, 500 cycles of Pt ALD were carried out, using a low O2 pressure
of 10 mTorr during the cycles.
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The ﬁnal thicknesses of the structures were measured by EDX and are plotted as
function of the electron dose in Fig. 8.10. The graph demonstrates that an electron dose
of only ∼11 pC/μm2 is required to induce ALD growth in case the O2 treatment is performed before ALD. Figure 8.10 also shows the results for direct-write ALD using the
same beam settings (5 kV, ∼1.6 nA), but without the O2 treatment, which gives an required electron dose of ∼1 nC/μm2 . The comparison between the two values leads to the
conclusion that an electron dose of two orders of magnitude lower can be used to initiate
the ALD growth in case the O2 treatment is employed. Apparently, the carbon in the
EBID seed layer substantially limits the initiation of ALD growth.
It is remarkable that the ALD growth starts on an EBID seed layer deposited with an
electron dose of ∼11 pC/μm2 , considering that such a seed layer consists of a very small
amount of material as illustrated in Fig. 8.5a. The graph for direct-write ALD including
the O2 treatment in Fig. 8.10 does not clearly saturate, but increases from ∼14 nm at an
electron dose of 11 pC/μm2 , to ∼20 nm at an electron dose of 2.3 nC/μm2 . This can
partly be explained by the contribution of the EBID seed layer material to the thickness
of the deposit, but it mostly indicates that there is a nucleation delay on the islands of the
seed layer for low electron dose values. Note that 500 cycles ALD with a growth rate
of ∼0.045 nm/cycle should result in a thickness increase of 22.5 nm in case there is no
growth delay.
The introduction of the O2 treatment gives a throughput enhancement of two orders of
magnitude. An electron dose of 11 pC/μm2 is comparable to typical dose values (10 - 100
pC/μm2 ) used for EBL using common polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) or hydrogen
silsesquioxane (HSQ) resists [32–34]. As illustrated in Fig. 8.11, this modiﬁcation of
the direct-write technique makes the patterning of structures on centimeter-scale samples
feasible in terms of the time required for patterning. In this particular case, a matrix of
10 × 18 structures with surface areas of ∼5 · 104 μm2 was patterned in approximately
5 hours. Note that this time does not include the time for the ALD building step (i.e.
3 hours for 500 cycles using a process that was not optimized for short cycle times).
The preparation of the same pattern by direct-write ALD without using the O2 treatment
would take at least 13 days. Furthermore, note that for certain applications it is crucial
to pattern with a low electron dose to limit the damage caused by the electrons to the
underlying materials. For example, an electron dose of 9 pC/μm2 already results in
a small lattice disorder in graphene, while 100 pC/μm2 leads to amorphization of the
material [50].
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(c)

Figure 8.11: Photograph and SEM images illustrating that the O2 treatment makes the
patterning of Pt structures on centimeter-scale samples feasible.

8.4

Conclusions and outlook

We have reported on a nanopatterning technique for direct-write fabrication of highquality Pt nanostructures. The approach relies on selective ALD growth on thin EBID
seed layers. To achieve selective growth, the nucleation behavior of Pt ALD was tuned
by selecting an O2 pressure for which the growth starts on Pt and not on oxide substrates.
For O2 pressures of <50 mTorr, the selectivity is preserved for at least 1000 cycles, which
enables the fabrication of structures up to ∼45 nm thickness.
By exposing EBID seed layers to O2 gas before the ALD building step, the required
electron dose was drastically reduced to ∼11 pC/μm2 , which is two orders of magnitude
lower than the required dose in case no O2 treatment is performed. This corresponds
to a signiﬁcant enhancement of the throughput of the technique. An electron dose of 10
pC/μm2 is comparable to typical dose values employed during electron beam lithography
(EBL), which potentially makes the technique a competitor of EBL with the beneﬁt of
eliminating the need for using resist ﬁlms. Furthermore, the lower required electron dose
is crucial for patterning on certain sensitive materials that can be damaged by electron
beam exposure such as polymer substrates, carbon nanotubes and graphene.
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Moreover, the use of Ga IBID for ALD initiation led to a reduced required charged
particle dose of > 0.3 pC/μm2 . The required dose can probably be reduced even further
by puriﬁcation of the Ga IBID seed layers using a similar O2 treatment as employed on
the EBID seed layers. Because the heavier Ga ions can damage the underlying substrate
more than electrons, Ga IBID + ALD is not the preferred method for patterning on
substrates that are sensitive to charged particle damage. Alternatively, Ga IBID can be
used for large and less sensitive areas of a pattern, combined with EBID for patterning
on sensitive nanostructures.
Since EBID and ALD require similar vacuum conditions (high vacuum, base pressure
< 10-5 Torr), the two techniques can in principle be combined in a single setup [51].
Alternatively, a small thermal ALD reactor can be connected to an electron microscope to
transfer the samples without breaking the vacuum. The integration of ALD in a dualbeam
system is discussed in Appendix B, Sec. 8.6.
The nucleation delay of Pt ALD is basically exploited in this work to obtain selective deposition. Since most metal ALD processes show severe nucleation difﬁculties on
oxide substrates, the direct-write ALD approach should be extendable to more material
systems. Recently, we succeeded in obtaining selective palladium deposition on Pt EBID
seed layers, which illustrates the feasibility of Pd direct-write ALD [31]. Instead of exploiting the dependence of the nucleation on reactant pressure [45], selective growth can
also be obtained by using a substrate temperature that is slightly lower than the temperature required for nucleation, as was recently shown by Färm et al [52].
Further we would like to note that we have demonstrated in previous work that
nanowires of ∼10 nm in diameter can be patterned by direct-write ALD, which makes the
technique suitable for nanowiring and contacting applications. Future work will partly
focus on the patterning of contacts in close proximity. The use of ALD for the deposition
of the majority of the material opens additional possibilities for obtaining a better control
of the material properties of the fabricated structures. Due to the cyclewise nature of
ALD, it is straightforward to switch between ALD processes, yielding the possibility to
create multilayer or compound material nanostructures.
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8.5

Appendix A: Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
on Pt microscale structures

This appendix explains the measurement of the thickness of deposits by energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).
When the deposit is thinner than the electron penetration depth in Pt, the beam penetrates through the deposit into the substrate, generating X-rays in both deposit and substrate. Figure 8.12a presents EDX spectra of Pt ﬁlms of different thicknesses deposited
on SiO2 substrates. As can be seen in this graph, the intensity of the Pt Mα peak increases
with the ﬁlm thickness, while the intensities of the O Kα, and Si Kα peaks originating
from the substrate material decrease, and this forms the basis for the thickness measurements by EDX used in this work.
EDX for thickness determination is described here for the substrate that was used in
the majority of the experiments, i.e. Si covered with 50 nm Al2 O3 . The analysis relies
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on the parameter K: the ratio of the integrated characteristic Pt X-ray intensity emerging
from the ﬁlm and the sum of the integrated intensities of the characteristic Si, Al and Pt
peaks:

Kﬁlm =

Pt
Si + Al + Pt

(8.1)

A similar ratio is deﬁned for the signal emerging from the substrate Si atoms:

Ksubstrate =

Si
Si + Al + Pt

(8.2)

In Eq. 8.1 and Eq. 8.2, Pt is the integrated intensity of the 2.05 keV Mα Pt peak, Si
the integrated intensity of the 1.74 keV Si Kα peak, and Al the integrated intensity of
the 1.49 keV Al Kα peak. These values are corrected for the contribution of the continuum background radiation. Calibration curves of both ratios as a function of the deposit
thickness were determined using ﬁlms deposited by Pt ALD (i.e. with the same material
quality as the Pt deposits fabricated in this work). See Fig. 8.12b for the calibration curve
for Pt on Al2 O3 substrates. Following the literature, semi-empirical analytical functions
were ﬁtted to the calibration curves:

Kﬁlm =

2
Pt
= 1 − e-(At+Bt)
Si + Al + Pt

Ksubstrate =

2
Si
= e-(Ct+Dt)
Si + Al + Pt

(8.3)

(8.4)

where A, B, C, and D are the ﬁt parameters, and t the ﬁlm thickness [53]. The parameters A and C can be associated with attenuation of the electrons in the ﬁlm, whereas
parameters B and D take backscattering effects into account [53]. Based on the calibration curve, it can stated be that thickness determination by this method can be done
with an accuracy of 1-2 nm in the thickness range from 0 to 30 nm. The accuracy of the
thickness determination method is dependent on the electron beam acceleration voltage.
A voltage of 5 kV was used to accurately determine the thickness of relatively thin deposits, whereas 10 kV was required for thicker deposits. Since the Pt M line multiplet
is located around 2.2 keV, the overvoltage is larger than 2 kV, which is in line with the
generally accepted excitation criterion. The calibration curve depicted in Fig. 8.12b was
used to determine the thickness of deposits fabricated by Pt direct-write ALD.
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Appendix B: ALD in a dualbeam system∗

8.6

It was mentioned in Sec. 8.4 that it is possible to integrate the ALD method in an electron
beam system which changes the approach into a complete in situ method. The growth of
the ALD ﬁlm can then be performed directly following the EBID seed layer deposition,
without breaking the vacuum. Preliminary experiments were carried out to investigate
this possibility.
Since the electron and ion beams play no role in the ALD deposition process, the
electron and ion sources can be secured from the ALD gas reactants by closure of the
valves in between the specimen chamber and the pressure-sensitive parts of the columns.
Because the vacuum requirements for ALD are similar to those used for EBID, switching
from EBID to ALD is possible without breaking the vacuum or changing the vacuum
conditions. A FEI Nova DualBeam system is already equipped with a gas injection
system (GIS) for precursor dosing, while a heating stage is optional in the system and
can be mounted relatively easily. The main modiﬁcation that is required to carry out Pt
ALD in the system, is therefore to add the possibility to dose O2 gas. Because the applied
pressures during ALD are critical it is important to have them well deﬁned. ALD in a
dualbeam system can be realized using two different strategies:
• ALD in the specimen chamber of the dualbeam at equal pressure
This method operates with the column valves closed, but does require a system
modiﬁcation because the level of 10-2 Torr is not a standard pressure of the system, and hence interlocks will interrupt the system. So the main system has to be
modiﬁed to accommodate the temporary higher pressure during the ALD step. For
the safety of the total system, ALD growth should occur only to at the sample on a
seed layer pattern and not on other (delicate) parts of the system, as they may lead
to malfunctioning.
• ALD in the specimen chamber of the dualbeam with local O2 dosing
This method has the advantage that both the O2 and the MeCpPtMe3 are supplied
locally through a needle (typical internal diameter 250 μm) such that the total
system pressure in the chamber remains low. The disadvantage is that the actual
pressure on the sample is not known very well and that the sensitivity for the needle/sample geometry is quite high. It also sets a limit to the lateral ﬁeld size that
can be applied because there is a pressure gradient over the sample surface. However, this is not necessarily a problem in practice, as the interest is mainly in the
∗ This

appendix is partly based on A.J.M. Mackus, W.M.M. Kessels, and J.J.L. Mulders, Microscopy and
Analysis 25, 6 (2011).
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Figure 8.13: (a) Needle geometry for in-situ ALD in a dualbeam system with local
MeCpPtMe3 and O2 dosing (O2 needle left, MeCpPtMe3 needle right). (b) The resulting
structures imaged with a quick scan, show a small gradient in thickness, depending on
the position of the structures with respect to the needles. This is due to a small lateral
density gradient of the O2 supply during the ALD cycle.

creation of small structures, whereas the variations over a width of 100 μm are
around 10% only.
As a ﬁrst test for the second strategy, a setup with two opposite needles was used as
shown in Fig. 8.13a. A small software modiﬁcation allowed for fully automated control
of the opening and closing of the valves at pre-deﬁned moments. This needle-based
ALD set up used typical exposure periods of 10 seconds on / off. Figure 8.13b shows
that selective ALD growth was obtained in the dualbeam system using this strategy.
As alternative approach, ALD can be carried out in small chamber connected to the
dualbeam system. This can even be in the loadlock of the system. Such a loadlock is
already equipped with a vacuum pump, and can be adapted to a small open-load reactor
for thermal ALD by implementation of a heating stage. Adding a connected chamber
to the system is slightly more complicated in terms of hardware modiﬁcation than the
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two other strategies described above, but it has the beneﬁt that there is no risk of coating
delicate parts of the dualbeam system.
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Chapter 9
Fabrication of carbon nanotube
ﬁeld-effect transistors using
direct-write ALD∗
Abstract: In this work it was evaluated whether direct-write ALD is a suitable technique for
the fabrication of carbon nanotube ﬁeld-effect transistors (CNTFET). Direct-write ALD has the
potential to eliminate several issues associated with conventional lithography-based CNTFET fabrication, such as contamination from resist residue, and low yields due contact delamination during
lift-off. Moreover, the use of ALD may lead to contacts with an improved interaction with the carbon nanotube due to chemical nature of the technique and due to the ability of ALD to conformally
coat 3-dimensional surfaces. CNTFETs were fabricated by patterning Pt contacts by direct-write
ALD on single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) randomly distributed on a substrate. From
electrical characterization of a set of more than 30 CNTFETs it was concluded that direct-write
ALD of Pt yields contacts of similar quality as compared to Pd contacts fabricated using conventional techniques, which is an improvement compared to previously reported results on Pt contacts.
These devices are the ﬁrst reported CNTFETs with contacts deposited by ALD.

∗ Part

of this work has been carried out in the group of Prof. Zhihong Chen at Purdue University.
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9.1

Introduction

The semiconductor industry requires transistors with channels shorter than 10 nm within
the next decade [1]. In conventional planar Si metal-oxide-semiconductor ﬁeld-effect
transistors (MOSFETs), scaling to these small dimensions is problematic, because the
gate loses the ability to control the electrical current in the channel. These so-called
short-channel effects may be overcome by changing to alternative device geometries
(like in Intel’s TriGate architecture [2]) or by implementing new materials for the transistor channel. The carbon nanotube ﬁeld-effect transistor (CNTFET) is an alternative
transistor concept that has been promoted for some years, in which the Si channel is
replaced by a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT). The carbon nanotube enables
charge carrier transport in the transistor channel with a very high mobility. The small 1to 2- nm diameter of the carbon nanotube improves the control over the potential of the
channel by the gate [3]. In the ideal conﬁguration, the gate is wrapped around the carbon
nanotube, separated by the gate dielectric, allowing for the ultimate coupling between
the carbon nanotube channel and the gate [4]. The improved control over the channel potential enables further down-scaling of the FET without short-channel effects. Another
important advantage of using a carbon nanotube as the channel material is its low capacitance, which reduces the energy that is required to switch the transistor. In addition,
scattering of electrons due to surface defects is reduced because all bonds in the carbon
nanotube are satisﬁed and because the surface is atomically smooth [3].
Conventionally, CNTFETs are fabricated by patterning metallic contacts on singlewalled carbon nanotubes in a lift-off approach (See Chapter 2) using photo- or electron
beam lithography (EBL). There are several problems associated with the use of lithography and lift-off steps for contacting carbon nanotubes. The typical polymer resists used
in lithography strongly adhere to the surface of carbon-based materials [5, 6], which
makes it extremely difﬁcult to remove the resist residue afterwards. The residue can alter
the electrical characteristics of the channel material. Furthermore, the adhesion of contact materials such as Pd or Pt on a dielectric substrate is generally poor. The contact can
therefore delaminate during lift-off, and this undesired effect can signiﬁcantly lower the
device yield. Delamination is typically prevented by the deposition of a thin Ti adhesion
layer underneath the contacts [7]. However, the work-function of the Ti deviates from
what is desired for ohmic contacts [8], which affects the performance of the CNTFET.
Evidently, there are several challenges for reliable nanomanufacturing of CNTFETs.
In this work, CNTFETs were fabricated using direct-write ALD of Pt for the deposition of the contacts to the carbon nanotubes. This involves the patterning of a thin Pt seed
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layer on the carbon nanotube by EBID, followed by selective Pt ALD growth on the seed
layer pattern. The direct-write character of this technique completely eliminates the need
for using resist ﬁlms or lift-off steps. In absence of resist residues at the carbon nanotube
channel or at the contacts, a higher mobility of the charge carriers in the channel may
be obtained as well as a lower contact resistance. When no lift-off step is required, the
device yield is improved, and it might not be necessary to include a thin Ti layer in the
contacts to improve the adhesion.
In addition to the merits described above, contact metallization by ALD is already
interesting in itself. The quality of electrical contacts to carbon nanotubes is known to
be determined by the work function of the contact material, as well as by the wetting
interaction of the material on the carbon nanotube [8, 9]. The work function determines
the Schottky barrier height for charge injection from the metallic contact into the semiconducting carbon nanotube. For metals with a high work function, such as Pd (5.1 eV)
or Pt (5.7 eV), ohmic contacts can be formed for carbon nanotubes with a large diameter
because the Fermi level of the metal is then in the valence band of the carbon nanotube,
allowing for efﬁcient hole injection without a signiﬁcant Schottky barrier. It has been
established by Javey et al. that ohmic contacts can be obtained for carbon nanotubes
with a diameter >∼1.6 nm when using Pd as the contact material, enabling the synthesis
of ballistic CNTFETs [10]∗ . However, a lower performance was obtained for Pt contacts
(prepared by EBL and evaporation), which was attributed to a poor wetting interaction
of the Pt on the carbon nanotube [10]. Contacts deposited by ALD may result in a better
wetting interaction with the carbon nanotube surface due to the chemical nature of the
ALD technique. In principle, Pt is preferred over Pd if a good wetting can be obtained
for Pt contacts, because of its higher work function.
In this Chapter, we report on CNTFET fabrication by direct-write ALD of Pt. The
approach used for the fabrication and characterization of the CNTFETs is described in
Sec. 9.2. The details of contact formation on carbon nanotubes and the beneﬁts of using
(direct-write) ALD are discussed in Sec. 9.3. Moreover, the results of electrical characterization of a set of 33 CNTFET devices are presented.

9.2

Experimental details

CNTFET devices were fabricated by ﬁrst dispersing the carbon nanotubes on the surface,
followed by the patterning of the contacts by direct-write ALD. Figure 9.1 illustrates the
∗ For

nanotubes with a smaller diameter, a Schottky barrier exists also for Pd contacts because of the larger
band gap of the carbon nanotube [11].
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Figure 9.1: Schematic representation of a CNTFET in backgate conﬁguration. The
p-type doped Si substrate serves as the backgate electrode and is covered with a gate
dielectric of 10 nm SiO2 . The source and drain contacts are patterned on the carbon
nanotubes (randomly distributed over the surface).

back-gate conﬁguration of the CNTFET devices fabricated in this work. The singlewalled carbon nanotube lies ﬂat on a substrate. The two metal contacts patterned over
the carbon nanotube serve as the source and drain contacts of the transistor. The substrate
is a p-type doped Si wafer (resistivity < 5 mΩ·cm) covered with 10 nm of thermal SiO2 ,
and acts as the gate electrode with the SiO2 as the gate dielectric.
Several experimental challenges needed to be solved to be able to fabricate CNTFETs: (i) Dispersion and puriﬁcation of the carbon nanotubes; (ii) Optimization of the
EBID process to allow for patterning of the desired contact pattern; (iii) Enhancement
of the throughput to enable the patterning of sufﬁcient devices to evaluate the contact
quality. These challenges are discussed in more detail below.
Single-walled carbon nanotube produced by laser ablation (1 - 3 μm long) were
obtained from Purdue University. The carbon nanotube powder was dissolved in 1%
sodium dodecylsulphate (SDS) solution and puriﬁed by density gradient centrifugation
(in a Beckman Coulter optima L-90 K centrifuge) following the recipe of Chandra et
al. [12]. This procedure results in a concentrated solution of SWCNTs and SDS in water with possibly some traces of the chemical used during centrifugation (60% iodixanol
solution as density gradient). The solution was diluted such that dispersion on the substrates by spin-coating resulted in isolated carbon nanotubes with an appropriate density
(roughly 1 carbon nanotube per 10 μm2 ).
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For the deﬁnition of the contact pattern, there are two dimensions that are important:
the contact length (the width of the source / drain contacts) and the channel length (the
distance between the source and the drain). The contact length determines the length
over which charge injection in the carbon nanotube occurs. Franklin et al. observed
an inverse relationship between contact resistance and contact length for Pd contacts on
SWCNTs [13]. It was shown in that study that the contact resistance levels off for contact
lengths larger than ∼200 nm. In this work, the pattern was deﬁned such that it results
in contacts of 300 nm width, in order to exclude an inﬂuence of the contact length on
the analysis. Franklin also demonstrated that there are no short-channel effects in ultrascaled CNTFETs. The CNTFETs maintained their performance when the channel length
was scaled down from 3 μm to 15 nm [13]. Although short channel lengths below 100
nm are desired to minimize the scattering by acoustic phonons [13], it was chosen to
work with channel lengths of 300 nm, since we focus in this work on the contacts, and
because optimization of the EBID pattern to channel lengths below 100 nm is challenging
(as discussed below). With this channel length, the pattern is comparable to the previous
work of Chen et al. [8], which allows for a direct comparison with the results from that
study.
Patterning of closely spaced contacts with a well-deﬁned width turned out to be challenging at ﬁrst. Although the electron beam can be focused into a spot of a few nanometers in size, the interaction volume from which secondary and back-scattered electrons
emerge is much larger [14], which in fact determines the width of the EBID seed layer.
Moreover, with contact lines in close proximity, the area in between the contacts receives
a dose of secondary electrons during the patterning of both lines, as illustrated in Fig. 9.2.
These proximity effects always play a role during EBID patterning, but they may have
a more pronounced effect for patterning by direct-write ALD, since an extremely thin
seed layer in between the deﬁned contact lines is sufﬁcient to initiate ALD growth (See
Chapter 8).
After a ﬁrst optimization of the pattern dimensions and beam settings, it was found
that well-deﬁned contacts can be patterned by direct-write ALD by using a low electron beam acceleration voltage of 2 kV [15]. Figure 9.3a shows a SEM image of four
contacts of ∼300 nm width spaced at ∼300 nm deposited by direct-write ALD using
these settings. To account for the broadening of the lines, the contacts were deﬁned as
line deposits of only 100 nm width, which resulted in lines of 300 nm width after EBID
patterning and ALD.
Results for two different samples are presented in this Chapter. The experiments presented in Secs. 9.3.1 and 9.3.2 were performed before the optimization of the pattern
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(a)
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(c)
Figure 9.2: Schematic illustration (cross-sectional side view) of the proximity effect
that occurs for patterning of contacts by direct-write ALD. (a) Seed layer deposited by
EBID. The dark areas are part of the pattern, while the light areas represent the material
deposited next to pattern due to lateral spread of secondary electrons. The seed layer
thickness required for ALD initiation is indicated by the dashed line. (b) Shape of the
contacts after EBID and ALD. The contacts are broader than the deﬁned pattern. There
is also ALD growth in between contacts when they are patterned in close proximity as
shown at the right. This is because twice the unintentional dose during EBID next to
pattern yields sufﬁcient material to induce ALD growth. (c) Shape of the contacts after
more ALD cycles, which illustrates that the contacts laterally broaden during ALD.

dimensions and beams settings. The contacts on sample A were patterned using an electron beam of 5 kV, and show the presence of a high density of islands in between the
contacts due to the proximity effect described above (See Fig. 9.6). Consequently, only
one working CNTFET was found on this sample. After EBID, 500 cycles thermal ALD
of Pt were carried out at a substrate temperature of 300 ◦ C using a low O2 pressure of
∼0.01 Torr (See Chapter 8 for more details). This results in contacts of ∼23 nm thick.
Sample B was prepared after pattern optimization using an electron beam of 2 kV, which
resulted in well-deﬁned contacts that allowed for the characterization of sufﬁcient devices to draw conclusions about the contact quality. On sample B, 1000 Pt ALD cycles
were carried out, leading to contacts of ∼45 nm thick. Also on this sample islands are
present as shown in Fig. 9.3b. These islands are located on almost the entire sample
and not solely in between the contacts, and are caused by an issue with the patterning
software used during EBID. However, the density of the islands on sample B is lower as
compared to the islands in between the contacts on sample A, such that short-circuiting
of the devices does not occur.
Figure 9.4 shows that the EBID pattern deﬁned for CNTFET fabrication consists of
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Figure 9.3: (a) SEM image of a pattern with four contact lines in close proximity deposited by direct-write ALD. An electron beam of 2 kV voltage and 50 pA current was
used during EBID, and the lines were deﬁned with a width of 100 nm. 1000 cycles ALD
were carried out. (b) SEM image of a pattern on sample B. The contacts were deﬁned
using the same electron beam settings as employed for the structures in image (a). The
islands present on the sample were caused by an issue with the patterning software.

two segments, i.e. the contacts to the carbon nanotubes, and large pads that can be probed
with microscale needles for electrical characterization. The contacts were patterned ﬁrst,
using an beam voltage of 5 or 2 kV, a low current of 50 pA, and an electron dose of ∼15
pC/μm2 . A larger current of ∼13 nA was used for the patterning of the large pads and
the connections, to minimize the time required per pattern.
The most straightforward approach to fabricate a CNTFET by direct-write ALD
would be to locate an isolated carbon nanotube by SEM imaging, and then directly pattern the contacts by EBID. However, the carbon nanotube is exposed to a too large dose
of electrons during the imaging, which causes defects in the carbon nanotube affecting
its electrical properties. A typical electron dose for SEM observation (∼6 pC/μm2 for an
acceleration voltage of 20 kV) already leads to a drastic decrease of the conductivity of
the carbon nanotube [16].
An alternative approach for fabrication of CNTFETs that was followed in this work,
is to blindly deposit an array of contact patterns on a substrate with randomly distributed
carbon nanotubes. Isolated carbon nanotubes can subsequently be located by performing
current-voltage (I-V) measurements on every pair of contacts. In this way, a large part
of the CNTFET patterns does not yield a working device, due to the absence of a carbon
nanotube between the two contacts, or due to the presence of multiple carbon nanotubes.
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Figure 9.4: EBID pattern used for sample A to fabricate CNTFETs. Four contacts were
patterned to be able to measure the contact resistance in four-point-probe conﬁguration.
In principle, every pair of two contacts next to each other that contacts a single carbon
nanotube is a CNTFET. For sample B, a slightly modiﬁed pattern consisting of six contacts was used (See Fig. 9.3b).

Moreover, a semiconducting carbon nanotube needs to be contacted for fabrication of a
CNTFET, while one-third of the carbon nanotubes are metallic by nature [17]. Because
of these reasons, a large number of contact structures had to be deposited, in order to
fabricate enough CNTFET devices for statistical analysis of their properties. The improvement of the throughput of the direct-write ALD technique described in Chapter 8
was crucial for this work, since it allows for the fabrication of ∼200 CNTFET patterns
during an overnight run in the DualBeam system. On sample A 108 patterns were prepared, and on sample B 256 patterns.
Electrical characterization of the devices on sample A and on the reference sample
describe below was performed at the Birck Nanotechnology Center at Purdue University
in West Lafayette, USA using a Lake Shore probe station, while sample B was analyzed
using a Janis Research probe station located at Eindhoven University. Both of these probe
stations consist of a sample stage in a vacuum chamber (10-6 Torr base pressure) with six
micro-manipulated probe arms. See Fig. 9.1 for a schematic of the conﬁguration during
the electrical characterization. A drain-source voltage was applied across the carbon
nanotube by placing the probes on the contact pads. The gate voltage was applied to the
substrate holder which was in direct electrical contact with the doped silicon substrate.
Typically, a transfer characteristic was measured by sweeping the gate voltage, while
measuring the drain current for a constant source-drain voltage. The samples were kept
at vacuum during the electrical characterization.
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Figure 9.5: Four representative transfer characteristics from the set of 25 CNTFETs
fabricated using EBL and evaporation of Ti/Pd/Au contacts, showing the drain current
as a function of the backgate voltage. This data serves as a reference for the results
presented in Sec. 9.3. The sample was not annealed before electrical characterization.
(b) On-current distribution, which illustrates the percentage of CNTFET devices in every
decade in on-current.

From a transfer characteristic showing the drain current as a function of the gate
voltage, typical CNTFET performance parameters such as the threshold voltage, the oncurrent, the Ion /Ioff ratio, and the subthreshold slope can be determined. The threshold
voltage Vth is the gate voltage at which the device switches between on and off, and can
be determined from the transfer characteristic when plotted on a linear scale. The subthreshold slope is a measure of the control of the gate over the device and its switching
speed, and is determined from the slope of the I-V curve below the threshold voltage. In
general, there is large variation between CNTFET devices, since the band gap of a semiconducting carbon nanotube is inversely proportional to its diameter. The laser ablation
produced nanotubes that were used in this study have a Gaussian diameter distribution
centered around 1 nm ranging from ∼0.5 to ∼1.5 nm, which corresponds to a band gap of
0.6 to 1.4 eV [8]. Consequently, more than ∼ 30 CNTFET devices need to be analyzed to
measure the distribution of the on-current, rather than reporting the value of one device.
The on-current distribution includes information about the dependence of the on-current
on the diameter of the carbon nanotube, and therefore allows for comparison with other
studies [8].
As a reference for the CNTFETs fabricated by direct-write ALD, also CNTFET devices were fabricated using the conventional fabrication approach. Electron beam lithography (EBL) was used to pattern a PMMA resist ﬁlm. Subsequently, the contacts were
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(a)

(b)

500 nm

Figure 9.6: SEM images of a CNTFET structure synthesized by direct-write ALD. (a)
The EBID seed lines were patterned with an electron beam of 5 kV and a current of 50
pA. (b) The same area after 500 cycles Pt ALD. The Pt islands in between the contacts
are due to the proximity effect described in Sec. 9.2. This device did not yield a working
CNTFET, since the carbon nanotube was damaged during SEM imaging.

deposited by evaporation of 0.5 nm Ti, 15 nm Pd, and 15 nm Au. The Ti improves the
adhesion of the Pd on the SiO2 dielectric, and the Au is to facilitate the placing of electrical probes on the pattern. About 25 working CNTFET devices were located during the
electrical characterization. The transfer characteristics of these devices were measured
and were used to determine the typical CNTFET performance parameters. Figure 9.5a
shows four representative transfer characteristics, and Fig. 9.5b depicts the on-current
distribution of these devices. The on-current distribution is very similar to the distribution for Pd contacts in the study of Chen et al shown in Fig. 9.11b [8]. This validates that
the carbon nanotube puriﬁcation and dispersion, and the electrical characterization were
carried out correctly.

9.3
9.3.1

Results and discussion
Direct-write ALD of Pt on carbon nanotubes

Pt ALD initiation on carbon nanotubes has been reported to be challenging [18–21]. In
previous work, we have established that Pt contacts can be deposited on multi-walled
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) by direct-write ALD (see Chapter 7), but for that we used
the process without the O2 treatment for patterning with a high throughput (see Chapter
8). A MWCNT generally has more defects than a SWCNT on which the ALD growth
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could initiate, and for a MWCNT is not necessarily a problem if the outer wall is damaged
by the process. On a SWCNT with little defects, it may be more difﬁcult to obtain Pt
ALD growth. Moreover, it is essential to limit the damage of its surface. The ﬁrst step
was therefore to check whether the contacts can be patterned on SWCNTs by direct-write
ALD.
Figure 9.6a shows a SEM image of a set of contacts on a SWCNT after EBID patterning, and Fig. 9.6b depicts the same area after ALD. In Fig. 9.6b, the carbon nanotube is
only visible in between the contacts, and is covered with polycrystalline Pt in the contact
areas. The images therefore clearly demonstrate that the direct-write ALD technique is
able to pattern contacts on SWCNTs. In addition, Fig. 9.6b illustrates the contribution of
the proximity effect described in Sec. 9.2 to the ALD growth initiation. There is a high
density of Pt islands in between the contacts, while there are almost no islands at more
than one micrometer from the patterned areas. The Pt islands in between the contacts
may form a conductive path between the contacts, and thereby can cause short-circuiting
of the device.
An important question is whether the ALD growth really initiates on the carbon
nanotube, as schematically shown in Fig. 9.7c. In literature it has been discussed that
a treatment by HNO3 acid [18, 19], or O2 plasma [20, 21] is required to obtain growth
by thermal ALD of Pt on carbon nanotubes. On the other hand, EBID of Pt has been
achieved on carbon nanotubes in several studies [22, 23]. The presence of carbon in the
Pt EBID material most likely plays an important role in the initiation of EBID on the
carbon nanotube, since carbon sticks more easily to the surface of the carbon nanotube
than Pt. For direct-write ALD, the carbon is expected to be combusted during the O2
treatment before ALD (see Chapter 8). The Pt ALD growth may initiate on the Pt grains
that are left behind after the O2 treatment.
Alternatively, it could be that the growth only occurs on the SiO2 surface and that the
carbon nanotube is eventually “buried” in the deposited material (Fig. 9.7b). Note that the
diameter of the carbon nanotube is relatively small (< 1.5 nm) as compared to the thickness of the contacts (∼23 nm), which implies that the carbon nanotube becomes covered
during the contact formation once the pattern thickness exceeds ∼1.5 nm. This effect
is described in literature as “spill-over” of the growth on the SiO2 surface [24]. Growth
by spill-over does not necessarily lead to contacts of poor quality. Since ALD relies on
self-limiting surface reactions, it has the ability to coat surfaces with an excellent conformality (i.e. a good uniformity on 3-dimensional surfaces). ALD is therefore expected
to yield a contact that nicely follows the contours of the carbon nanotube (Fig. 9.7b).
In contrast to line-of-sight deposition techniques (Fig. 9.7a), ALD may yield a Pt layer
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Figure 9.7: Schematic illustrations of contact formation on a carbon nanotube. Ideally,
the growth initiates on the carbon nanotube as shown in (c). If this is not the case, the
carbon nanotube will eventually be buried in the deposited material due to spill-over of
the growth on the SiO2 substrate. (a) For a line-of-sight deposition technique such as
evaporation or sputtering, spill-over does not necessarily lead to a good contact, since
material may not be deposited along the entire circumference of the carbon nanotube.
(b) On the other hand, atomic layer deposition is expected to result in a contact that
nicely follows the contours of the carbon nanotube due to the use of self-limiting surface
reactions that yield layer-by-layer growth. Note that the deposition of a seed layer (as is
the case in the direct-write ALD approach) is not included in these idealized images.

in direct contact with the entire carbon nanotube surface (Fig. 9.7b). In the same way,
ALD of a HfO2 dielectric on carbon nanotubes has been reported to lead to CNTFETs
with excellent performance [25], even though the growth of the dielectric relies on the
spill-over of the HfO2 deposited on the SiO2 substrate [24, 25].

9.3.2

CNTFET performance

We succeeded in the fabrication of the ﬁrst CNTFET with contacts deposited by directwrite ALD on sample A. Figure 9.8 shows the transfer and output characteristics of this
device. The transfer characteristics clearly show that the current in the semiconducting
carbon nanotube is controlled by the back gate voltage. This illustrates that this device
functions as a transistor, and thereby demonstrates that CNTFETs can be fabricated by
direct-write ALD. The device is in its on-state when Vgs << - 0.5 V, indicating that this
CNTFET is a p-type transistor, in which hole carrier injection occurs from the source
metal contact into the valence band of the carbon nanotube. The fabrication of a ptype transistor was expected, since the high work function of Pt results in a Schottky
barrier that is lower for holes than for electrons. There is also a relatively large current at
positive gate voltages, which suggests that the CNTFET almost behaves as an ambipolar
transistor.
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Figure 9.8: I-V-curves for a CNTFET fabricated using Pt direct-write ALD. This device
was similar to the one shown in Fig. 9.8, with a carbon nanotube in between the two
inner contacts. (a) Transfer characteristic showing the drain current as a function of the
backgate voltage for different values of the drain-source voltage. (b) Output characteristic
showing the drain current as a function of the drain-source voltage for different values of
the backgate voltage. An overnight anneal at 400 K was performed before the electrical
characterization.

The total resistance of the device is 8 MΩ, as determined from the slope of the IV-curve for Vgs - Vth = - 0.7 V in Fig. 9.8b. This value includes the resistance of the
carbon nanotube channel, the contact resistances, and resistances of the probe needles.
The device resistance is a signiﬁcant factor higher than the quantum limit RQ = h/4e2 =
6.5 kΩ, implying that the carrier transport in this CNTFET is not ballistic [10].
Values for the on-current and subthreshold slope can be determined from the transfer
characteristic. Figure 9.9 shows the drain current Id as a function of the gate voltage Vgs
for a drain-source voltage of Vds = -0.5 V. The on-current for a gate overdrive of 0.5 V
(Vgs = Vth - 0.5 V) is 1×10-8 A, and the Ion /Ioff ratio is 1×105 . An inverse subthreshold
slope of 165 mV/decade is determined from the curve.
It is not straightforward to compare these values to results reported in literature, because of differences in device geometry, and mostly because the performance depends
strongly on the properties of the carbon nanotube. The high resistance may indicate
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Figure 9.9: Transfer characteristic for Vds = -0.5 V listing the most important transistor
device metrics: the on-current (Ion ), the off-current (Ioff ), the Ion /Ioff ratio, the threshold
voltage (Vth ), and the inverse subthreshold slope (SS).

that we are dealing here with a carbon nanotube with a small diameter and a relatively
large Schottky barrier. The curve plotted in Fig. 9.9 falls in the range of variation of
the Ti/Pd/Au contacts illustrated in Fig. 9.5. This suggests that Pt contacts deposited by
direct-write ALD could be of a quality comparable to these conventional contacts.
The value of the inverse subthreshold slope indicates that the gate has an excellent
control over the current in the channel, and is comparable to values reported for similar
devices reported in literature with dielectric layers of ∼10 nm thick. A low value of
85 mV/decade has been reported in the work of Franklin [13], but that is for CNTFETs
with an ultrathin gate dielectric of 2 nm HfO2 . Javey et al. reported a more comparable
subthreshold slope of 170 mV/decade for a SiO2 gate dielectric of 67 nm [10]. In recent
work by Park et al., a distribution of the subthreshold slope for a large set of more than
7000 devices (Ti/Pd/Au = 0.5/20/20 nm contacts, 10 nm HfO2 dielectric, 100 nm channel
length) was measured with an average value of 265.2 ± 120.8 mV/decade [26].
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Figure 9.10: Five representative transfer characteristics from the set of 33 CNTFET devices fabricated by direct-write ALD. The sample was not annealed before the electrical
characterization.

9.3.3

Contact quality

Sample B allowed for further investigation of the contact quality. By performing IV measurements of roughly 70% of the patterns present on the sample, 33 working
CNTFET devices were located. Figure 9.10 shows ﬁve representative transfer characteristics from this data set. All the 33 devices were found to perform as p-type transistors
with similar Ion /Ioff ratios and subthreshold slopes as the device of Fig. 9.8.
The contact quality was evaluated by determining the on-current of these 33 CNTFETs for a gate overdrive of 0.5 V (Vgs = Vth - 0.5 V). Figure 9.11a depicts the on-current
distribution, showing the percentage of devices in every decade in on-current. The data
can be compared to to the results of Chen et al. shown in Fig. 9.11b, since they fabricated CNTFETs with a similar geometry while also using carbon nanotubes produced by
laser ablation [8]. About half of the devices has on on-current in the 0.1 - 1 μA decade,
one-third in the 10-2 - 0.1 μA decade, and 12% in the 1 - 10 μA decade. A comparison
to the data of Chen et al. (Fig. 9.11b) leads to the conclusion that Pt contacts synthesized
by direct-write ALD have a quality comparable to Pd contacts fabricated by EBL and
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Figure 9.11: On-current distribution for (a) the set of 33 CNTFET devices fabricated
using direct-write ALD of Pt, and for (b) Pd, Ti, and Al contacts synthesized using EBL
and evaporation as reported by Chen et al. [8]. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from
(Z. Chen, J. Appenzeller, J. Knoch, Y-M. Lin, and P. Avouris, Nano Lett. 5, 1497 (2005)).
Copyright (2005) American Chemical Society.

evaporation. As mentioned earlier, evaporation of Pt is known to result in contacts of
poor quality [25, 27]. This suggests that direct-write ALD leads to Pt contacts that have
a better wetting interaction with the carbon nanotube as compared to the Pt deposited by
evaporation. The on-current distribution is also very similar to the data of the reference
sample presented in Fig. 9.5.
Figure 9.10 further reveals a difference in off-state behavior for the CNTFETs fabricated by direct-write ALD as compared to transfer characteristics of the conventionally
fabricated CNTFET shown in Fig. 9.5. A large part of the CNTFETs fabricated by EBL
and evaporation of Ti/Pd/Au contacts can be characterized as ambipolar transistors with
a signiﬁcant current in the n-branch of the I-V curve. On the other hand, the CNTFET
fabricated by direct-write ALD show a lower current for Vgs > 0, and are better described
as unipolar transistors.∗ It should be noted that for the application of p-type CNTFETs in
integrated circuits, it is desirable to suppress the n-branch as much as possible to reduce
the power dissipation in the off-state.
There are two main differences between the two types of CNTFETs that could be
responsible for the differences in off-state behavior; (i) the presence or absence of resist
residue, or (ii) the contact material employed (Ti/Pd/Au vs. Pt). Note that sample B
∗ The

CNTFET of Fig. 9.8 from sample A shows a signiﬁcant current for Vgs > 0 in contrast to the I-V
curves shown in 9.10 from sample B. Sample A was annealed before the electrical characterization, which is
known to enhance the contribution of the n-branch [28].
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and the reference sample were both not annealed before the electrical characterization.
The unipolar character of the direct-write ALD synthesized CNTFETs could be due to
the higher workfunction of Pt. A higher workfunction theoretically leads to a higher
Schottky barrier for electrons, which translates into a lower current in the n-branch of the
transfer characteristic.

9.4

Conclusions and outlook

It is established that direct-write ALD can be used to fabricate contacts for carbon nanotube ﬁeld-effect transistors. Working CNTFET devices were fabricated by patterning Pt
contacts on single-walled carbon nanotubes. It is shown that these CNTFETs behave as a
p-type transistors, with Ion /Ioff ratio of >1×105 , and a inverse subthreshold slope typical
for CNTFETs with a dielectric layer of approximately 10 nm. These devices are the ﬁrst
CNTFETs with contacts deposited by ALD.
Based on electrical characterization of a set of 33 devices, it can be stated that directwrite ALD of Pt yields contacts with a quality comparable to Pd contacts synthesized by
EBL and evaporation. This is an improvement when compared to Pt contacts synthesized
by conventional methods, suggesting that the Pt deposited by ALD has a better wetting
interaction on the carbon nanotube. The CNTFETs fabricated by Pt direct-write ALD can
be described as unipolar p-type transistors with a low current in the off-state, which is
in contrast to the partly ambipolar behavior of CNTFETs with Pd contacts. The reduced
current in the n-branch of the I-V curve is likely due to the higher work function of Pt
that leads to a higher Schottky barrier for the electrons.
The higher workfunction of Pt as compared to Pd also should give a lower Schottky
barrier for holes, and should therefore result in a higher on-current. However, a performance similar to Ti/Pd/Au contacts was observed, which suggests that the wetting
interaction of the Pt synthesized by direct-write ALD is not as good as the wetting interaction of the evaporated Ti/Pd/Au, although improved as compared to evaporated Pt. It
is important to note that direct-write ALD was only optimized for patterning of the contacts with suitable dimensions, and not for the deposition of material with a good wetting
interaction on the carbon nanotube. Assuming that direct-write ALD results in Pt growth
on the carbon nanotube itself (Fig. 9.7c), it may be possible to improve the wetting interaction by for example using a slightly thicker EBID seed layer. This potentially leads to
Pt contacts that outperform the state-of-the-art Pd contacts.
In addition to the measurement of transfer and output characteristics, it would be
valuable to measure the contact resistance of the direct-write ALD contacts on the carbon
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nanotubes. In principle, the carbon nanotubes used in this work are with 1 to 3 μm length
too short for doing four-point-probe measurements, as the chance of ﬁnding a carbon
nanotube across four contacts of 300 nm width is relatively small. However, a new setup
for CVD growth of carbon nanotubes has recently been installed in our lab that can be
used to grow carbon nanotubes of >10 μm length in the near future.
The direct-write ALD contacts differ in several ways from the conventional contacts
to carbon nanotubes. There is no contamination adsorbed at the carbon nanotube channel
due to resist residue, the contacts are deposited by ALD, and the ALD growth is initiated
by an ultrathin EBID seed layer. To differentiate between these aspects, also CNTFETs
should be fabricated using EBL and ALD metallization, as a reference to the devices
fabricated by direct-write ALD.
Direct-write ALD of high-quality Pd would be interesting for contacting carbon nanotubes and graphene, because this is supposed to yield contacts with a better wetting
interaction on the carbon nanotubes than Pt. The reader is referred to Chapter 7 for preliminary results for Pd ALD on Pt EBID seed layers. The plans for direct-write ALD of
Pd are discussed in more detail in Chapter 10.
It is further interesting to investigate the wetting interaction of Pt and Pd deposited
by ALD on carbon nanotubes by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), following the
approach of Zhang et al. [9]. To this end, the carbon nanotubes need to be dispersed on
TEM grids, such that suspended carbon nanotubes are obtained that can be studied by
TEM after the deposition of the contacts.

9.5

Appendix: Contacting of graphene by direct-write
ALD

This appendix describes the results of preliminary experiments that were performed to
investigate whether direct-write ALD is able to pattern contacts on graphene. Exfoliated graphene ﬂakes on a SiO2 substrate (as supplied by IMEC) were used in these
experiments. First, single layer graphene ﬂakes were located using optical microscopy
and Raman spectroscopy. The sample was then loaded in the DualBeam system, and a
seed layer pattern consisting of six contacts was deposited on several graphene ﬂakes
by EBID. Since these experiments were performed before the optimization of the directwrite ALD technique described in Chapter 8, a relatively large electron dose of 1 nC/μm2
was used to pattern the contacts. Subsequently, 1000 cycles Pt ALD employing a low O2
pressure of ∼0.01 Torr were carried out in the ALD reactor.
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Figure 9.12: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of an exfoliated graphene
ﬂake (a) after EBID (electron dose 1 nC/μm2 ) of a contact pattern, and (b,c) after EBID
and 1000 cycles Pt ALD. In (c) also the contact pads (also generated by direct-write
ALD) are displayed at a lower magniﬁcation.

Figure 9.12 shows SEM images of the contact pattern on a single layer graphene
ﬂake before and after ALD. The images clearly illustrate that direct-write ALD is able
to successfully pattern contacts on graphene. The contact pattern nicely resembles the
pre-deﬁned pattern. This implies that Pt EBID seed layer can be deposited on the surface
of the graphene, and that the ALD process resulted in selective Pt ALD growth on this
seed layer pattern. No Pt islands were observed after ALD on the graphene surface next
to the patterned contacts.
A Raman spectrum of the graphene ﬂake shown in Fig. 9.13 was measured after
direct-write ALD patterning and SEM imaging. The Raman spectrum depicted in Fig.
9.13 shows the G and 2D peaks that are typical for single layer graphene [29]. Additionally, the spectrum shows a D peak, indicating the presence of lattice defects in the
graphene ﬂake. These defects could be created during the electron beam exposure of the
direct-write ALD process, or during the SEM imaging afterwards.
In conclusion, it is established that direct-write ALD enables the patterning of contacts on graphene. Contacting of graphene by direct-write may be interesting for the
fabrication of devices from graphene, for the same reasons that were mentioned for contacting carbon nanotubes in the introduction of this chapter, i.e. it eliminates potential
compatibility issues associated with the use of etching / lift-off steps and resist ﬁlms.
In future experiments, the O2 treatment designed for direct-write ALD with reduced
electron dose (See Chapter 8) can also be employed for the patterning of contacts on
graphene. This is expected to reduce the damage caused by the electron beam exposure
to an acceptable level.
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Figure 9.13: Raman spectrum of the contacted graphene ﬂake depicted in Fig. 9.12 after
direct-write ALD and SEM imaging. The small D peak indicates lattice defects in the
graphene.
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Chapter 10
General conclusions and outlook
This dissertation deals with several aspects related to atomic layer deposition (ALD) of Pt
as well as with the development of a novel bottom-up nanopatterning technique consisting of seed layer deposition by electron beam induced deposition (EBID), followed by
area-selective ALD (referred to as direct-write ALD). The following general conclusions
can be drawn from the work:
• The direct-write ALD technique enables the patterning of high-quality Pt nanostructures, with an signiﬁcantly enhanced throughput as compared to EBID, and
a high lateral resolution of ∼10 nm. The high material quality and the enhanced
throughput might open new application possibilities for electron beam induced
processing. A major beneﬁt of the technique is that is does not involve etching or
lift-off steps, nor the use of resist ﬁlms. This is especially relevant when working with the sensitive nanomaterials that are considered for future nanoelectronics
such as nanowires, carbon nanotubes, or graphene.
• Since ALD depends critically on surface chemistry, it is possible to locally modify
the surface properties to enable area-selective ALD. The direct-write ALD method
can be described as area-selective ALD by area-activation, which is a new approach for the nanopatterning of ALD grown ﬁlms. Alternatively, the seed layer
can be prepared by other means; for example by ion beam induced deposition
(IBID) as demonstrated in Chapter 8. Area-selective ALD by area-activation eliminates potential compatibility issues associated with etching, lift-off, or resist ﬁlms.
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The work on direct-write ALD may therefore be the starting point for the development of other area-selective ALD approaches relying on area-activation. As
discussed in Chapter 2, a ﬁrst follow-up study has recently been reported by Färm
et al, in which microcontact printing was used for the patterning of a seed layer for
Ru ALD.
• There are strong similarities between surface reactions that take place during ALD
processes of (noble) metals and surface reactions that are investigated in surface
science and catalysis studies. For example, the combustion of unburned hydrocarbons in the gas exhaust of cars is typically catalyzed by Pt nanoparticles, while
precursor fragments are similarly combusted on Pt nanoparticles during the nucleation of Pt ALD. A wealth of information is therefore available in surface science
and catalysis literature that can be used to extend the understanding of noble metal
ALD processes. As discussed in Chapter 3, the Pt surface is one of the most extensively investigated surfaces in the surface science community. Information from
surface science reports about the interaction of O2 and hydrocarbon species with
the Pt surface revealed new insights into the reaction mechanism of Pt ALD. In addition, catalysis literature on the interaction of O2 with supported Pt catalysts could
be employed to explain the nucleation behavior described in Chapter 4. Note that
the pressure gap between the ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions employed in
surface science studies and typical processing conditions during ALD, is smaller
than the pressure gap between UHV and typical conditions employed in catalysis.
• In these reactions mechanism studies it was concluded that dehydrogenation of
the organometallic precursor ligands occurs on the catalytic Pt surface during the
Pt ALD process. As a result of these dehydrogenation reactions, a carbonaceous
layer is formed at the end of the precursor pulse, which poisons the surface and
causes the saturation of the precursor adsorption in the ﬁrst half-reaction of the
ALD cycle. Subsequently, this carbonaceous layer is combusted during the O2
pulse. Catalytic combustion of the carbonaceous layer requires elevated substrate
temperatures, explaining the temperature dependence of the Pt ALD process.
The surface reactions during the nucleation stage are quite different, since most
substrates do not have the ability to catalyze the dehydrogenation and combustion
reactions. It was established that exposure to O2 during the O2 pulse of the process
governs the nucleation behavior on oxide substrates. The exposure to O2 enhances
Pt particle ripening, and the formed particles catalyze the surface reactions of ALD
growth.
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• The new insights into the reactions mechanism and nucleation behavior of Pt ALD
led to several new innovations: (i) a new approach for the synthesis of core/shell
nanoparticles was developed based on the same selective growth conditions as employed during direct-write ALD; (ii) the nucleation study revealed the conditions
suitable for nanoparticle synthesis, or for the deposition of ultrathin ﬁlms without
a signiﬁcant growth delay; and (iii) new processes for Pt ALD at room temperature
were developed. The thesis as a whole demonstrates the value of investigating the
underlying mechanisms of ALD processes as the starting point in the development
of novel applications of ALD.
Based on the work presented in this thesis, the following recommendations for further
research can be given:
• The extension of the direct-write ALD technique to more materials is needed to
broaden the application possibilities of the technique. Some preliminary results
for Pd were described in Chapter 7. As discussed in Chapter 9, Pd is often used for
contacting carbon nanotubes and graphene because of its high work function and
good wetting on these materials. The difﬁculties for Pd direct-write ALD are: (i)
the only Pd EBID process developed (using Pd(hfac)2 precursor) was found to give
additional growth around the patterned areas due to precursor decomposition; and
(ii) the standard Pd ALD process (using Pd(hfac)2 and H2 gas) does not result in
high-quality material. Therefore, other Pd EBID and Pd ALD processes need to be
developed ﬁrst. As an alternative for Pd EBID, the ALD growth can be initiated by
Pt EBID seed layers. An ultrathin Pt layer at the interface between the Pd and the
carbon nanotube / graphene surface does not necessarily have a large effect on the
performance of such a device. Pd ALD from Pd(hfac)2 and formalin is currently
under investigation as an alternative ALD process.
As described in Sec. 2.4.2, it is required to suppress the nucleation on the substrate
in the direct-write ALD approach. This suggests that is should be possible to
extend the approach to other metal ALD processes, since metal ALD generally
suffers from delayed nucleation on most substrates. It was established in Chapter
4 that the nucleation behavior of Ru ALD from CpRu(CO)2 Et and O2 gas depends,
similar to the Pt ALD process, on the exposure of O2 .
• In Chapter 9, it was evaluated whether direct-write ALD can be used to contact
carbon nanotubes aimed at the fabrication of transistors. In addition to this application, contacting of carbon nanotubes, graphene or nanowires by direct-write
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ALD is interesting for fabrication of gas sensors. Especially in these devices it is
important to keep the surface of the functional material as clean as possible. The
elimination of resist ﬁlms in the fabrication process may therefore be essential in
the fabrication of reliable gas sensors.
• By applying the conclusions from surface science reports to the mechanism of Pt
ALD, it was discussed in Chapter 3 that dehydrogenation reactions occur on the
catalytic Pt surface during Pt ALD. However, since the conditions during ALD
are not one to one comparable to the conditions employed in surface science studies, it is complicated to draw conclusions about which surface intermediates are
formed. The next step for creating the full picture of the reaction mechanisms of
noble metal ALD would be to identify the species that are present at the surface by
surface-sensitive techniques such as surface infrared spectroscopy or x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). As discussed in the Appendix of Chapter 3, some ﬁrst
experiments in this direction have been performed by Bent and her co-workers, in
which it was conﬁrmed that dehydrogenation of precursor ligands takes place during Pt ALD growth. However, several questions about the reaction mechanism and
the nucleation behavior remain unanswered. In order to study the surface reactions
during nucleation on various substrates, measurements as a function of the number
of cycles during the initial growth are recommended. Furthermore, measurements
as a function of the temperature may reveal more insights into the kinetics of the
different processes.
• The work related to the nucleation behavior of Pt ALD, presented in Chapter 4, led
to new insights into how the nucleation behavior of Pt ALD can be tuned for various applications. The synthesis of particles of a certain size is an important topic
in catalysis, because the catalytic activity for most reactions depends strongly on
the particle size. Therefore, it would be interesting to further identify the inﬂuence
of the O2 exposure on the particle density, and on the particle size distribution. The
room temperature Pt ALD process developed in this work opens the possibility of
nanoparticle deposition at lower temperatures. Deposition at a low temperature
may allow for synthesis of catalyst with a high density of small particles due to
reduced surface diffusion and particle ripening.
• Although this thesis predominantly focuses on the ALD of Pt, most of the work
can be extended to other (noble) metal ALD processes. The reaction mechanism
for the ALD processes of Pt groups metals (i.e. Ru, Rh, Pd, Os, and Ir) employing
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organometallic precursors are expected to be similarly governed by dehydrogenation reactions, since these materials all possess the ability to break C-H bonds.
The nucleation of those metal ALD processes relying on O2 as the reactant can be
controlled by choosing an appropriate O2 exposure to allow for the synthesis of
nanoparticles, the deposition of ultrathin ﬁlms, or the fabrication of nanopatterns.
Processes involving organometallic precursors, O2 plasma, and H2 plasma pulses
are expected to enable ALD of Ru, Rh, Os, and Ir at low substrate processes. An
important requirement for low temperature ALD is that a precursor is available
with a high vapor pressure at low temperatures.
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Summary
Atomic Layer Deposition of Platinum: from surface reactions to nanopatterning
Platinum is a material that ﬁnds many applications in the ﬁelds of nanoelectronics and
catalysis due to its catalytic activity, chemical stability, and high work function. The thin
ﬁlm deposition technique of atomic layer deposition (ALD) is gaining increasing interest
for the deposition of Pt ultrathin ﬁlms and nanoparticles, since it is able to deposit on
demanding surfaces such as high-aspect-ratio structures and porous materials.
In this dissertation, ALD of Pt was studied, aimed at the development of a novel
bottom-up nanopatterning approach. Conventional patterning by lithography involves
resist-ﬁlms and lift-off steps that may yield compatibility issues with the envisioned
nanoscale building blocks of future nanodevices, e.g. nanowires, carbon nanotubes, and
graphene. The main goal was to develop a nanopatterning approach that enables direct and local fabrication of high-quality nanostructures without the need for additional
lithography steps. Since ALD ﬁlm growth depends critically on the properties of the
surface, it is possible to chemically tailor the surface properties to achieve area-selective
deposition.
For the development of the nanopatterning technique, detailed understanding of the
surface reactions of the ALD processes of noble metals turned out to be crucial. The
reaction mechanism of Pt ALD was studied by evaluating which surface reactions take
place at the catalytically active Pt surface during ALD, based on analogous surface reactions reported in surface science literature. This study led to new insights into the surface
reactions that take place during the growth, the saturation of the half-reactions, and the
temperature dependence of the process.
Inspired by the conclusions drawn from the reaction mechanism study, an approach
for plasma-assisted ALD at low substrate temperatures was developed. It was demonstrated that this new process enables the deposition of Pt at temperatures down to room
temperature. Consequently, the Pt can be deposited on various temperature sensitive substrates such as polymers, textile and paper, which signiﬁcantly broadens the possibilities
for applications of Pt ALD.
Furthermore, the nucleation behavior of Pt ALD was studied using spectroscopic ellipsometry and transmission electron microscopy. It was established that the pressure
employed during the O2 half-reaction of the ALD process governs the nucleation behav-
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ior, which can be exploited for controlling the nucleation of the Pt. This control enables
nanoparticle deposition, thin ﬁlm deposition with minimal nucleation delay, and areaselective ALD for nanopatterning.
The developed nanopatterning approach is based on a combination of ALD with electron beam induced deposition (EBID). EBID is a direct-write patterning technique with
nanometer scale resolution but its main drawback is that it gives material of poor quality.
The newly developed approach comprises the deposition of a thin seed layer by EBID,
followed by area-selective ALD. It was established that this so-called direct-write ALD
technique yields high-quality Pt material (∼100% pure, 12 μΩcm), and an enhanced
throughput comparable to that of electron beam lithography (EBL), while it allows for
patterning of nanoscale line deposits of only ∼10 nm in width.
To validate whether direct-write ALD is suitable for contacting applications, it was
demonstrated that contacts can be patterned on multi- and single-walled carbon nanotubes. Additionally, it was evaluated whether direct-write ALD is a suitable technique
for the fabrication of carbon nanotube ﬁeld effect transistors (CNTFET). CNTFETs were
synthesized by patterning of Pt contacts using direct-write ALD on single-walled carbon
nanotubes. It was demonstrated by electrical characterization that these devices behave
as a p-type transistors.
In conclusion, in this work a novel bottom-up nanopatterning approach has been
developed that is completely resist-free, and is especially suitable for the patterning of
contacts on sensitive nanomaterials. In addition, the reaction mechanisms studies led to
atomic level understanding of the surface reactions of Pt ALD, and thereby will contribute to the use of Pt ALD in a wide variety of applications.
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